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PREFACE

S It is easy to persuade groups of manufac-

>- turers that Protection is to their advantage.

^ Each group in turn hopes to come within

3 the protected area, and though as the bounds

of Protection spread, the gain to special

interests lessens until it may cease alto-

gether, this effect is not at first visible.

Moreover, the manufacturer may profit even

from the tax that seems to hit his industry.

3 He raises his prices beyond the point at

^ which the tax affects them, and leaves the

j2 retail trader and the consumer to adjust the

double enhancement of cost. Protection

saves him brains and enterprise. It post-

pones the necessity of replacing obsolete

plant, and generally sets up those unwise

and unhealthy economies on which the

^ natural trading man tends to rely. But

ghow does the workman stand to gain by

Protection? "The direct object and effect

«.J!«.J'..M_.''>^t^
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of protective tariffs," says Henry George,'

"is to raise the price of commodities. But

men who work for wages are not sellers of

commodities ; they are sellers of labour.

They sell labour in order that they may

buy commodities. How can an increase

in the price of commodities benefit them ?

"

The advocates of Protection, indeed, are

seldom drawn from the friends of labour.

In modern Germany their origin is much

the same as it is in England ; they belong

to that section of the landed and commercial

classes which is most hostile to labour move-

ments. In the United States they centre

in the sfreat Trusts, and include the directors

of some of the worst - rewarded toil in

America. New York, the home of Pro-

tection, is also the seat of startling misery

among great masses of its workers, and

of conditions of housing that have become

intolerable in London.

"In the highly - protected industries of

Massachusetts," says Henry George, '* official

reports declare that the operative cannot

get a living without the work of wife and

' Protection or Free Trade, by Henry George.
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children. In the highly-protected industries

of New Jersey many of the 'protected'

labourers are children whose parents are

driven by their necessities to find employ-

ment for them by misrepresenting their age

so as to evade the State law. In the

highly-protected industries of Pennsylvania,

labourers, for whose sake we are told this

high Protection is imposed, are working for

sixty-five cents a day, and half-clad women
are feeding furnace fires. * Pluck-me stores,'

company tenements, and boarding-houses,

Pinkerton detectives and mercenaries, and

all the forms and evidences of the oppres-

sion and degradation of labour are, through-

out the country, characteristic of the protected

industries."

If, therefore, the very aim of Protection

be hostile to labour, the great consuming

interest, and if the men who propose it are

often found to be its historic enemies, and

even to be conspicuously identified with the

most serious forms of economic oppression,

with what face do its friends commend it to

the workman and his family ? Let me premise

that indirect taxation, on which the protective
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system is based, is, teste Mr Chamberlain

himself, peculiarly oppressive to labour.

Cobden estimated that the old Corn Laws
amounted to a tax of 20 per cent, on the

average earnings of an agricultural labourer

in the forties. It was not a thousandth per

cent, on the income of the millionaire. It

was calculated that under Protection a

Bolton weaver was taxed about 30 per

cent, on the food of his household. Taxes

on bread, meat, and dairy produce fall with

the heaviest effect on the poorest, and Sir

James Blyth ' puts the levy on a farm-

worker implied in the threatened or exist-

ing taxes on bread, meat, and sugar, at 10

per cent, of his earnings. In Germany

Mr Dawson calculates that the food taxes

reach 23 per cent, of the value of the articles

taxed. Mr Chamberlain begins with a 5 per

cent, scale of food taxes, but this is only

a beginning, and it will be found that his

10 per cent, tax on so-called manufactured

goods cuts both at food and at other popular

necessaries. When it is remembered that

great masses of the poorest workers in Eng-

' Letter to the Times, nth August 1903.
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land could not conceivably benefit in wages

by any protective system, and that owing

to inferior physique they have the smallest

chance of living long enough to enjoy an

old age pension, it is time to follow with the

utmost suspicion the first steps backward to

the cruel system of taxing food necessaries.'

' Mr Chamberlain's preliminary scale of food taxes in

no way affects this argument. His proposal of 2S. a

quarter on corn, and a protective duty on flour, a 5

per cent, tax on meat, 5 per cent, on foreign dairy

produce, and 10 per cent, on imported foreign manu-

factures, amount to about 16 millions of new taxes.

Against this he proposes to reduce the sugar duty by

one-half, and the tea duty by three-quarters, and also to

reduce the duties on coffee and cocoa. But even this

is only a relief to the consumer of a little over 7 millions,

leaving him g millions to the bad. But the entire pro-

posal is a fraud upon the nation, and especially upon

the poor consumer. The whole of the sugar duty, and

a third of the tea duty are war taxes, and their remission,

without any counterbalancing taxation, is already an

overdue debt. Moreover, Mr Chamberlain leaves out

of the account the increased burden implied in the 10

per cent, tax on foreign manufactures, which, if its

protective object succeeds, must increase the price of

the English products that will be substituted for them.

Mr Chiozza Money has shown that an increase of only

5 per cent, in the price of a few foreign " manufactures "

—many of them essentially raw materials—means an

added burden of 45 millions on the consumer's back,

while the manufacturer is still left to bear the Colonial

b ix
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How, therefore, does Mr Chamberlain

commend to the workpeople a policy which

in his Radical days he singled out for such ex-

treme reprobation that he proposed to sweep

away or greatly abate the moderate break-

fast-table taxes of a few years ago ? By the

old and false Protectionist suggestion that

high prices bring high wages in their train.

Does he himself believe that contention ?

I cannot think so. For while he proposes

to tax food imports, he expressly exempts

raw material on the ground that it would

tend to increase the cost of production.

But if the effect of food taxes is to raise

wages, there is an instant addition to the

cost of production, and the British manu-

facturer is as much hurt as if he had to pay

more for his raw material. Unless, there-

competition. Mr Chamberlain suggests that this will

give employment to more British workmen. But if it

simply happens that the foreign manufacturer is re-

placed by his Colonial rival, the employment will only

pass to the workmen of Sydney, or Wellington, or

Toronto. If the work goes to the English manufacturer,

a certain number of British workmen will be diverted

from making goods in exchange for the superseded

foreign imports. So long as no addition is made to the

total product, no benefit accrues.

X
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fore, Mr Chamberlain fails to perceive the

most obvious result of his proposals, he does

not believe that a food tax will raise wages.

On that argument theory and experience

are equally conclusive against him. No
addition to the share of labour in the reward

of production can come from a system which

reduces the total output.' Professor Thorold

Rogers's elaborate examination of the history

of prices in England led him emphatically

to deny the co-existence of high prices and

high wages. A volume of passionate testi-

mony to the same effect came from the

sufferers from the Corn Laws. "I can

trace the prices for fifty-three years down

to the present time," said a leader of the

handloom weavers,^ and I find that the

prices of provisions had nothing to do with

each other, for, in 1815 (year of the imposi-

tion of the Corn Law), when fiour was 6d. a

lb., wages dropped lower."

In Forfarshire, in 1841, a report was

^ See Mr J. A. Hobson's essay, "Protection and

Wages."
^ Evidence of a deputation of handloom weavers

before a Conference of Ministers of all Denominations

on the Corn Laws, held in Manchester in August 1841.
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made to the same Conference of Ministers

that wages had fallen two-thirds, while the

price of bread had risen nearly one-half.

In 1835, when bread temporarily went down,

earnings sprang up, and, said a worker, *' I

and my brother workmen received better

wages that year than in the last fifteen

years." "When wheat was up to 70s. a

quarter," said an Oldham workman who

rose in the body of the hall while Cobden

was speaking, " the working-man would

have 25s. per quarter to pay for it more than

now when it is down to 45s., and conse-

quently would have 25s. less to lay out for

clothing and other necessaries for his com-

fort durino- the time he was consuminof- ao o
quarter of wheat. I have further to state

that since the prices of eatables have come

down, I have seen a deal more new fustian

jackets in our village of Lees than I have

seen for four or five years during the time

of high prices." The reason is clear. Make
the workman pay more for his food—and

unless he pays more Mr Chamberlain's

clients, the well-to-do Canadian farmers,

will sfain nothino-—and he becomes a worse
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customer of the clothier. The clothing trade

does badly, production falls off, works are

closed and wao-es are reduced.

" Do not you think," said Cobden, "that

before a Christian legislator sits down to

pass a law to raise artificially and legally the

price of food sold to the labouring man, he

should first of all settle by what means he

would raise in proportion the price of the

man's labour?" Mr Chamberlain no more

than any other Protectionist proposes to

enact a law that wages shall go up with

every addition to the price of the worker's

food.' He leaves the workers to fight that

battle for themselves. It is not contended

that labour in the unprotected industries—and

^ I would point out that retaliation, equally with the

policy of Colonial food preferences, involves the taxation

of food and raw material. The gross amount of imported

manufactured goods is much too trivial to form the basis

of an effective retaliatory system. It would be impossible

to engage in the policy of retaliation without dealing with

the two great Protectionist countries of Russia and the

United States. Manufactures only count for £^\io,ooo

out of a total Russian import of 25I millions; and in

the United States for ;^9,3oo,ooo out of a total of 127

millions. 107 millions out of this total consists of food

and raw material.
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in the States probably nineteen out of twenty

industries are unprotected—will have any

call for a higher wage. Clearly this rules

out civil servants and people with fixed

incomes, railway and other inland workers,

and the great mass of the unskilled, " the

people on the margin." Even in the pro-

tected trades, if the workmen are able, by

organised pressure, to wring from their

masters a share of the swollen profits, the

competition of labourers who will be attracted

from other trades will speedily reduce wages

to their old level. Protection brings to the

worker no power to raise the standard of

his living, or to guard himself from the

competition that is really perilous to him.

In seeking to reduce the country's imports,

it in proportion lowers its power of export-

ing, and disturbs every trade engaged in

this branch of the national business. The
first sign of Protection in England would be

the dismissal of dock labourers, seamen,

carriers, as well as of special bodies of

workers for export. The English work-

man has nothing to fear from the foreigner,

and the fruits and stores that his own ships
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carry him from a hundred climes and nations.

He has much to fear from English trades

subsisting on masses of ill-paid, over-worked

labour, the labour of women drawn from

the home and children stolen from the school.

From that peril Mr Chamberlain does not

lift a finder to save him. His new Corn

Law, like the old, will bring grist to the mill,

not of the worker but of the landowner.

Protection inflates land values, not wages,

and the rally of the Dukes to Mr
Chamberlain's platform attests their know-

ledge of this simple economic fact.

The object of the following essays is to

present a simple but complete nextis of

argument against Mr Chamberlain's Pro-

tectionist policy, from the point of view of

labour. They are from the pens of economic

experts andacknowledged leaders of the work-

men, and they show—first that Protection

is identified with a period of -tragic wretched-

ness for our nation, and that a signal

improvement has taken place under Free

Trade ; secondly, that a parallel to the

misery inflicted by our Corn Laws exists
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in modern Germany, the European country

in which the Protective system has been

most thoroughly set up ; and thirdly, that

while the general advance has been great,

no margin exists to justify the statesman in

adding by one pennyweight to the fiscal

burdens of the people. The truth about

the condition of the poorest of the workers,

as affected by protective food taxes, is

substantially as the manifesto of the labour

representatives put it :
" The difference

between free food and taxed food is, to

masses of our people, the difference between

a bare sufficiency and an actual insufficiency."

'*The mass of mankind," said Mr Gladstone,

" is composed of men, women, and children

who can but just ward off hunger, cold and

nakedness," and Protection, like war, breaks

down the barriers that defy these dreaded

enemies. Mr Rowntree shows how easily the

difference between poverty and absolute star-

vation may be extinguished; Mr Lough ex-

hibits the exact operation of cheap sugar in

the workman's household ; and Mrs Nash

traces in detail the results of the thrifty

marketing which goes on under co-operation,
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and the pernicious effect upon it of the ap-

pHcation of Mr Chamberlain's scheme of

Colonial preferences. Probably not even

Mr Chamberlain can restore all the horrors

of the Corn Law days, when, as Sir

Spencer Walpole says, ''throughout the

length and the breadth of the kingdom

there was one universal wail of misery,"

when in one district of Manchester 2000

families had only is. 2jd. per head per

week, and when labourers could tell their

friends that they had not tasted one bit

of animal food for two years, and could

not say what was its price per pound.

Men then lived on gruel and potatoes, as

the "protected" German worker lives on

potatoes to-day. If this poorest class now

fares better—the rise in the condition of

the skilled worker is, of course, incomparably

greater— it has by no means attained a

position of safety, and those who, like Mr
Rowntree, have most closely examined the

narrow basis of its domestic economy, are

most fearful of the results of Protection.

If Mr Hobson's close demonstration of the

failure of Protection to raise wages be
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correct, no man can easily measure its

evils.

It is in Germany, however, that we see

the baselessness of the structure of false

statement and false prophecy on which Mr
Chamberlain and all Protectionists build.

Mr Dawson's elaborate investio-ations ^ are

corroborated in detail by the Blue Book (Cd.

1 761), that saw the light after his essay was

written. Judged by every standard of hard-

ship—prices of food, wages, housing, dietary,

growth of all forms of sweated labour, and

general discontent—Protection has borne

the same social crop in the Germany of

1903 as it reared in the England of sixty

years earlier. In the forties England was

never far from revolution. The workman's

life hung on the uncertain balancings of the

price of wheat. Sporadic risings of half-

starved industries were always occurring.

' As to wages, the Blue Book concludes that German
earnings are about two-thirds of the English figures, and

as to prices, that during the last five years the German is

able to get for 100 marks as much as he could get for

112 marks twenty years earlier; but that the English

workman was able to make iios. go as far as 140s.

twenty years earlier.
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One person in every eleven was a pauper

in 1842 ; a generation later the proportion

of paupers had sunk to one in twenty-one
;

in 1902 it had fallen to one in forty-one.

In Germany the same tests can be applied

to an inhuman and essentially anti-social

policy. The whole body of workers are

in semi-constitutional revolt against the

thorough-going system of political and

economic oppression initiated by Prince

Bismarck. In the States a not dissimilar

discontent exists, softened by the fact that

Protection does not touch the worker's food,

and that the rate of wages in a land still

rich in virgin soil, and easily producing

almost the entire range of human wants,

has not yet reached the European level,

though tending towards it. Mr Chamberlain

therefore treads a path strewn with ancient

troubles and overhung by gathering storms.

It is not strange that if Protection be a

working - class policy, not a voice of

authority in the ranks of labour upholds

him.

Nor is the suggestion that Free Trade

has emptied the country and filled the towns
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of any substance in this controversy. The

growth of great cities is a phenomenon

common to all civilised countries. It is as

serious a factor in Protectionist America or

Australia as in England. Under Free

Trade Denmark has reared a highly

organised and extremely prosperous agri-

cultural business, just as Sweden, under

Protection, has failed, comparatively, in the

race for agricultural markets. The English

labourer's wages have grown from 8s. to i is.

a-week in the Corn Law days to about 15s.

and 22s. [See Board of Trade Tables.)

When he has an assured hold on the

soil we may expect to find the call of

Lancashire and London less potent in his

ears.

One word more. No change in the

dominating aspect of Mr Chamberlain's

proposals has been wrought by the shifting

of the official line of the Protectionist ad-

vance from food preferences in favour of the

Colonies to retaliation against European (and

American) rivals. Retaliation implies the

taxation of food, and its adoption is merely

a welcome sign of the extreme perils of
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a move towards Protection in a country

that cannot feed itself. Nature has not

provided us with a self-supporting Empire.

Neither we nor the Colonies will consent

to exchange a world market for an Imperial

market. Our Colonies will not stint their

productive power to please the manufac-

turers of Manchester or Bradford ; our people

will not stint their food to enrich well-to-do

Canadian wheat-growers. The populations

of our self-governing Colonies do not rapidly

increase, and even as they grow they develop

peculiar demands of their own. Our own

demand being especially for cheap food

and cheap materials, the Fates have de-

creed that if we tread again the way of

error that our forefathers trod, if we turn

to what Mr Holyoake calls the •' dead

world " of Protection, we must choose the

Bismarckian rather than the American

method. Sooner or later we come to a

gamble with the food of the people, and it

is no concern of theirs whether they pay the

price of Mr Chamberlain's Imperial ambi-

tions or of Mr Balfour's shifty compromises.

Whether by way of food preferences or of
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retaliation, the door opens wide, as Mr
Burns's essay shows, to the corrupt use of

politics by commercial interests ; a use by

which labour, neglected in these sordid

bargainings, suffers both in moral and in

material power.

H. W. Massingham.
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Labour and Protection

POLITICAL DANGERS OF
PROTECTION

A GREAT country like Britain—old, settled,

practical, business-like, predominantly in-

dustrial and commercial, an island con-

veniently situated between the East and

West—is suddenly invited to alter her fiscal

policy. She is asked to revise her Customs,

readjust her treaties, abandon her policy of

the open port, cancel her free admission of

exchanfjeable wealth from all mankind.

It is true that no complete proposal has

been made, nor a Protectionist budget been

defined, but a tax on foreign bread, meat, and

dairy produce has been foreshadowed, a duty

on raw material implied, and the creation

of " ties of interest " affirmed. Certainly a

desire to help the Colonies, which a tax on

food and raw material alone can do, has

A I
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been strongly expressed by some, whilst

others expect that out of all or either of

these suggestions Protection may ultimately

be made easier of adoption.

In the vagueness of all this there is the

greatest danger ; this policy of half-promise

and nebulous indication is the electioneer-

ing craft of men who would have no chance

if they defined a scheme that really and

frankly meant a reversal of our fiscal policy,

which is their real intention.

The appeal to political passion is made
upon a subject that cannot be hurriedly nor

properly dealt with by popular sentiment or

by interested trades. The subject is thrown

into the cockpit of faction. Surely Parlia-

ment should have been invited to spend its

energies upon it before an attempt was made
to secure a verdict on an ill-defined issue

from a jury unequipped with material on

which to pronounce a judgment.

And of so-called evidence advanced by

the Protectionists, what do we find ?

First, a mistrust of the figures of the

Board of Trade, which have been and are

compiled without party taint or demagogic

inspiration. And of what has been com-

piled, how has it been used ?

Convenient dates

—

e.g,^ the boom year of
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1872—have been selected and incomplete

data advanced. Raw material from abroad,

without which Britain would starve and many
of her works be closed, has been lumped with

smaller quantities of partly-manufactured

articles in a deceptive and misleading

way.

What patience can you have with pam-
phleteers who, whilst giving the remarkable

figures as to exports of machinery from this

country, which have risen from ^^8, 200,000

in 1872 to ^19,619,000 in 1900, say :

—

"This is good progress, but we cannot

close our eyes to the fact that it means
equipping our competitors with the imple-

ments with which to conquer British trade

in other articles."

You cannot have it all ways. Either you
make machinery with the risk or abandon

that trade altogether for the benefit of other

trades, which is absurd.

Others again talk about the collapse of

our iron and steel trade, and an attack has

been made on the London County Council

because it would not vary its form of tender

and confine its specifications exclusively to

British steel. The facts about this trade

are summarised by its secretary, Mr J. S.

Jeans :

—

3
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" The total volume of our foreign trade has been
larger in 1902 than for many previous years.

" No other country has an international iron and
machinery trade, whether in imports or in exports, of

equal amount.
" The total value of our imports and exports in iron,

steel and engineering was ;^68, 500,000 in 1901, and

;3^72, 700,000 in 1902."

Yet the engineers' lock-out in 1897 was to

have driven all this trade away. Echo
answers where ?

The same kind of deduction was drawn

from the astounding return which was pre-

sented to the House of Commons the other

day, showing that in the last twenty-eight

years 7643 steamers and sailing vessels had

been sold to foreigners.

This great record of achievement in British

industry is converted into the measure of

our decay. The fact is that small local

transit, which we could not profitably carry

out, is performed by other countries in second-

hand and obsolete steamers we have unloaded

on them at a good price. In nearly every

other industry similar topsy-turvy readings

of industrial prosperity are put forward in the

most misleading way. If a fundamental

change was necessary, if the social circum-

stances warranted a violent departure from

our present fiscal system by reason of a

permanent decline in trade, a general reduction

4
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in wages, or a fall in the standard of comfort,

we could understand the expediency of con-

sidering even so risky an experiment.

But there are no serious reasons to justify

such a revolution in our commercial policy.

No continuous and connected facts are pro-

duced to call for a reversal of a system that

in its broad results has made the world

envious of our wealth. That wealth is in

the main the price of and the reason for

maintaining the free port and the open door.

It cannot be uro^ed in favour of this change

that depression in trade warrants it. Trade
was never better up to the time of the late

war with its dissipation of the national life,

wealth and energy, and the temporary stag-

nation that comes to every country after a

period of military activity.

It would be only natural if, whilst John Bull

has been thrashing his erstwhile customers,

our rivals had seized their opportunity to in-

vade several of our markets and exclude some
of our trade, just as we were able to do to

Germany and France when they were at

war with each other in the early seventies.

But in spite of this disregard of our own
material interests, our trade is and has been

relatively good. Measured by imports and
exports, in volume and in value, by steadiness

5
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of demand, regularity of employment, rates

of wages, hours of labour, wealth per head,

standard of comfort, or the accessory tests of

savings, the activity of the railway, shipping,

coal, engineering and machinery trades,

by the returns of the income tax, and

by the general prosperity of the home
trade, there is no ground for alarm or

change.

On the contrary, the essential facts of our

industry speak trumpet-tongued for Free

Trade. Our geographical situation in rela-

tion to European countries ; the mechanical

aptitude of our people, the climatic conditions,

the geological wealth and the variety of our

natural resources, all make for a free outlet

for what we possess in exchange for what

we do not produce, or what we grow or

manufacture less easily than other nations.

In deciding upon a Free Trade Policy fifty

years ago, Britain did a wise and a profitable

act for itself and for the world.

Its first effect was to relax the grip of

feudalism over the countryside. Dear corn

and low wages went together ; and the

political subjection of the peasant meant the

poverty of the towns. Parliament was the

obsequious servant of the land-owning class,

who worked through the agency of corrupt

6
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pocket boroughs in the interests of protected

corn.

But from the date of the Repeal of the Corn
Laws Great Britain has never looked back.

Its population, wealth, manufactures have

grown as never grew the social treasure of

any other country before. Its coal is in

every country ; its fabrics are in every city,

and its fleets are on every sea ; the world

pays it tribute to a degree that would have

made Rome jealous.

Its middle and commercial classes have

displaced the territorial caste from the domi-

nant position it occupied ere Free Trade
destroyed its power. This great change has

been achieved by the riches that Free Trade
has given to the nation as a whole. This

wealth has been disproportionately secured

by certain classes whose right is being pro-

perly contested by the least comfortable of

those whose labour produces it. And in-

creasingly the working classes are attaining

their end.

Free Trade dethroned one limited and

exclusive class and it installed another but

larger and more useful section in its place,

and in this process the whole community has

gained. This passing of power and wealth

from the landed to the trading classes has
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carried with it a very considerable, yet insuf-

ficient, improvement in the lot of the working

classes.

Free Trade has the defects of its qualities,

but in the commercial sphere it helped to

make Britain reliant, its merchants adaptable,

its workers strenuous, its public life honest,

and its institutions free. The moral qualities

that Free Trade tends to produce and main-

tain set their stamp upon Britain's trade, and

on the whole it has maintained markets

better and more profitably than any of its

competitors.

It is true that this prosperity has been far

too unequal. There are still large masses

of the industrial classes without the leisure,

pleasure, and treasure that a better distri-

bution of our over-concentrated wealth could

give.

If there are swamps of human misery

beneath the peaks of wealth, as there are,

let the work of levelling up be done by

all the social and political agencies that sym-

pathy can inspire and the intellect and

character of the country direct.

But the poorest Englishmen are not where

they are through Free Trade. Their con-

dition in housing", hours, wages, health en-

vironment, outlook was worse under Pro-
8
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tection, as clouds of contemporary witnesses

testify.

Robert Owen, the Chartists, Frederick

Engels, Karl Marx, Brentano, Shaftesbury,

scores of medical and factory reports abund-

antly prove that the condition of the people

was worse when the system which Mr
Chamberlain would revive was really in force.

The palliative for the existent but diminish-

ing poverty is not Protection. Taxation of

foreign food is no substitute for domestic

scarcity. Preference to Colonial corn would

Increase the price of Imperial bread to British

labourers. The craving stomach cannot dis-

tinouish between the foreio^n and Colonial

food. It will not make for pro-Colonial senti-

ment but violently against it, nor for an Anglo-

Saxon alliance, if cheap American wheat is

to be excluded for Colonial grain from the

households of the poorer workpeople in

industrial towns.

Moreover, the beneficial effect of Free

Trade has shown itself in the political

aspects of Imperial administration. The
absence of Preferential Tariffs in favour

of the Colonies has secured them absolute

autonomy in their own affairs and has thus

saved Britain from many entanglements and

restrictions. But for Free Trade our present

9
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Colonial system could not have grown up.

Protectionist mother countries

—

e.g., Ger-

many—are notoriously bad colonisers. The
wealth that Free Trade has brought to

Britain from all the world has been freely

lent or sent to the Colonies for their develop-

ment.

The growth of our Colonial and foreign

mercantile marine without subsidies, without

preference, organised and made by free

capital, constructed almost wholly by Trade
Union labour, utilising foreign material

when home products were not available, has

provided a continuous means of communi-
cation between the Colonies and the Mother
Country which could not have been reared

under Protection. This is to a great extent

dependent on foreign trade, for which

Colonial industry could never be an effective

substitute. The thing I fear is that preferen-

tial trading^ as aofainst the foreig^ner for the

benefit of the Colonial will lead not only

to a Tariff war in goods ag^ainst the Mother
Country, but a Freight campaign against her

ships. In that case the whole Empire would

lose, and the British engineering trade enor-

mously.

We have now a minimum of friction with

the Colonies, for equality of treatment with
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all prevails. If tariffs are imposed in favour

of certain Colonial trades, other neglected

Colonies will require further favours to meet

their special products. This will beget inter-

Colonial jealousies, particularly as some of

the Colonies, being Free Traders and against

preferences at all, will reap no benefit.

These difficulties will beget a continuous

fever of negotiations between the Mother

Country and the Colonies to the detri-

ment and exclusion of honte legislation on

social questions. Preference in trade

must carry with it a measure of financial

incorporation, with all its attendant

dangers and risks. There could be no

surer means of attrition for our Colonial

edifice. All this is avoided under the

mutually beneficial system of free inter-

change of products, which handicaps no

one and gives equal rights to all our

Colonies. To change is to attempt to

better the best.

The Mother Country will not follow this

"Pied Piper" from Birmingham. On the

contrary, she will reject the alluring strains

with which he seeks to tempt her and her

Colonial children to the Protectionist dance

of death. But neither are the Colonies

responding as was expected of them. They
II
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see that it is not fair that the Mother Country-

should add to the difficulties of an older

community. This view of a large number
of Colonists is expressed in the admirable

sentiments of the Daily Telegraph of

Sydney :

—

A Crime and a Blunder.

The working masses of England, among whom still

linger vivid traditions of what they suffered under the

old Corn Laws, are showing a violent resentment of any
fresh schemes of taxing their food supplies. Preferential

trade means dearer food, and in a country with so many
people on the bare life-line any rise in the price of bread

would mean a yearly holocaust of men, women and
children—especially children. To artificially cause such
a rise, therefore, in order to get a million or two a year

above market value for Australian produce would be a

crime against humanity as well as a blunder.

This is the attitude we had expected from

the Colonies, and is in keeping with what

their best traditions indicated they would

do.

I believe that when the full meanino- of

preference to the Colonies is revealed, other

Colonies will strongly take this line. It

is only natural that with their untouched

resources, their younger life, their freer con-

ditions, their immunity from burdens that

mere age imposes upon older States, they

should disdain to reap advantage from taxing

American wheat or Argentine wool at the

12
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expense of the poor of Britain and the

industries of Lancashire and Yorkshire. If

in some of the Colonies where Protection

against British goods prevails, the instinctive

sense of equity has been sapped, and love

of the Mother Country depends solely on the

stimulus she can give to Colonial trade by
the exclusion of foreign goods for Colonial

benefit, then a new issue is raised in Colonial

relationship. The bond of brotherhood is

broken; the sentiment of kinship disappears.

Imperial Federation becomes, not a race

aspiration for the confederation of British

peoples on equal terms, but a mere cash

nexus out of which the oldest, the poorest,

and the smallest territory gets least.

The artificially-stimulated competition at

England's expense of Colonial fruit, mutton,

corn, or butter does not help the Devonshire

farmer or the Surrey market gardener, who
will feel just as much the subsidised rivalry

of John Smith in New Zealand, or of John
Brown of Manitoba, as of Silas Knight of

Minneapolis. If in dearer food for his cattle,

and in other ways he is asked to supplement

his heavy contributions to Imperial Defence,

he may elect to exchange one form of help

for the other. Certain it is he cannot pay

for both.

13
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The adoption of preferential tariffs with

our Colonies, even if it were fiscally possible

and beneficial, implies either a subordination

of the Mother Country to the Colonies,

which is bad, or the subjection of the

Colonies to our will, which is worse. It

certainly calls for equality of sacrifice in the

maintenance of the Imperial heritage; a

contribution the Colonies cannot and will

not make. Even if they did, it would bring

them within the maelstrom of continental

militarism, with conscription and its attendant

burdens, a system foreign to the habits,

tradition, and spirit of the Colonial peoples.

Fortunately, in this controversy, the pre-

science and moral courage of the best of

the Colonial statesmen are appearing to

correct the blunders of old-world politicians.

Mr G. H. Reid disclosed a more excellent

way of helping Britain and assisting the

Colonies when speaking the other day :

—

" During the Budget debate in the Federal House of

Representatives, the Right Hon. G. H. Reid, leader of

the Opposition, denounced the Ministerial policy of

retaining the present duties against Great Britain, and
suggested that the tariff should be unconditionally

reduced by 50 per cent, in favour of British goods,

Great Britain not being asked to make any return."

This is the way to create a stronger feeling

14
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between the Colonies and the Mother Country

to the advantage of both,

Mr Chamberlain proposes to revive the

folly which cost us the American Colonies,

only, instead of Britain levying a tax on

tea the Colonies are to levy a food tax on

the Mother Country.

The fact is, if you are to give a preference

to the Colonies you must put a "tax on

food. " This really means asking the working

classes at home, who already pay more than

their proper share for their Imperial heritage,

to incur the worst of all imposts—dearer food

—so that the Colonial taxpayer may be ex-

empt from the equal contribution which real

Imperial Federation should mean. Or, to

put the point in another way : the British

artisan is to pay in tax a bread duty equal

(even if the tax is a moderate one) to what

he subscribes to his Friendly Society and

his Trade Union ; in other words, for the

maintenance of our admirable system of

working-class insurance against low wages,

long hours, sickness, accident, unemploy-

ment, and superannuation. I do not for a

moment believe he will do anything of the

kind, or that his brethren of the Colonies

will call for such a sacrifice.

Or take another danger of Protection.

15
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Preferential tariffs, by holding out a promise

of stimulating the home trade, would, unless

foreign labour were excluded, tend to attract

more alien people than now come in. As a

matter of choice, I would prefer their goods

occasionally to their company always,

America now realises the danger of the in-

flow of the hordes of Europeans who make up

her heterogeneous people. Homogeneity of

population, with its continuous supply of

reliable labour, is not the least advantage

that Free Trade has conferred upon the

nation wise enough and great enough to

adhere to it. By this process regularity of

trade is best maintained ; the permanency

of craftsmanship is guaranteed and the tradi-

tion of artistic interest and capacity that

settlement alone gives is embodied in the

products of a community. Free goods, mobile

trade, cheap raw material, high wages, un-

taxed food, are the basis of successful

industry. In that sign Britain has conquered

the markets of the world.

If Free Trade were simply a phase of the

battle between the kites of Capital and the

crows of Landlordism, then one could not

raise much enthusiasm on its behalf. But it

is more than the expression of the manu-

facturer's desire to secure cheap food for his

i6
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labourers, in order that low wages and lower

costs of production should prevail. Too
many of the Chartists made a profound

mistake in so regarding the Free Trade
struggle. A small doctrinatre group of

Socialists, more anti - Liberal than pro-

Labour, now commit the same error. This

view is not shared by responsible Parlia-

mentary parties like the German Socialists,

who see that the amelioration of labour is

impossible so long as Protection is the

dominant policy of an exclusive caste.

Fortunately, too, it is not the view of the

Labour members here, all of whom are Free

Traders, because they know and feel that

the price Labour will have to pay for the

additional prosperity of the landlord class,

or the benefit of a few protected trades, is

unjust to the whole body of workmen.

Free Trade carries the normal conflict

between Capital and Labour to that point

when the struggle for division of the product

begins to meroe in the socialisation of botho o
for the benefit of all. No great Socialist

leader holds any other view.

"Free Trade hastens the social revolu-

tion," Karl Marx declared.

" Only under Free Trade, as Engels says,

can the immense productive powers of
B 17
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Steam, electricity and machinery be fully

developed."
'* Protection is at best an endless screw,

and you never know when you have done
with it. By protecting one industry you
directly or indirectly hurt all others and have

therefore to protect them too. By so doing

you again damage the industry that you first

protected, and have to compensate it ; but

this compensation reacts as before on all

other trades, and entitles them to redress,

and so on in infinitum^

The effect of Protection in every country

and upon every class is to weaken its will

and narrow its enterprise. It teaches all

classes to look outside themselves.

Notably is this the case in Germany,

where agricultural produce is subjected to

heavy import duties, and where certain rural

industries for the benefit of the landlord class

are endowed out of the public purse. " The
beetroot sugar is not only protected, but

receives enormous sums in the shape of

export premiums. Similarly the potato

spirit distilleries receive, in consequence of

recent legislation, a present out of the

pockets of the public of about 9,000,000

dollars a year.

" And as almost every large landowner in

18
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North- Eastern Germany is either a beet

sugar manufacturer or a potato spirit dis-

tiller, or both, no wonder the world is

literally deluged with their productions."

" This policy, ruinous under any circum-

stances, is doubly so in a country whose

manufacturers keep up their standing in

neutral markets chiefly through the cheap-

ness of labour,"

" Wages in Germany, kept near starvation-

point at the best of times through redundancy

of population (which increases rapidly in

spite of emigration) must rise in consequence

of the rise in all necessaries caused by Protec-

tion. The German manufacturer will then

no longer be able, as he too often is now, to

make up for a ruinous price of his article

by a deduction from the normal wages

of his hands, and will be driven out of

the market. Protection in Germany is

killing the goose that lays the golden

eees."

It is no wonder then that the German
Social Democrats were able this year to

marshal 3,000,000 working-class voters

against a continuance of this bribe to the

landlord and Junker class—an agrarian trust,

selfish and overbearing. In so doing they

justify the prescient analysis that their friend

19
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Frederick Engels made in 1889, which I

have quoted.

A chief defence of Free Trade, apart

from its economic soundness and commercial

success, consists in its furtherance of inter-

national goodwill and convenience. It

antagfonises our neighbours less than the

protective system. It saves industry and

commerce from a vast amount of bureau-

cratic meddling and restrictions. The horde

of functionaries with which Protectionist

countries burden themselves are repug-

nant to the people, who suffer from their

fussy interference, as they are costly to the

nation which employs them.

The effect that Protection has upon the

public life of the country foolish enough to

sanction it is obvious to all. The superiority

of the British Parliament with all its defects

over all others is a supremacy for which the

fresh air of Free Trade is largely responsible.

The House of Commons is not, as nearly all

Protectionist legislatures are, a Tariff Revis-

ing Committee. It is not what it will become

if Preferential Tariffs or Retaliation are

introduced—a body for excluding certain

trades from foreign competition and allowing

others to remain unprotected. If any such
20
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scheme were adopted the lobby of the

Houses of ParHament would become a

rendezvous for inefficient employers and

their workpeople—a place where members
would be persuaded or intimidated into

promoting local and sectional aims against

Imperial interests. As in America, the

industry with the most persistent and power-

ful pressure would triumph over the weaker

and more scrupulous trades. In the result

the Mother of Parliaments would become
the mistress of monopoly. Divorced from

her high mission of Imperial control, she

would sink to be the handmaid of the Trust.

The immunity that the House of Commons
enjoys from jobbery and corrupt lobbying

is due, in the main, to the fact that very few

can now derive a direct pecuniary or trade

benefit from its operations. The day when
our industries devote to lobbying what they

should spend in business methods, technical

improvements, and managerial skill will be

a bad day both for our public life and our

commerce. Certain trades enjoying tariff

preference will want more ; to get it they

will buy legislators, bribe voters, and corrupt

assemblies. A warning of what is possible

is furnished by the influence of the directors

who for years have sedulously log-rolled the
21
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railway interests to the detriment of the

public and, as many now admit, to the injury

of the permanent commercial interests of the

country and even of the companies them-

selves. What a highly-organised trade can

do is evidenced by the Liquor industry at

the election of 1895, when it thoroughly de-

bauched the electorate. The House of

Commons under Protection would become
the cockpit of commercial factions. These
trade interests would at first be subtly intro-

duced. Then the larger and more powerful

trades would claim or push for protection.

The unprotected would want to keep pace,

and would make up in lobbying what they

do not possess in voting power, with the

result that the whole atmosphere of Parlia-

mentary life would be affected. Could there

be a shorter way of undermining the trust

that the people now have in the general

intention of Parliament to be fair to

all?

That the protection of industries from

foreign competition means, in its practical

results, the degradation of Parliaments, the

following description of the process at work

in the States will show.

As to the causes of Protection, Mr Frank-

lin Pierce says :

—

22
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"Even back in the war times political parties used

only a few hundred thousand dollars in national cam-
paigns, but in recent days the manufacturers and the

railroad magnates and the millionaires and bankers have

furnished tens of millions of dollars for disbursements

in national campaigns. Protected manufacturers dictate

to a considerable extent the nomination of members of

Congress, they make it possible that senators like Quay
in Pennsylvania, Aldrich in Rhode Island, and Piatt in

New York shall continue in the United States Senate to

care for their interests. The great wealth accumulated

by manufacturers places them at the head of our banks
and railroads, and the railway directors and manufacturers

are united in a combination to control the action of

Congress, to control the action of our great newspapers,

to purchase favourable legislation, and to debauch the

people. Special legislation is sold to a greater or less

extent by every Legislature. The moral sense of our

whole people is being dulled and deadened by the

nefarious system of Protective tariffs and special legisla-

tion. Our Protective tariffs and special legislation have

been steadily educating our people to look to Govern-

ment for business aid. In this age few men in our

country go into business without looking for some special

favour from Government. A large lobby infests our

Legislature and national Congress, and the free discus-

sion of these evils is shut off in our newspapers through

the use of money furnished by the combinations of

bankers, manufacturers and railroad magnates. These
multi-millionaires, in the name of patriotism and invok-

ing our beautiful flag, send their iron, steel, borax, white

lead and a hundred manufactured articles to foreign

countries and sell them for from 25 to 50 per cent, less

than they sell them to their own countrymen. In short,

our Protective tariff barons rob eighty millions of people

as ruthlessly as ever the barons of the Rhine in the

Middle Ages plundered wayfarers, and then, to atone for

this robbery, give millions of dollars to the estab-

lishment of churches, missions, libraries and other

charities."
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The following, which adds point to the

above, is from the able pen of a competent

observer, which my visit to America supports.

Here is a description of the effects of the

Protective system on public virtue in the

United States, drawn by an American pen :

—

" For forty years, through the enactment of Protective

tariffs, we have been corrupting our pubHc men. Christ,

with a profound knowledge of human nature, taught His
disciples to pray that they should not be led into tempta-

tion. Though professing His teachings, we have given

our legislators the power of transferring millions of

dollars from the hands of the people to the pockets of a

few hundred ' Napoleons of finance ' by a single Con-
gressional enactment. A more stupendous instrument

of corruption was never conceived by the perverse

ingenuity of man than this power conferred upon Con-
gress. Place three or four hundred Republicans or

Democrats of approved honesty in Congress, continue

them there for a few years, and a considerable propor-

tion of their number will certainly yield to the tempta-

tion to make money out of tariff legislation."

And an authority, Professor Goldwin

Smith, who surely ought to be listened to,

indicates what will follow if a Tariff system

is substituted for Free Trade :

—

" If the domination of multi-millionaires were to last

for ever humanity would have to come a long way over

a rugged road to a poor end, but what legislation cannot
check social insurrection of some kind may, and if the

evil proves excessive an overthrow will follow. In the

United States the Government has fallen under the

control of a group of log-rolling monopolies, which has

complete control of the Senate and legislates in its own
24
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commercial interests without regard to the general

welfare, or, as in the Cuban sugar case, even to the

honour of the nation."

There are some who are beginning to

think that something Hke the process has

already set in at the instance of South African

capital. Certainly, the conditions of legis-

lative work should be kept far above the

temptations involved in a system of pro-

tected industries. That these temptations

are always at the door is shown by the Spec-

tator, that, to its credit, has always been

fearful of the influence Trusts and Tariffs

would have upon Parliament. The Spec-

tator s reference is to the Low Flash Oil

scandal, when the flash point was kept at 70

instead of being raised, as it should have

been, to 100.

"There was 'lobbying' going on during the dis-

cussion last week in the House of Commons on the

best means of preventing accidents from the use of

mineral oils. The decision as to the proper flash point

for such oils really involved a possible monopoly of

the supply of safe oils, a monopoly worth many millions,

and the signs of excitedpersonal andpecuniary interest in

the lobbies were noticed by many observant members
of Parliament, and we suspect influenced in some degree

the obvious reluctance of the Government to interfere in

the matter.
" We do not mean that any attempt was made actually

to buy support—we have not reached that length yet

in England—but persons well-known to be employed by
the great associations interested in the decision buttcn-
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holed members, argued with members, and persuaded
members in a most unusual way.

" Let us beware lest a syndicate of such men secure a

predominant influence in some great State, and use it

for ends which the community has not sanctioned and
would not approve.

"We have witnessed an approach to such a scene in

South Africa, let us watch with vigilance lest one day we
see it nearer home."

—

{^Spectator, May 28, 1899).

For twelve years I have sat in Parliament.

I have taken an active part in its inner work.

I have sat on its Trade, Law and Private

Bill Committees, and know the "lobby" as

well as most members. I have seen general

Bills sacrificed to sectional interests ; and

even under existino- conditions I have watched

the abuse of Parliamentary Institutions by

Railway, Water and Tramway Companies.

But I venture to prophecy that if the im-

position and revision of tariffs in the interest

of certain protected trades is introduced

then the high standard of parliamentary

probity that generally prevails will dis-

appear ; the American system of lobbying

for interests
—"persuading" members, con-

verting majorities—will be introduced, and

Parliament, degraded herself, will drag down
the standard of municipal life. One South

African Committee is enough for a century.

One low-flash oil lobbying for a generation.

We have two final witnesses from Bir-
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mingham itself. The first is from the

bosom of the Chamberlain family— I mean
Mr Arthur Chamberlain. He is a keen man
of business, and as a member of Parliament

I endorse his vivid sketch of the methods

that Protection must introduce into our

Parliamentary system :

—

"I could make more money in an evening in the

House of Commons by arranging for the Taxation of my
opponent's necessities and for the maintenance of a free

market for myself than I could make by honest industry

in a month.
" Under Protection it would be more important to have

on a board of directors men who did 'lobbying' in

Parliament than men who attended to the best methods
of manufacturing.

" I don't say my companies would lose when it came
to the 'pushing of pikes.' I should be there. But
somebody would lose.

" With manufacturers excited as to whether they would

be in the Bankruptcy Court next morning or would come
down to breakfast millionaires you would have a new
force in elections.

" I am chairman of a weldless tube company in Bir-

mingham, and it is necessary that we should buy Swedish

billets to make a particular class of tube. Now, Swedish

billets are the finished products of some English manu-
facturers, though they are a raw material in my business.

If they were taxed to protect the English manufacturers

my company would be ruined and its men would be dis-

charged. But go down a step lower.

" Many of my competitors have not the heavy machin-

ery that is necessary to turn a billet into a tube by piercing

it, and they buy from Sweden what we call the hollow-

bloom or billet, which is almost a tube, and they draw
that into a tube and sell it in competition with me.
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That is the raw material of their business, and it is next

door to the finished product of mine.
'* If I could get a Protectionist Parliament to admit

billets free and tax hollow blooms I should ruin all my
competitors who depended on hollow blooms and make
more profit than ever I could hope to do under present

conditions."

That Mr Arthur Chamberlain's view is

not unlikely to be realised under Protection is

confirmed by his brother, my second witness.

When the question of cordite ammunition was

under discussion—and it was sufficiently

serious to lead to the downfall of the last

Liberal ministry—Mr Joseph Chamberlain

intervened, and alluding to the Times report,

said :

—

" His constituency was in some measure

interested in this cordite question, as the

firm of Kynoch & Co. have their headquarters

in a suburb of Birmingham. Perhaps the

Financial Secretary to the War Office would

say to what extent orders for cordite had

been given to Messrs Kynoch."

For ammunition substitute foreign choco-

late or any other competitive commodity on

which a lo per cent, tariff is in operation.

The lo per cent, tax is not enough in the

opinion of the home manufacturer, work-

people and voters in that area. Is it reason-

able to expect that the local member will
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take a national rather than a particularist

view of the question ? The experience of

Protection everywhere justifies Mr Arthur

Chamberlain.

That this view is not exaggerated is shown

by the fact that much difficulty has been

experienced in London and elsewhere in

resisting the views of councillors who
think first of their town, or their ward, and

secondly of the general interest, and who
raise the cry of "local work for local men."

Preferential tariffs are but an expression

of this petty and parochial spirit. Under
them the Hiorh Court of Parliament be-

comes a packed body of rival trade re-

presentatives, fighting for their industrial

constituents, and subordinating to this prime

purpose their interest in political, social and

Imperial affairs. How they will fight for

their own hand is proved by the Chairman

of the Cement Trust, who, during the

Rochester Election in September, was re-

ported in the following terms :

—

" The Chairman (Mr F. A. White) referred

to the prominence which the cement industry

had received during the Rochester contest,

and remarked that without trenching on

politics he might say without fear of contra-

diction by shareholders who were in favour
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of F'ree Trade imports that if the wisdom
and statesmanship of the country should de-

clare that some duties on some manufactures

should be levied, cement was an article that

would cry aloud to be included.

" Savino- had been made in the manufactur-

ing cost of cement to the extent of nearly

;!^ 1 20,000. About four-fifths of this amount
was, however, given away to customers, who,

left to themselves, would willingly have paid

the price ruling in the previous year."

This attitude acrainst the oreneral interestso o
of the community is taken up not because

the cement trade is bad, unprofitable, or has

a dark outlook, but because higher profits are

to be secured for the trust by Parliament, to

which the trade will cry aloud for subsidy,

retaliation and protection. The Labour Party

are not numerous, and according to Mr
Chamberlain they do not possess initiative.

Let us hope that in this form of electoral

bribery they never will.

The Times, on June 12, 1899, said:

—

" Competition generally ends in combination,

and that can now be carried out in the form

of a rinof or trust on a scale and with a

degree of perfection of which previous

generations had no conception." It then

suggested that it was necessary "to meet
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as far as possible combination by combina-

tion, to multiply the agencies against which

the ring must fight until they are too many
and strong to be mastered." This surely

means that a Free Trade system without

preference to any industry, and with its

tendency to keep special trade interests out

of Parliament, is the best. The moment a

tariff advantage is given to any trade it is

the sio-nal for consolidation. Rival firms

either unite, collapse, or are driven into the

combination, which then looks to Parlia-

ment for help against the foreign rival.

The fear of this tendency is revealing

itself in Parliament in the appointment of

Commissions and Committees of Experts

and outsiders, so as to avoid the pressure of

even the remote interest of members. How
much greater must be this pressure with the

arrival of the tariff-monger and the trust-

director, both eagerly concentrating their

gaze on Parliament.

One more consideration. Elections are

already too costly, but Protection must

introduce into them new corrupting elements.

They will certainly keep out of public life a

large number of men to whom even now
the hurly-burly of politics is repellent, and

who will not obey the orders of the trust
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or promote the designs of interested traders.

What has happened in the United States will

happen here, to our great national loss.

The most remarkable feature of this con-

troversy is that the panegyrists of the

Jubilee of 1887, and the Golden Jubilee of

1897, who sang of the growth of Empire
and Trade during the late Queen's reign

—which, by the way, was the era of Free

Trade—are now filling the air with their

lamentations of industrial decay. Nothing

is said by the claim-pegging Protectionists

of the hundreds of millions of money which

they have caused Britain to squander, or of

the 60 wars and expeditions with which

they have burdened British Trade. All

this has been done whilst Britain is com-

peting with nations— notably the United

States—whose lighter military burdens give

them a substantial advantage in the world's

markets. Indeed, one evil of the Protective

system in the States is that it provides a

needlessly large revenue, which is being

expended on the upkeep of a great Navy.

If the rate of orrowth in our trade is less

than it was, that fact is due partly to the

way in which " the weary Titan " is adding to

his useless encumbrances. Britain has more

than doubled its expenditure on Army and
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Navy in the past 15 years. In money this

is a heavy load, but the withdrawal of the

enormous army of soldiers, sailors, military

mechanics and labourers, from reproductive

industry appreciably diminishes our output

for the world's market, and is a permanent

loss to the remunerative resources of the

nation.

That Britain is no longer the workshop of

the world is true, and it would be folly to

expect it so to be. It is physically impossible

for that position to be maintained. It is as

undesirable as it is inexpedient. The people

who urge this as an ideal fail to realise that

the world exists for some other purpose than

the exploitation of foreign nations by British

factory - owners and landlords employing

armies of people in monotonous occupations.

Work is an important, but not the only,

phase of individual and national life. Eng-

land has more than its equitable share of the

world's work, and the pity of it is that so

much of the product of its energies should

be wasted in war, where it is not misspent

upon drink or gambling, betting and luxury.

A nation that spends ;^ 180,000,000 a year on

drink, ^70,000,000 on war and ;f50,000,000

on horse-racing and betting need not tax the

food of its poor or exclude the cheap sugar
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of foreion countries because it wishes to

raise a few millions of revenue or to help its

Colonies. Here, in three branches of its

wasteful expenditure—drink, war, gambling

—lies the total amount of its export trade with

the Colonies and the world. Here is a true

margin for economy. Within these bloated

figures are the means for Old Age Pensions,

extended trade, diminished burdens, increased

health, vigour, and capacity for all classes of

the community. Certain it is that we must

view with alarm the statement made by that

competent publicist, Mr Arthur Sherwell,

that in June 1903, at Edinburgh, out of

405,000 working hours which 4250 workmen
should have worked in a fortnight in a typical

Scotch industry, 100,650 hours, or 25 per

cent., were lost by avoidable causes, the over-

whelmingproportion ofthat lost time being due

to intemperance. Thus it is not in our Fiscal

stars but in ourselves that we are underlings.

No; the country has wealth enough and

to spare. Let her use it for the elevation of

her people, for the growth of gentler manners,

simpler ways, soberer habits, more refined

pleasures, and the upbuilding of Common-
wealths beyond the seas, free from the curse

of militarism, of which Protection is the

product in Europe, and of which Preferential
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Tariffs will be the precursor in the Colonies.

As for the Colonies, let them remain supreme

in their separate and autonomous develop-

ment, freely attached to the Mother Country

by the strongest of ties—those of sentiment

begotten of kinship and respect created by

independence. How much better such a

relation than the restrictions and bargains

that a system of mutual Protection demands !

The help to native industries, the develop-

ment of international commerce, the greater

diffusion of wealth that Protection is falsely

assumed to bring with it, these can be got in

other and better ways. Better government
will do much. So will economy in Army,
Navy and other branches of national ex-

penditure, improvement of trade methods,

greater adaptability in our traders, as-

similation to varying tastes and devices,

better general and technical education,

cheaper railway transit. If revenue is

needed, new methods of taxing the

wealthiest by cumulative and graduated

imposts are preferable to taxing the food

of the poor. If the desire to get the people

back to the land be genuine, the better and
quicker way is to get some other people off it.

The worst way of all is to subsidise land-

lordism by a tax on foreign food and by
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adding to the landlord's power to levy toll

on the labour of farmer, consumer and

labourer. Certain it is that any of the draw-

backs that Britain suffers from cannot be re-

moved by obstructing the free flow of the

world's wealth that comes here increasingly for

exchange with the goods that Britain makes

for her customers. In our home trade there

is scope for far greater activity. On the

backs of the submerged tenth there is room

for clothes from Bradford, shirts from Lan-

cashire. Their feet require boots from

Northampton. There are endless oppor-

tunities for fresh stimulus to all the food,

furnishinof buildingr and cosfnate trades

getting a wider market in supplying the

unsatisfied appetites, restricted necessities and

comforts, of a patient, industrious people.

If our statesmen really want a task befit-

ting their responsibility, they have one ready

to their hand in the reoro;anisation of our

industry and the better distribution of its

fruits. Co-operation in the workshop is

neutralised by disorder in distribution, and

slackness of employment too often follows

a surfeit of work and an overproduction of

wealth. But this social disorder is more

rampant in Protectionist countries, because

the protected industries have the home
36
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market at their mercy ; and the Trust

which has Protection for its buttress and

creator aims at one thing—the ascendancy

of the money power over the social wants of

the people in the interests of a few.

Protection saps the equity of the captains

of industry, hardens the heart and narrows

the vision of the commercial class, and sub-

ordinates the Legislature to capitalistic ends

—pursued, as Mr Roosevelt said the other

day, with "vulpine cunning." It adds to

the difficulties of the social reformer, for it

throws athwart the road of progress the

favours awarded to one section and denied

to the rest. It Tammanises trade, and

devotes to political scheming the energy

and capacity that should be confined to

business. Against this policy Labour, Co-

operation, Trade Unions have united with

all the Liberal and the best of the Con-

servative statesmen. The result of this

combination will be the overthrow of the

movement for the revival of Protection.

The common people can be relied upon

not to abandon the principles of Free Trade,

under which their public life, from which

they have so much to expect, has been puri-

fied, and their lot, as a whole, substantially

improved. John Burns.
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PROTECTION AS A WORKING-
CLASS POLICY

I. THE GENERAL CASE

The industrial world, consisting of all the

producers and consumers of various nations

who are brought into direct or indirect

relations with one another, through the

mechanism of markets in which Qroods are sold

which they have helped to produce or which

they will consume, is a great, though imper-

fectly constructed, Co-operative Common-
wealth. The competitive system, though

often operating wastefully and with much
unnecessary friction, contributes to this

commonwealth by setting individuals, groups

of individuals and nations, to do the kinds

of productive work each is best qualified

to do. This familiar economy of division

of labour is the same, applied to individuals
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or nations. It rests upon the basis of two

liberties : freedom of production—the right

of every man to do the kind of work which

he thinks will yield him the best return ; and

freedom of exchange—the right to sell his

produce and to buy the produce of others

without legal or other unnecessary hindrance.

The chief defect in the working of this

system consists in the fact that these

liberties are imperfectly realised ; freedom

of production, to be effective, requires equal

access to natural resources and to the skill

and knowledge requisite to utilise them
properly, and this freedom is nowhere

generally attained ; freedom of exchange

requires complete liberty of intercourse,

which is everywhere impeded by political

and fiscal barriers and by linguistic and

other social impediments.

Of these liberties the liberty of exchange

is, however, the most fundamental, for when
any people have advanced far in industry,

the worth of his produce to any individual

producer depends upon his having at his

command the lars^est and freest market for

the sale of this produce and for the purchase

of all the other commodities he needs for his

business and his private consumption. This

freedom of exchange is the chief condition
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of an effective division of labour which

secures for a producer the best return for

his productive industry.

That Free Trade is essential to the pro-

duction of the largest aggregate of wealth,

both for the trading community and for each

individual member, can be best tested by a

simple mode of illustration.

If a little group of men settled down in a

new tract of country, after the preliminary

pioneer work was done how would they

dispose themselves most advantageously for

industry ? A and B having better training

as farmers, or happening to get hold of

better land, would confine themselves to

raising food, partly for their own use but

mostly for exchange ; C would be a miller

and baker, D a smith, E a tailor, F a car-

penter, and so forth, each confining himself

to some occupation for which he enjoyed

some special aptitude or other advantage.

Such an arrangement would not imply that

D was possessed of the most skill as smith,

or that F was absolutely the best carpenter.

A might be the best man all round, better

than any other in each particular work, and

C might know more of tailoring than E, to

whom the work actually falls. But though

A enjoys a universal superiority, his
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superiority as farmer may be greater than

his superiority as miller or smith, etc., and

he takes to that craft in which his relative

superiority is greatest. So with C, though

he would make a better tailor than E, by

undertaking tailoring he would leave C to

the milling and baking, for which the latter

was quite unfit, or to some other work

which he would do as badly. C is miller,

then, not because he is the best miller (for

A, we admitted, was better), but because a

comparison of the relative advantages of the

several men for the several sorts of work

allotted this to him as the one where he

would do best for the community and at the

same time for himself. If C were to under-

take any other work than that of miller it is

easily seen that a re-sorting of offices would

take place which would, by putting a worse

man into one or more of the other posts,

diminish the aggregate productivity of the

group. Equally obvious is it that, by the

arrangement we have described, A and C
(and the case of the others can be similarly

argued) get for themselves a larger share of

wealth than by any other arrangement.

For if all the kinds of work be regarded as

equally necessary (and this is a legitimate

hypothesis), A could not be set to any other
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work than farmincr without a reduction of his

surplus produce (over and above the farm

produce he consumes himself) available

to exchange against the goods of C, D,

etc.

C's case, so far as his own private gain

is concerned, appears at first sight more
doubtful. C, the miller, we admitted, would

have made a better tailor than E, and might

indeed have been quite as good a tailor as

he was miller. We saw a good reason, from

the standpoint of the community, for C being

miller; if he had been tailor, E, his substi-

tute in the other work, would have been

worse, and the net productivity of the group

would have been reduced. But how does

this affect C, who may be an utterly selfish

man ? Why is not C just as likely to choose

tailoring as milling ? The answer is that,

by choosing tailoring, though he would have

as large a surplus of tailor goods for ex-

change, that surplus would exchange against

a reduced aggregate surplus. So the injury

done to the total wealth of the community

by his choice of tailoring would be brought

home to him in the process of exchange.

This fact would force C into milling. So
with all the other members of the group

;

they are driven into doing the work which
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they can do relatively best, and which there-

fore contributes to the maximum weakh of

the whole group, by motives arising from the

process of exchange which gives value to

their surplus produce.

The whole of the accurate balance of this

economy is seen to rest upon the single fact

of free exchange. Interfere with that at any

point, or in any degree, and the adjustment

of private interests, which visibly makes for

the advantage of all and each, is subjected

to serious injury. Let C, the miller, entertain

a grudge against B, or a special liking for

E or F or some other man, which feeling he

embodies in a preferential rate for grinding

corn, the effect might be to drive B into

tailoring or carpentry, for which B is ill

equipped, and to induce E or F to give up

the craft in which he was more proficient in

order to till the ground less productively

than B tilled it. Indeed, it requires no

argument to prove that any interference

with the liberty of choice of employment,

determined by the relative value of the

articles offered for exchange, would be

injurious to the interests of the group.

E or F, indeed, may appear to make a

private gain out of this public injury ; and

his ability to do so may seem to contravene
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the theory that free exchange makes for the

good of each as well as of all. But there is

no real contradiction, for our hypothesis of

preference is not a valid one. C, the miller,

acting in his own interests, would refrain

from giving to E or F this preferential rate,

for by doing this he would be reducing his

own income, paying more for grain raised

by E or F than for the same grain raised

by B.

One more point. A and B are both

farmers competing with one another, and

this competition is the most direct way of

determining the rate at which corn will

exchanore against coats or butter or other com-

modities. If there were only one farmer, A,

freedom of exchange, upon which maximum
productivity depends, would be less com-

plete ; for A, having a monopoly of corn,

might arbitrarily raise the price or exchange

rate, demanding two coats for a quarter of

wheat from E instead of one, as formerly.

This monopoly could only be checked or

broken by E and the others devoting a

portion of their time and energy to growing

wheat on their own account—an expensive

check which would only mitigate and not

destroy the ability of A to exchange his

wheat at a rate which gave him an undue
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share of the general wealth. The existence

of the direct competition of B is essential to

preserve real freedom of exchange, such as

guarantees the full efficiency of production.

Since A and B too, each in his turn, gains

from this maximum efficiency when he

comes to exchange his surplus wheat, the

competition or rivalry between these two

farmers does not prevent our recognising

them as being co-operative members of the

general industrial process.

Now, instead of free production and

exchancje between the members of a sing-le

group, let us suppose several groups or

villages neicjhbourino" on one another and

eno^ao^ed in close commercial intercourse.

It becomes self-evident that the arrange-

ment which was profitable for the single

group remains profitable for the group of

groups. The villages, as villages, do not

engage in trade with one another ; it is the

villaoers from the several villaores that do so.

It is obvious that an arrangement of free

exchange which is profitable for all and each,

when practised in a single village, will not

cease to be so if the population of the village

outgrows the convenient size of a single

villaore and becomes two or three villagres.

Can it become profitable to establish octrois
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or other tax-barriers upon the intercourse of

members of these villages any more than it

would have been profitable to put similar

barriers upon the intercourse of the same

people when they occupied different streets

in the same village ? Indeed, if division of

labour and free exchange have for a little

group the value we showed them to have,

it is evident that this value orows with the

area over which this division and this free

exchange is made operative.

To the economy of Free Exchange then

it can make no difference whether A, B, C,

D, E, etc., continue to live in the same

valley as members of one village, or in

several valleys as members of several

villages. Nor, as we see, does the addition

of several competitors to A, B, C, etc.,

affect the advantage of Free Exchange, save

to make it more effective and so more profit-

able to each and all. The folly, then, of

seekinor to make each villao-e self-sufficient

by placing barriers on Free Exchange is

manifest. Nor does the fact that a village

may be a political unit and have a Govern-

ment to look after the common interests of

its members affect the question of the

economic utility of preserving the open

door.
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If from the single village and the group of

villages we proceed to the province or the

State, how does this enhanced size or com-

plexity affect the issue? If it is bad busi-

ness to set up octrois between neighbouring

villages, can it be good business to set up

tariffs between states? It is admitted folly

to erect tariff walls between Devon and

Cornwall, or between England, Scotland and

Ireland, because the comparative economic

self-sufficiency thus induced would cost too

dear, involving the production and consump-

tion of a diminished quantity of wealth by

the inhabitants of each of these areas. Why,
then, should it seem reasonable to anyone

that protective barriers can be set up between

Great Britain, France and Germany without

a similar damao^e to the wealth of the in-

habitants of these larger areas ? The greater

degree of self-sufficiency that is possible in

the larger area, though it may reduce, does

not cancel the damage of imposing barriers.

For we have perceived that every extension

of the area of the free market secures a more

effective division of labour, a larger general

production of wealth and a bigger share

for each free participant. None of the

inequalities of economic opportunity which

cause maldistribution of wealth within the
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nation destroys the fruitfulness of this

policy of Free Exchange, though it may
cause an undue proportion of the gains

to flow into the pockets of a class instead of

enriching the whole nation.

What obscures the principle and retards

the practice of Free Exchange between

members of different nationalities is the

fallacious importation of political distinc-

tions and antagonisms into economic life.

This fallacy takes two shapes. First

comes the suggestion, embedded in ordinary

modes of speech, that nations, as such, are

commercial units and trade with one another.

This false suggestion is supported by the

fact that Governments, acting in the sup-

posed interests of certain individuals grouped

in "interests" and enjoying political "pulls,"

develop "tariffs" and other politico-economic

policies. In point of fact. Great Britain,

Germany, United States and Canada do

not trade with one another, but certain

Britons, Germans, Americans and Canadians,

following each his own gain, engage in com-

merce, just in the same way and actuated by

the same motives as members of different

villafjes in the same State. No economic

fact, affecting the economy of Free Ex-

change, is altered by the existence of political
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boundaries. It is indeed true that the

mobility of capital and labour, essential to

the full economy of Free Exchange, is

impeded by political barriers, but these

impediments are not so great as they are

represented to be, and are growing less

important every decade. A very small

transfer of capital and labour from one

country to another, some slight change of

direction in the perennial stream of migra-

tion, suffices to correct any ordinary dis-

turbance of the balance of advantages in

the employment of capital and labour in

different countries, just as a very small

transfer of gold suffices to maintain the

balance of financial exchanges.

Not merely is it a mischievous fallacy to

represent nations as engaging in commercial

warfare with one another, but it is equally

false and mischievous to suppose that the

interests of British citizens engaged in world

commerce are opposed to those of German
or American citizens. In trades, so far as

opposition of interests exist, a British firm

of cotton or hardware manufacturers is com-

peting more closely with other British firms

than with German and American firms

in the same market. In a considerable

number of world-markets British, German
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and American manufacturers and merchants

are engaged in buying and selling with and

against one another ; but their rivalries of

interest have no reference to nationality,

except so far as the Government of the

nation to which some of them belong has,

by tariffs, bounties or preferential treaties,

artificially interfered with freedom of ex-

change. The fact of such interference, so

far from being evidence of national rivalry,

merely signifies that a particular trade-

interest within a nation has exercised a

political power to obtain some benefit for

its own members at the expense of the

nation as a whole, and to the detriment of

the commerce of the world. Galling as

are such special interferences with free

commerce, after all they weigh very little

against the vast community of interests

which binds members of the commercial

world to one another irrespective of nation-

ality. The special enmities set up by com-

mercial lesfislation between members of the

same trade of different nationalities are of

small importance when compared with the

mutual benefits spread throughout the nations

by the vast expansion of world-commerce.

When we have Qot rid of the mischievous

falsehoods which represent nations as eco-
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nomic entities and their interests as essenti-

ally divergent, we come back to the clear

recognition of the utility of Free Exchange
over the widest possible areas and irre-

spective of political boundaries. The very

arguments for national reprisals, based upon

the false conception of commerce we have

just exposed, fasten more firmly in our minds

the supreme utility of commercial inter-

nationalism.

The wider the area of Free Exchange,

regardless of political limits, and the more
effective the division of industry and the

co-operation of industrialists, the larger the

quantity of wealth produced, and the larger

the quantity which comes to each parti-

cipant. A firm grasp of this general principle

is essential to all clear reasoning on tariff

questions. It is not really based, as Pro-

tectionists assert, on ct priori abstract

reasoning, but upon a plain understanding

of the fundamental facts of commerce, and

as these facts do not shift with the times,

neither do the principles which have refer-

ence to them.

Many, however, who are able to perceive

the advantages of Free Exchange, as here

described, appear to think that such advan-

tages disappear under a system of "free
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imports" alone, or " one-sided Free Trade."

If we receive freely the goods produced by

foreigners and they do not receive our

goods freely, we are at a disadvantage :

where Free Exchange is not reciprocal it

is not Free Exchange at all : if we cannot

have reciprocity on a Free Trade basis, let

us have it on a Protective basis—so runs

the argument. Now, if it were possible for

us to meet every Protective duty placed by

a foreign Government upon our goods by an

exactly equivalent export bounty, and every

foreign export bounty by an exactly equi-

valent tax, this would be a form of recipro-

city which would destroy the trade-barriers

set up by the foreigner, and would secure

again for us two-sided Free Trade. But

such reciprocity is politically quite imprac-

ticable, would, if attempted, lend itself to

gross abuses, and is not, as a system,

seriously proposed by anyone. What Pro-

tectionists actually mean by reciprocity is

not the pulling down of a foreign trade-

barrier, but the setting up of another

barrier on our part, thus doubling the

amount of interference with Free Exchange.

All the tariff proposals now before the

British nation—preferential duties favouring

our Colonies, protection of British industries
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exposed to illegitimate competition from

abroad, retaliation against special acts of

discrimination on the part of foreign govern-

ments—set up fresh obstructions against

Free Exchanore, reduce the ao"CTre8;ate of

industrial wealth for the world, and reduce

the portion of that wealth produced and

consumed in Great Britain.

It is the last of these statements which Mr
Chamberlain's friends contest: they persuade

themselves that by an arrangement of tariffs

they can get more wealth produced and

consumed within these isles and within the

Empire. Their assumptions are commonly

two—first, that the industrial prosperity of

this country under Free Trade is waning

;

secondly, that this waning is partly caused

and partly evidenced by a constantly-grow-

ing excess of import over export values due

to our system of "one-sided Free Trade."

Now the evidence against this first assump-

tion is so multifarious and overwhelming in

size as to defy effective summary in the

space at our command. Official statistics,

however, show that during the period of our

supposed decadence from 1871 (when the

commercial rise of our " rivals," Germany
and the United States, may be said to have

begun), the condition of the trade of the
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people of Great Britain has been steadily

and persistently improving. The money-

value of our trade per head of the popula-

tion has increased, and, allowing for the

great drop of prices, the volume of this

trade has increased rapidly, the amount of

income assessed to Income Tax has almost

doubled in the period, the quantity of

British Shipping tonnage cleared per annum
has nearly trebled, the amount of business

done in the Bankers' Clearance house has

more than doubled. Takinor evidences of

working-class wealth, we find the deposits

in Savings' Banks have grown nearly four-

fold, while the deposits in Friendly Societies

are five times as large as in 187 1 : money
wages and real wages have risen largely for

almost all classes of workers, and while

there still remains a very large body of poor,

physical destitution is less acute and pauper-

ism has declined in quantity. Even those

metal trades which have complained most

bitterly of the pressure of foreign competi-

tion are shown to be largely increasing in

the incomes they afford.

In point of fact the industry of Great

Britain exhibits great prosperity and steady

progress : while the rapid development of

other industrial nations has invaded success-
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fully some of the foreign markets of which

we formerly enjoyed a virtual monopoly, we
are showing an increasing power of adjust-

ing the employment of our industrial re-

sources to the new conditions.

The one fact which renders some super-

ficial support to the notion that Great

Britain is losing ground is the growing

excess of imports over exports. When
the ordinary business man first confronts

the fact that our imports are greater than

our exports by some ;^ 180,000,000, he

jumps to a conclusion, generalised out of

the experience of a private business, that we
are buying more than we are able to pay for,

and so must be drifting into bankruptcy.

This false judgment is partly due to the

notion, exposed above, that Great Britain as

a nation is doing this trade with other nations,

whereas, even if the facts were as he assumes

them to be, they would simply mean that

some Britons were buying from abroad more
goods than other Britons were selling abroad,

a condition which would merely throw upon

certain foreigners (not certain foreign nations)

the obligation of exacting payment from cer-

tain Britons (not Great Britain) for what they

had sold to them.

But even if we consent to regard as some-
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thing peculiar the trade relations of foreigners

with Britons, we find no reason to suppose

that foreigners sell to Britons more than they

take from them in return, or that they can do

so. There are certain services which Britons

render to foreigners which are not included

under "exports," but which nevertheless

have value and are paid for under " im-

ports." There is the carrying trade for

the world, an ever-increasing proportion

of which is done in British ships ; the

earnings of this trade are estimated at about

;^ 1 00,000,000. Commissions, insurance,

agency on our foreign trade, again, are paid

to us in the form of imports and amount

to some ;^20,ooo,ooo. The other large

factor is the interest and profits upon Foreign

I n vestments, set down at some £ 1 00,000,000,

though against this must be set the amounto o
of new investments which go out in the form

of exports and the interest paid on foreign

holdings in this country. Other elements of

imports which require no exports to balance

them are the pensions and other remittances

which come to Britons from foreisfn and

colonial sources. These sums, if they could

be accurately reckoned, would certainly

amount to considerably more than the

;^ 1 80,000,000 by which imports exceed
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exports, allowing a margin for the new
investments which the income-tax returns

show that we are still making in our

colonies and in foreio:n lands all over the

world. So does the dread of the excess

of imports evaporate when subjected to the

test of fact.

It is sometimes sought to delude the

working classes in particular by pretending

that Free Trade is a consumers' policy,

and Protection a producers' policy, and that

the workers stand to gain more as pro-

ducers by the large, steady, highly - re-

munerated employment which Protection will

bring, than they stand to lose as consumers

in a rise of prices which may not occur.

The Preferential Tariff scheme is often

urged upon the ground that it will, by

enabling us to produce within the Empire

practically all the imports which now come

to us from foreign nations, increase the

volume of employment for workers in Great

Britain and the Colonies. The contention

is in truth a childish one ; it consists in

supposing that we can eat our cake and

have it, that we can make ourselves the

goods we formerly imported and at the

same time continue to export the goods

we sent out to pay for them. Now it can
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be shown quite clearly that the stoppage of

any quantity of import trade involves the

stoppage of a corresponding quantity of

exports. Let us suppose a prohibitive tariff

to be imposed upon the dairy produce which

we derive from Denmark, Holland and

France, in order to encourage dairy-farming

in Great Britain. Here is a stoppage of

some ;^30,ooo,ooo of imports. Now though

imports are ultimately paid for by exports,

the first form of payment is by bills of

exchange and other negotiable paper. The
stoppage of this flow of payments to the

Continent soon affects the machine which

preserves the balance of international com-
merce ; excessive payments are due to Great

Britain, this favourable exchange begins

to cause real money (Mr Seddon's gold

sovereigns!) to come into Great Britain.

The Bank Reserve in England being swollen,

while the Continental Reserves are depleted,

bank-rates fall in England and rise in the

Continent, i.e.^ money is ' cheap ' in England,
* dear ' abroad. Cheap money stimulates

buyers to an increased amount of buying,

dear money contracts this process ; so there

is increased buying by Englishmen in

England, diminished buying by foreigners

abroad. Increased buying in England
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raises English prices, while diminished

buying lowers continental prices in general.

So continental buyers stop a portion of their

English purchases, preferring to buy more

cheaply on the Continent. This stoppage

of purchases by foreign buyers means the

stoppage of British exports, which this

financial chain has connected with a stoppage

of imports. Though it may not be easy to

say beforehand what particular exports will

be stopped as the result of a stoppage of

dairy imports, it is no mere hypothetical con-

nection that is established ; the moment it is

shown that a stoppage of exports causes a

general rise of prices, however small, it

becomes certain that this rise of prices will

reduce the purchases of British goods by

foreio^ners.

So far we have taken the general case of

Protection and the alarm of excessive im-

ports which is so closely associated with

it. But our Preferential Tariffmonger may
reply that his purpose is not to reduce the

volume, or even change the proportions of

imports and exports, but merely to displace

import and export trade with foreign

countries by trade with the Colonies. The
food-stuffs and raw materials which we buy
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from foreio-n countries we are henceforth to

buy from our colonies, and the manufactured

goods and the shipping and other services

with which we have paid for them will

continue to pay for them, but these exports

will be diverted from foreign countries to

our Colonies. Thus both sides of the trade,

and both profits, will be kept within the

Empire. To our tariffmonger it seems a

simple matter of transfer, involving no

sacrifice. But there are some important con-

siderations which he omits. The result of his

interference is to create in Great Britain and

the Colonies a new dairy industry capable of

producing the goods for which we pay

;^30,ooo,ooo to Danes and Frenchmen.

Since we cannot ex hypothesi produce these

goods as cheaply as the foreigners, this

industry will require the application of a

larger quantity of new British and Colonial

capital and labour than was required in

Denmark and France. Whence is this new
supply of capital and labour to be derived ?

It is to be British and Colonial capital and

labour. Does our tariff reformer assume

that a vast quantity of capital and labour

lies permanently idle in expectation of this

new employment? If not, he is obliged to

admit that it will be withdrawn from other
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industries. Then what the new dairy in-

dustry gains, these other industries lose, and

more. For the very fact that under Free

Exchange other employments were preferred

to dairy -work implied, we saw, that the

former were more productive. Our Tariff

thus can only displace foreign by imperial

dairy produce by diverting industrial energy

from a more productive to a less productive

employment, or, in other words, by reducing

the aggregate of wealth produced within the

empire.

The disturbance is of course fraught with

wider injury, for involving, as it must, an

unprofitable readjustment of industry in

those foreign countries from which we cease

to buy foods and materials, and to which

we cease sending manufactured goods, their

aggregate of wealth is lessened, and their

power of selling cheap what they have to

sell to us and of buying dear what we have

to sell to them is diminished. Thus this

attempt of the Preferential Tariff to secure

economic self-sufficiency for the Empire
inflicts on us a double injury, reducing the

productivity of capital and labour within

the Empire, and diminishing the power of

foreigners to buy from us and sell to us the
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goods we still shall require to buy from and

sell to them.

If we firmly keep in mind the fundamental

truth that all production is by individuals

and groups of individuals, and all trade is

likewise between individuals, we shall per-

ceive the necessary mischief of every

diminution of Free Exchange. Protection,

Preference, Retaliation— all signify re-

stricted areas for our markets in which to

buy and sell. If a British manufacturer or

merchant wants to sell his goods, is it better

for him to have as many customers buying

upon equal terms or not? If British con-

sumers wish to buy goods, is it better lor

them to buy in a tied market or in a free }

Take a single example. It is suggested that

we can safely shake off our dependence upon

the United States and other foreign supplies

of wheat, trusting to the food supply of our

own Colonies. We require at present about

100,000,000 cwts. of imported wheat and flour

for our bread supply in ordinary years, about

three-quarters of which comes from foreign

countries, one-quarter from our Colonies and

India. One may well ask whether it is

prudent to expect that within any reasonable

time we can so stimulate the latter supply as

to release us from the necessity of buying
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foreign wheat. If not, is it wise to play fast

and loose with nations upon whom we must

continue to rely for our daily bread? As
the strength of a chain depends upon its

weakest link, so a prudent nation will look

not to an average year, but to a lean year,

to see how far it is safe to restrict markets.

Within the last decade we have two years

(1896, 1897), when the complete failure of

Australian, New Zealand and Indian crops

threw us upon foreign sources of supply not,

as in normal years, for three-quarters, but

for more than nine-tenths of our imported

wheat and flour. Think what would be the

price of wheat and flour under a Preferential

Tariff when the next failure of Colonial and

Indian crops occurred, and when we were com-

pelled to struggle to re-establish the relations

with foreign nations which we had broken.

Again, those who imagine that, after giving

preference to our Colonies, which requires us

to place duties on foreign goods that for the

last half century have entered our ports free,

we shall retain the foreign markets we now
possess as well as increase our Colonial sales,

will find themselves mistaken. If anyone

remains unconvinced by our argument, based

upon the mechanism of foreign exchanges,

proving how a reduction of foreign purchases
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must cause a reduction of foreign sales, he

will succumb before another sort of argument

which is particularly concrete. When we
proceed to put duties on foreign goods

previously admitted free, we shall forfeit

the "most favoured nation" treatment which

we now enjoy in foreign ports, and which

admits our goods on the payment of the

lowest duties, where, as is common, two or

more scales exist in the tariff. A Preferential

Tariff signifies thus a contraction of markets

both for British producers to sell in and for

British consumers to buy in. This con-

traction damages the wealth of Great Britain

in two ways, by reducing the productivity of

its capital and labour, and by reducing the

quantity of goods each British producer will

be able to obtain by exchange for what he

has to sell : he will have less to sell and will

get less for what he sells.

The Preferential Tariff proposal has not

even that degree of speciousness which

attached to the earlier sucrorestion of aoo
British Zollverein, " Free Trade within the

Empire." If one shuts one's eyes to the

smallness of the population in our self-

Cfoverninof Colonies, the feebleness of their

resources and everything else save land-

areas, the magnitude of the imperial dimen-
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sions might dazzle one into entertaining the

notion that complete Free Trade within the

Empire might be as sound an economic

policy as one-sided Free Trade with the

world. But none of our Colonies consents

to enter such a ZoUverein or to abandon

the right of taxing the imports from Great

Britain. We are to admit their exports free,

but they will continue to protect their home
producersagainstthecompetitionof our manu-

facturers. We are to injure and offend the

countries whose people sell us more than

three-quarters of the food and the raw

materials we need, and who buy from us

two-thirds of the manufactured goods we
have to sell, in order to benefit a chosen

part of those who sell us the other quarter

and buy from us the other third ; while these

Colonies, by the development of their pro-

tected manufactures, continue to do their

best to reduce their purchases from us, still

claiming that we shall purchase exclusively

from them the food and raw materials ^ we
need, at higher prices than we can buy them
elsewhere. The toll demanded of Great

Britain by every step along this path from
' I add "raw materials" because, in spite of the present

disclaimers of tariff-reformers, it would be impossible to

hold Australia and South Africa to a tariff bargain

without preferences on exports of raw materials.
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economic liberty to bondage is emphasised

by the striking evidence of trade statistics,

which show that during the last half century *

by the natural action of exchange the pro-

portion of our imperial as compared with our

foreign trade is diminishing. It is also

proved that, although a larger proportion of

our external trade is with our self-governing

colonies, a diminishing proportion of their

external trade is with Great Britain. In

other words, the forces of Free Exchange
make against the economic solidarity and

self-sufficiency of the British Empire and in

favour of larger trade with foreign nations.

In order, therefore, to encourage a quite un-

attainable ideal of an economically indepen-

dent Empire, we are to dam up the natural

streams of commerce and to substitute arti-

ficial canals incapable of carrying the same
amount of water.

It is the Tariff-monger, not the Free

Trader, who is a visionary. The moment
one confronts the actual facts and tendencies

of existing commerce, the enormous sacrifice

of wealth involved in this attempt after a

"self-sufficing Empire" becomes obvious.

Whether one regards the diminished pro-

ductivity of industry or the reduced quantity

' Cf. Cd. 1 761, pp. 403, 407.
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of consumable wealth, the standpoint of the

producer or of the consumer, the proposal to

tamper with the natural course of free ex-

change by an artificial restriction of markets

appears equally mischievous.

J. A. HOBSON.
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{Co7ttinued)

II. PROTECTION AND WAGES

So far we have regarded the interests of

the workers as identical with those of the

industrial community as a whole in respect

of the operation of Protection and Pre-

ferential Tariffs. We have shov/n that a

reduction in the aoforrepfate of wealth follows

of necessity from every such restriction of

Free Exchange, and we have assumed that

the workers undergo their share of suffering

from this injury.

But wherever politicians are found advo-

cating such restrictions, an audacious pre-

tence is made that the working-classes

will be benefited by a course of action

which, it is alleged, will increase the volume

of demand for labour in the country, will

steady employment and raise wages without

an equivalent rise of prices. This has been

persistently maintained in the United States
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and in Germany, though the fluctuation of

employment during recent years in both

countries, and the failure of wages to rise

correspondingly with prices, gives the lie

to this contention.

The method by which the Protectionist

politician deludes the workers is by a

separate appeal to each group of producers.

Standing on a Sheffield platform he addresses

his audience as grinders, explaining how, by

a protective or retaliatory duty upon cutlery

from Germany and Belgium, he will make
sure work for the Sheffield trade ; he does

not tell them that next week he will be

explaining to his audience in the Black

Country how by protection to their iron and

steel works he will raise their wages, and

so raise the price of the steel which

Sheffield needs for her "raw material."

Speaking in Essex, he will dwell upon the

increased employment of land and labour

from the revival of wheat-farming- under

a Protective Tariff; he will not tell the

farmers of the coming rise in rent or of

the high prices they will pay for their

machinery. The rise of rent he will discuss

over the dinner-table with the squire ; the

high price of machinery will come up when
he is speaking afterwards at Lincoln. At
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Bradford he addresses wool-workers and

explains the advantage they will get by

retaliation against unfair competition of an

American tariff; he will not explain how
pressing are Australia and South Africa

for Great Britain to put a duty upon foreign

wool. So by addressing each group of

workers on his special trade he will try to

persuade them that a tariff will give them

more work and better wages. He will not

tell them that, since other groups of workers

all over the country are also to have their

wages raised, the price of all the commodi-

ties these produce must rise, and that in

consequence they, his special group of

grinders or wool-workers, will have to pay

away more than their rise of wages in higher

prices for everything they buy.

The Protectionist politician goes upon

the single belief that he can persuade each

set of workers to confine his attention to

the higher wa^es he is told he will receive

as the result of protection in his special trade,

and to shut his eyes to the higher prices he

will have to pay as the result of a similar

protection of other trades. If he admits any

rise of prices, it is attributed by him not to

the tax on foreign imports, which he holds is

paid by the foreigner, but to the rise of
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wages which is the result of protecting home
industry.

Mr Chamberlain in the early draft of his

proposals apparently lacked the nerve to

propound in its full rigour these Protectionist

economics. Admitting that a preferential

tax on foods might raise food-prices, he

staked his fortune on the position that

money-wages would rise at least to an

equivalent extent. The folly of this position

for electioneering purposes in Great Britain

was soon evident ; to admit that food-prices

might rise was a grievous blunder. The
true position of the Protectionist, which Mr
Chamberlain and his followers are seeking: to

recover, reverses the contingency, insisting

that wages must rise as a just and necessary

result of Protection, and that if this rise is

attended by a rise of prices, wages will

obtain a second rise so as to maintain a nett

gain.

Without plunging into the bewildering

vortex of this economic sophistry, it is

possible for the cautious, thinking working-

man to test the matter by putting and
answering two questions relating to the

preferential duty upon foods which con-

stitute the gravamen of the issue. Will a

preferential duty upon foreign foods raise
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prices for the worker? Has this rise of

prices, if it occur, any economic power to

force a corresponding rise of wages ?

If no wheat were grown in England or

in our Colonies, the entire supply being

drawn from foreign countries, it is certain

that a 5s. duty would raise the price 5s. or

rather more, so as to cover cost of collection.

For a portion of the wheat we imported

would have been raised under conditions of

soil, or distance from market, which afforded

to the farmers who grew it a minimum
profit ; if this wheat had to bear a 5s. duty it

would no longer pay to raise it.' The first

effect of the duty then would be to withdraw

this wheat-land from contributing to supply.

Again, other wheat, raised under more

advantageous conditions, which could afford

to pay the duty without ceasing to yield a

profit, will nevertheless be diverted from

the British market to some other market

which was formerly less profitable but is

now more profitable. Then the British

supply of wheat is further diminished.

Now when the supply of wheat is

diminished and the demand for wheat to

' The fact that Mr Chamberlain proposes a smaller

tax on foreign corn— 2s. a quarter—as a beginning, in

no way affects this argument.

—

Editor.
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support the same rate of consumption stands

firm, the price must rise ; a decrease of

supply relative to demand is the only

direct cause of a rise of price. The smallest

reduction in the supply of wheat will force

a rise of price. This rise will continue

until a new price-point is reached which

calls into the market the same supply of

wheat as before. This price-point will not,

in fact, be reached until 5s. (the full amount

of the duty) is added to the old price ; for

until that point is reached some portion of

the old supply of wheat-land will not pay to

work. Under these conditions then the

entire amount of the tax, plus expenses of

production, must be added to the old price.

Such is the effect on price of duty imposed

when the entire supply is of foreign origin.

When part of the supply is of domestic and

Colonial origin, thus escaping the duty, the

rise of price will not be the same.

The proposed preferential duty is designed

to reduce the quantity of foreign wheat

brought into our market, and to increase

the quantity of Colonial and British wheat.

Now a tax upon foreign wheat, which did

not raise the market price of wheat while it

would achieve the former object, would not

achieve the latter. If prices did not rise,
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the British, Canadian and Australian wheat

which was required to replace the foreign

wheat could not be profitably grown : the

British consumer would be left with a short

supply of wheat. In point of fact, the 5s.

tax on foreign wheat, by checking the foreign

supply, automatically raises the price of

wheat, and this rise of price brings into cul-

tivation the Colonial and British land which

lay formerly just below the margin of profit-

able cultivation. The pretence that a tax

on foreign wheat could stimulate British

and Colonial agriculture without raising

prices is obviously absurd. It is sometimes

sought to evade the admission of a per-

manent rise of prices by asserting that

when a sufficient quantity of land in North-

west Canada has once been put into cultiva-

tion, with a sufficient farming population and

adequate railroad service, wheat will be pro-

duced in larger quantities than at present it

is produced in the United States, and at

a cheaper cost. But this is a purely specu-

lative assertion. If it were a business

probability, there is nothing to prevent

private capitalists, or even the Canadian

Government, investing much larger sums

than they are investing now, to hasten so

desirable a consummation. The actual
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amount of industrial energy which is being

put into the development of the Canadian

North-West must be taken to indicate the

real probabilities of the future value of these

lands, according to the judgment of shrewd

business men. What we are then invited

to do by our Imperial Protectionists is to

plunge on a rapid speculative development

of Canadian lands and to substitute an ex-

pensive artificial stimulation for the free

play of ordinary economic forces. There is

no reason to believe it true that, by cutting

ourselves off from the cheap American

wheat which feeds so large a portion of our

population, we could secure within a short

period of time an equivalent amount of

Canadian wheat at the same price. Not
only could we not do so, but our tariff-

mongers themselves do not believe their

own assertions. For if they did believe that

the transfer of Colonial for foreign wheat

could be procured without any real rise of

prices, they would not argue, as they do,

that British aorriculture would also be revivi-o
fied by a tax on foreign wheat. Unless

the preferential duty raises prices it can-

not stimulate either Canadian or British

agriculture. If it does stimulate them we
have no reason whatever to expect that
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after a brief artificial stimulation the price of

wheat will fall to the old level maintained

under Free Trade. The fact that we do

actually buy so large a part of our wheat from

the United States under conditions of free

import must in all reason be taken as conclu-

sive evidence that it is produced there more

cheaply than in Manitoba or Great Britain.

It is then quite certain that the British

working-man will have to pay in higher

prices for any substitution of Colonial

or British for foreign wheat. Exactly

how much the price will rise it is not

possible to tell. It cannot rise to the

exact amount of the tax, 5s., unless we
suppose that there is no Colonial or British

wheat-land which would be brought into

profitable cultivation by a bonus of 5s. per

quarter. If the price actually rose 5s. it

would mean that no substitution of colonial

for foreign wheat had taken place. For

the notion that, since the American farmer

would have to receive 5s. more for his

wheat, the Colonial and the British farmer

would be enabled to raise their prices to the

same extent is quite invalid, resting as it

does on the false hypothesis that all the

American wheat is grown upon " the margin
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of production," and that therefore all of it

would be withdrawn from our market if any

tax fell on any part of it. Though it is

certain that the price of wheat must rise, and

it is probable that it would rise pretty near

to the limit of the tax, it could not reach

that limit. A preferential duty which

admits a part of the supply duty-free cannot

have the same effect in raising prices as

a duty imposed on every part of the supply.

For our purpose here it is sufficient to

state two conclusions of our reasoning.

First, a preferential duty upon wheat and

any other food must be followed by a con-

siderable rise of price. Secondly, though

that rise of price will not be the full equi-

valent of the tax, it will have to be paid

upon the whole supply, while the tax is

only paid upon the part of the supply drawn
from foreign sources. The result of this

would be that a much larger sum would be

taken from the British consumers in enhanced

prices than would be received by the British

treasury in taxes. The surplus would be a

bonus paid by the consumer to the British

landlord and the Colonial farmer.

Are the British working classes willing to

pay a higher price for their food in order to

put money partly into the pockets of a
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Government which expends its share on

inefficient armaments and reckless wars,

partly into the pockets of British landlords

and of Colonial land speculators ? The
actual worker on the soil, whether in England

or America or Canada, always lives in

penurious toil : the real profits of bounty-

fed agriculture are always and everywhere

taken by landlords, railroads, land-specu-

lators, mortgagors and middlemen. To
invite the mass of British working-men to

tax their food for the benefit of these classes

is a wanton insult, which is made more in-

solent by the false pretence that their wages

will, or even can, rise so as to recoup them

for the dear loaf and the high-priced joint.

How is this pretence that wages will rise

made plausible ? By the same fallacious

separatism which everywhere constitutes the

" political economy " of Protectionism. The
agricultural labourer is told how the tariff

will act as a bonus upon British agriculture.

He is not told that the landlord will take the

bulk of this bonus in enhanced rent, and that

the tenant farmer will have to keep the rest

to enable him to pay higher prices for his

machinery and plant. He is also told that

the demand for agricultural labour will be

increased. He is not told that depressions
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in manufacture and mining will stop the flow

into the towns and cause a reflux into agri-

culture. There is no tittle of evidence to

show that agricultural wages will rise, even

if agriculture could "afford" to pay more

under the bounty of a tariff. The labourers,

least of all the working classes, have power

of combination adequate to force their claims.

And what will be the case with the skilled

andunskilledlabour of the towns—thefactory-

workers, the building trades, the clerks, shop

assistants, railwaymen, warehousemen and

the general labourers? Mr Chamberlain is

audacious enough to suggest that these men
will all be able to demand and to obtain higher

wages to cover any rise of expenses. Some of

his supporters explain how this is to be done.

They have two doctrines. One is drawn

from the very Ricardian political economy
whose "outworn shibboleths" they are so

constantly deriding. According to this

doctrine, low-skilled labour earns a bare

subsistence wage which cannot be reduced

in its purchasing power without causing a

reduction in the supply of labour, by increased

mortality of children, emigration, growth of

the tramp and pauper population, etc. The
" natural " wages of this labour, consisting of
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the commodities necessary to support a

labourer in his working capacity and to

induce and enable him to rear a family so

as to maintain the requisite supply of labour,

must be paid : if the price of his necessaries

of life is enhanced, his money wages must

rise to meet them. The "real" wages of

this lowest grade being thus fixed, higher

grades—artisans, factory-workers, etc., whose
work demands a higher degree of physical

efficiency and whose " standard of life " is

correspondingly elevated—will possess a

similar power to compensate themselves for

a rise of prices by a rise of wages. Real

wages, it is loosely contended, are determined

by the law of supply and demand for labour,

and any attempt to reduce these wages must

cause a withdrawal of the quantity of supply,

or a reduction of efficiency, which comes to

the same thing, and so defeat its end by

raising wages to the original level. The
real wages of labour, according to this theory,

are fixed by the " natural " operation of

economic forces, any disturbance of which

automatically rights itself.

The other doctrine by which the " rise of

wages " is defended is based on the opposite

assumption, viz., that organised labour is

strong enough to insist upon maintaining
80
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the Standard of comfort which it has won.

Here is no question of "minimum" or

merely "natural" wages, but of the capacity

of trade-unionism to defend successfully the

standard wage. If bodies of organised

workers—railway workers, miners, printers,

cotton-operatives, etc.—find that their weekly

money does not buy as much bread, meat,

beer, houseroom, clothing and recreation as

it did before, they will claim a rise of wages,

and, as trade will be good and prices high

(such are the assumptions !) they will be able

to get it.

Now both these doctrines have a thin

foundation of fact beneath them, but neither

taken singly nor together can they support

their case. There is even to-day a large

number of workers in the lowest rungs of poor

trades who are getting what is strictly a bare

subsistence wage which is not capable of being

reduced. But the great majority, though

their standard is often low enough, are in no

such case. All the skilled and most of the

unskilled trades have, during the last half-

century, under the regime of Free Exchange,

materially improved their standard of living.

It is true that they have some power, by

individual opposition and by combination, to

resist an attack upon that standard, even
F 8i
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when it takes shape not in a reduction of

money wages but of real wages.

But the whole fabric of this economic

reasoning collapses before a single funda-

mental fact. We have seen that the

necessary result of a Protective or a Pre-

ferential Tariff is to reduce the average

productivity of capital and labour in the

country by diverting them from the most

advantageous employment under a policy of

Free Exchange to a less profitable employ-

ment. No increased quantity of work is

got into the country by Protection. Any
improvement of protected trades is more
than compensated by the damage done to

unprotected trades. In a word, the nett

result of Protection is a reduced ao-g^reo^ate

of wealth, or real income, for the nation.

Now, in face of this fact, can we suppose

that, by any play of "natural" forces, or by

any combination of labourers, the money
waoes of the workinsf classes will rise so as to

g^ive them as laroe a real income as before ?

In other words, can we believe that the

entire loss of real income due to Protection

will be borne by the landowning and the

capitalist classes, and that the workers alone

will remain as well off as before ?

So far as landowners are concerned the
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supposition is peculiarly absurd. For the

most direct purpose and result of a duty

upon food protecting English agriculture is

to raise rents. Rents would rise in two

ways. A tax of 5s. on foreign wheat would,

it is argued by its advocates, reinstate a

large part of the 3 million acres which have

passed out of arable cultivation since 1878
;

but, besides restoring the rental value of

these lands, it would raise the rent of every

acre of wheat-land already in use by raising

the price of wheat, while the expense of

orrowinor it remained as before. What
applies to wheat would apply likewise to all

other land engaged in growing foods upon
the foreign supply of which a tax was
imposed. Agricultural land would rise in

value all over Great Britain. Of the in-

creased aggregate of produce the landowners

would take a larger proportion for their

share, and since food prices must rise higher

than other prices as a result of such Protec-

tion, this larger share of produce represented

in higher rents will have an increased pur-

chasing power over commodities in general.

Thus the landowning classes make a double

gain—their rent as measured in produce is

larger, and the value of this produce as

compared with other values has risen. So,
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out of the diminished aggregate of national

wealth, landowners take an absolutely larger

payment, leaving a smaller quantity for the

remuneration of capital and labour.

If, in addition to taxes upon foreign food

supply, other preferential duties are imposed

on raw materials or manufactured goods,

this further restriction upon markets, with

its further diversion of capital and labour

from more productive to less productive

fields of employment, will still further reduce

the national dividend.

How then can wages rise ? The only

valid condition of any rise of price, for

labour as for goods, is that the demand
exceeds the supply at the former price.

Now while the supply of labour remains the

same after the tariff as before, the demand
not merely fails to rise so as to bring about a

rise in the price of labour, but it falls. For

we have seen that the general result of the

tariff is to reduce the aggregate production

of wealth, while of the reduced aggregate a

larger aggregate quantity consists of agricul-

tural goods. The reduced rate of production

thus forced upon non-agricultural industry

implies a diminished demand for the em-

ployment both of capital and labour. Both

will suffer, but it is impossible to doubt that
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labour will suffer most. For capital is more

mobile than labour, is better informed of

profitable foreign employments and better

able to take advantage of them. The
damage inflicted by Protection upon British

industry would drive more and more British

capital abroad, leaving the labour, which is

its economic counterpart, stranded, helpless

and unemployed.

It is quite true that Free Trade does not

in itself secure the permanence of our indus-

tries with their full employment of capital

and labour upon British soil. If other

countries can produce more cheaply or

more efficiently the goods we have been

making, the trade will pass to them. But

if there is a tendency for trade to quit the

country under this pressure of Free Trade,

no protective scheme we can devise will keep

it back. Just as we saw it was impossible to

increase our domestic industries by placing

barriers on imports, because the reduced

import trade caused a corresponding reduc-

tion of our export trade, so it is impossible

to keep by the same artificial method a trade

which is drawn away from us, except by

means which cause other trades to depart

instead. All forms of Protection, as we
recognise, by disarranging the natural
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economy of Free Exchange, diminish the

average productiveness of capital and

labour. So, although we may keep certain

trades, and even foster their growth by Pro-

tection, just in proportion as we do so we
lower the rate of profits upon other trades

and drive the capital abroad, or, what comes

to the same thing, divert the flow of new
capital to foreign instead of to British invest-

ments.

Once clearly grasp the principle that all

Protection reduces the real aggregate of

wealth produced in the country, the utter

impotence of wage-earners to recoup them-

selves for higher prices by raising their

wages becomes obvious. The protection

of English agriculture must cause bad trade

and reduced employment in all other depart-

ments of industry, and any further extension

of Protection to these industries exasperates

the disease. As the agricultural labourer

who seemed at first sio-ht to be a orainer

by Protection finds that his gain disappears

in the prices he has to pay for everything he

needs, as well as by the competition of dis-

placed labour from the towns, so it will be

with every other class that seemed to gain

by some special protection for its trade
;

the reduction of the general volume of
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employment will thwart this attempt to

raise their wa^jes or to hold a rise of

wages they may temporarily gain. For

there is nowadays sufficient mobility of

labour to prevent any class from keeping

to itself in higher wages the advantage of

an artificial stimulus to a particular trade.

Such a boom, being inevitably offset by a

wider and a deeper depression in the unpro-

tected trades, furnishes no security of higher

wages to protected workers, who will find

their " preserve " broken down and entered

by a constantly-Increasing flow of outside

labour, which will continue until the wages of

" protected " labour is reduced to the common
level—a level necessarily lower than that

which existed under Free Trade.

Thus enhanced prices of food and other

necessaries amono- the workino- classes cannot

be met by a rise of money-wages, because a re-

duction of employment will prevent that rise.

There exists no valid economic power, either

of individual or collective bargaining, enabling

the workino; classes in such a case to main-

tain the standard of comfort which has been

attained as the slow result of generations of

persistent struggle. The worst effect of a

Preferential Tariff or other tampering with

Free Trade will be the breakdown of the
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Standard of living of the working classes,

and the consequent deterioration of the

physical and moral efficiency of the labour

power of the nation.

Not merely will Protection lower wages,

but it will weaken the ability of the workers

to raise them again by combination. For

the fruits of Protection are monopoly in

Industry and capitalism in Politics. This is

best seen in the United States, where the

diminution of economic independence of the

workers is proceeding pari passu with the

tightening grip of a handful of captains of

industry and finance upon the machinery of

Government. In America the tariff has

bred trusts which hold the economic wel-

fare of the workers in the hollow of their

hands ; on the one hand contracting the

volume of employment and dictating rates

of wages, on the other hand raising prices

of many of the necessaries of life. Politically,

the tariff has always meant, and will con-

tinue to mean, class government : it is used

in America to milk the body of consumers

for the enrichment of a small group of

manufacturers with a "pull." Tempted into

politics in order to "protect" their special

businesses, these men are drawn into wider

schemes, handling the powers of Govern-
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ment and the finances of the State to forward

their business interests at the expense of the

general public. In particular, the tariff-

mongering politicians of America have

fastened their control upon the Legislature

and the Executive, in order to crush effective

combination of the workers in Trade Unions.

By the abuse of the legal instrument of

Injunctions they have almost destroyed

liberty of peaceful combination for all strike

purposes, while their control over the

Executive is evidenced by the growing

employment of police and soldiers to assist

employers in industrial disputes.

Protection will put forth similar fruits of

capitalist monopoly in Great Britain ; it will

facilitate the growth of trusts and monopolies

of capital, while it will give new weapons

and new power to use old weapons into the

hands of the magnates of protected capital,

who will throng the Houses of Parliament

as legislators and as lobbyists in their own
interests. A general corruption and debase-

ment of Government is an inevitable result

of Protection under democratic forms of

Government.

Thus, more strongly entrenched in political

power, the business - politician will rapidly

advance the lines of his attack upon Trade
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Unionism, Municipal Socialism, Factory-

Legislation, Popularly-controlled Education,

and all those progressive movements and

measures designed to forward the cause of

political or industrial democracy.

The workers who understand their true

interests will lend themselves to no tinker-

ing with tariffs, protective, preferential or

punitory, the aim and the end of which is to

endow landowners and trust-makers with

increased riches out of a diminished national

income, and to fetter the hands and feet of

organised labour in its economic and political

struCTo-le for a higher standard of life. To
keep open the markets of the world in

which to buy cheap food and raw materials,

and to sell the surplus products of British

labour on equal terms to all the world, and

so, continually increasing the products of

British industry, to demand a larger share

of that product in wages, in increased

leisure and in further improvements—this

is the true working-class policy. Every

increase in the share of the national income

which goes to labour and is spent in raising

the standard of life for the working classes

means an expansion of the home market,

and is pro tanto a weakening of the forces

which drive us to consume our substance
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and endanger our national safety in a pushful

imperial and foreign policy in order to wrest

from other nations markets for surplus manu-

factures and surplus investments. A sound

progressive policy for labour, designed to

secure for wages a constantly - increasing

share of the national dividend, to be ex-

pended in a rising standard of consumption,

would so raise the volume of internal

markets as to absorb the greater part of the

increased wealth due to improved methods

of production, while by preventing the

excessive fluctuation of employment it would

add increased stability to their standard of life.

This policy demands the maintenance of

industrial and commercial freedom. Free

Trade in international commerce finds its

counterpart not, as pseudo - individualists

assert, in a laissez -faire practice which

permits employers to dictate wages and

impose conditions of employment upon

workers, who, divorced from the soil and

from the necessary instruments of produc-

tion, destitute of education and of mobility,

are virtually impotent for bargaining, but

in a system of legislative and co-operative

action which secures to labour the substance

of industrial liberty. Such legislation as is
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embodied in Factory Acts is in reality an

adjunct of the economy of Free Exchange.

Like Free Trade itself, it is concerned with

the destruction of a system of bounties—that

"sweating" system in which trades batten

on the subsidised labour of women and

children and of cheapened male labour

drawn from a stagnant pool of unemployed.

Industrial legislation directed against unfair

bargaining has gone hand -in -hand with

Trade Union organisation to build up those

liberties of the working classes which enable

them to dispose their industrial energy in

the channels at once most profitable to

them and most productive of wealth for the

community, thus fulfilling the gospel of

Free Exchange. "If the object of Free

Trade," write Mr and Mrs Webb, ''is to

promote such a distribution of capital, brains

and labour amonof countries and amono-

industries as will result in the greatest

possible production with the least expendi-

ture of human efforts and sacrifices, the

factory legislation of Robert Owen and Lord

Shaftesbury formed as essential a part of

the Free Trade movement as the tariff

reforms of Cobden and Bright."^

1 Industrial Democracy, Vol. ii. p. 808.

J. A. HOBSON.
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In the days of Protection, as I knew them,

the industrial world was a dead world.

There was neither animation nor hope in it.

As in the Inquisition the intervals between

the times of torture were days of "alarmed

repose," so with workmen under Protection.

Few knew one week what their wages would

be the next. Precariousness, privation, and

depression were the characteristics of industry

in those times. They live in my memory
like an evil thing, and I should not recall the

experience of that malign period did not the

Editor of this series ask me to do so.

In the early years of the last century,

when Protection in alliance with War, was

doing its perfect work, twenty-six workmen
in the arsenal at Woolwich, finding it im-
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possible to obtain meat at the price asked

for it, subscribed los. 6d. each to create a

little fund with which to buy some. One of

them went to London to purchase a bullock

to supply their families with a taste of real

beef, otherwise unattainable to them. Ar-

senal men then, like railway men now, were

much superior in intelligence to the average

workmen of the day. In 1817 the men of

Sheerness, in like manner, set up a corn mill

to insure having some pure flour—an impos-

sibility in those days to workmen. These

were dockyard men, inspired by officers and

clerks. What must have been the condition

of millions of working-class families elsewhere

who had not the intelligence nor the oppor-

tunity of combination to help themselves ?

If any had the intelligence they had not the

means. Only workmen in receipt of higher

wages than their fellows were able to sub-

scribe sufficient to command wholesome food

for their households. The Sheerness mill,

started to insure that real corn was ground

in it, commenced operations in the year of

my birth. Thus I was born in the midst

of Protection, and witnessed its effects, until

we were happily delivered from it.

My experience of industry under Protec-

tion was mainly in Birmingham, where,
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Strange to say, the hideous proposals of

revivinof it have been made.

My first recollection is that of an honest

old beadle, patient, hard-working, and pensive

in manner. He had reared a considerable

family without any prospect of maintaining

them or of educating them—a thinof which

many workmen did then (and many do still)

—which increased the poverty of the house-

hold and crowded the labour market, where

one day they must be supplicants for em-
ployment. The beadle's trade was that of a

buckle-maker, and he was at his bench by

five o'clock in the morning until a late hour

in the evening, for wages insufficient to keep

body and soul together—had they co-existed.

Of soul there was none, and could be none,

in the sense of enterprise, hope, and inde-

pendence. The house he occupied was up

what was called a "court " in that town. A
front street house was expensive, and the

ordinary workman had to live where tene-

ments were cheap and cheerless. He had

piety and devotion, but that did not mitigate

his lot. No rest, no holiday, no recreation

for him. His good character procured him

a beadleship, which hardly raised him above

starvation point. His pay was small, his

food was of the plainest sort, and he died
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without having ever lived. He had merely

existed.

Young children, boys and girls in those

days, had to go out into service, or into

factories, or wherever juvenile employment

was to be had. Bread was dear, meat was

seldom attainable. The young were under-

fed, undergrown, and frequently a trouble to

humane doctors, who prescribed and made
up medicine for them with slender prospect

of being paid. Small, crowded bedrooms,

and doubtful drainage of the house, made
natural health a stranger in the family. The
majority of poor people never left the part

of the town in which they were born.

Holidays and excursions, such as we are

now familiar with, were then unknown.

The husband could walk out into the

country on a Sunday, the mother was

kept at home with the children. Some-

times the husband would go and see a

balloon ascent. Amid the families I knew
best no women went anywhere by way of

recreation. No one had then taught the

people the secret of their condition. They
did not even know that their monotonous

and hungry days were caused by the ports

being closed against the importation of food

and materials of trade, and that plenty and
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variety were barred from entrance into the

markets of the land.

In one street through which I passed daily,

there was a coalyard, with twenty to thirty

barrows, which were lent out to customers

who bought small amounts of coal or coke,

and wheeled them away themselves. I never

saw a load of coals delivered at any house in

all the streets round about. Nobody there

could afford to order a load at once. By
being under the necessity of buying in small

^quantities the poor paid, as everybody knows,

much more than purchasers of means. The
people (meaning the working people) had
no means. They lived from hand to mouth,

and the husband brought home from his

workshop wages insufficient for the wants of

his household.

Pawnshops were the Providence of the

people, and wretched are they who have to

depend upon that Providence. On Monday
morning, whatever articles in the house were

pawnable—the Sunday suit and dresses

eligible for sale—were packed up in a sheet

and carried to the pledge-shop. The charge

upon the parcel was a further loss of income

to the pledgers. On Saturday evening,

when the husband brought home his wages
(that would be seven or eight o'clock at night,
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and often nine), the eldest or strongest

member of the family would be sent out to

redeem the weekly parcel. If that could

not be done, there would be no Sunday

clothes. On Monday morning the pledging

was repeated, and out of the proceeds

rent was paid, and also shopkeepers who
had advanced provisions for the Sunday on

the assurance of being paid on Monday
morning, which did not always happen. I

knew this process of weekly pawning to go
on in some families for twenty years.

Church rates were a yearly terror. I knew
a poor woman whose little daughter was ill

of fever which in a sanitary dwelling would

never have occurred. A demand for Church

rates was made. Of course, the rate was not

paid "on demand." Then a summons was
added to the cost, with distraint to follow

non-payment, as now when the disputed

Education rate is resisted. The Church

as landlord had no pity. Neither poverty

nor conscience arrested its arm. The
poor woman referred to did collect the

rate and summons charge, but had to

wait four hours or more in the passage

of the police-court until she could tender

the rate. The money ought to have
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been spent on the little sick one at home,

for when she returned the child was

dead. The Church took its life, and if

justice had been about would have been

made to answer for it. It seemed a little

impudent when the curate came round the

next day to ask why the family did not attend

church. Much of this domestic desolation

was due to the industrial poverty which

Protection brought in its train.

Landlords are not altogether an angelic

body—but they were quite as merciful as the

Church. Landlords did not get much incre-

ment from ground values in poor streets, nor

much rent from their tenants, nor did they

ever do any repairs to the houses. I never

knew an instance where poor tenements were

painted. But some house-owners were con-

siderate— one might say generous. The
agent came every Monday morning for the

rent and took what could be made up for

him, and sometimes went without any ; but

the accumulation of rent was a cause of per-

petual apprehension all over the household.

Often when the tenant went away clandes-

tinely it was a relief to the landlord, who had

a chance of a new tenant who would pay him

better, and saved him the pain of turning the

old one out.
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It was bad for families that boys had to

go out to earn something before they were

properly grown or had any education, save

that given them at Sunday-school, which

mio^ht be of use for another world but was

of no great value for this. Youths had to

get any situation anywhere they could. They
had no choice, as Americans say, but to

"hitch on" anyhow. The girls were worse

off, and often had to accept situations

dangerous to them, which they had better

have declined. Of course there were excep-

tions, and friendly women and merciful men
did what they could, as far as they could

within their range, but nobody's range extends

over a town. Even on the ocean the ship-

wrecked are sometimes picked up, but the

great majority go down. Protected industry

was a sea where the mariners rotted in their

barques, waiting for the final wind of misery

which might waft them into the only port of

the poor—the workhouse.

Life in the workshop was as repulsive and

often as pathetic as life in the household.

In one manufactory I knew there were only

two independent men. They were powerful

and skilful. They did the forging and chief

building of the steam engines. They had

good wages and secure situations, because
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they could not be advantageously dispensed

with. One day a smart young fellow, hand-

some and well-grown, came as a grinder.

He came from Sheffield, where mechanics

had more spirit and independence than in

other towns. The deadly nature of the

employment of many of them secured higher

wages. Those who knew they could not

live long, made up their minds to live as well

as they were able. When the young grinder

referred to, entered the manufactory yard he

strode down with an air of pride and self-

respect not seen there before. He was a

most capable workman. He bestrode his

seat before the millstone at which he had to

work, with the vigour of an Ajax. Some-
times he was enveloped amid the shower of

sparks his resolute strength extracted from

the iron plate he pressed upon the revolv-

ing millstone. When his work was over he

threw off his grinding dress and appeared

in his genteel black suit. His fellow-work-

men inferred that his employers would soon

reduce his wages, as they would conclude

they were paying him too much, if he could

afford to dress like that. They did. He
immediately gave them notice, and at the

end of the week packed up his grinding

dress and the mill knew him no more. He
lOI
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made no complaint. He did not plead a

continuance of his wages, but went away,

and the firm lost the best grinder they ever

had. He earned his wages in less time than

any other man could, and when he had done

he left work. This could not be tolerated.

Trades Unionists are sometimes accused of

intolerance, meanness, and even tyranny

;

but it should be remembered that employers

often taught them this. The Sheffield crrindero o
was the only instance of absolute independ-

ence on the part of a workman that came
under my notice in Protectionist days.

I was well cognisant of the case of an

employer who saw a young workman, whose

elder brother was in the service of the same
firm, go into another shop during the dinner-

hour, he eating his dinner in the works.

He was seen to take a small file, not worth

more than 7jd. The master accused him
of stealing it and sent for a policeman. He
was committed for trial. The young work-

man had not removed the file from the

works, he had only taken it from one shop

to another, with probable intent of stealing.

No case of theft had been known in the

manufactory for years. No example was
needed. Yet for this small offence— for

which a month's imprisonment would have
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been a sufficient deterrent — Barton was
actually sentenced to fourteen years' trans-

portation. His brother, afraid of losing his

situation, did not venture to employ a lawyer

to defend him, and was so abject that he re-

mained in the employment of a master (who
passed in town and Church for a gentleman)

who had caused his brother to be subjected

to the infamy and suffering of fourteen years'

penal servitude. That was the sort of spirit

of abject dependence which existed in the

workshop under Protection.

No wonder workmen took no interest in

the business of their employer, had little

thought and less inventiveness. Under
this system, which had no emulation in it,

the master in another way suffered with the

men. A " Captain of Industry," where no

one had any spirit to fight, remained a

poor thing in the manufacturing and com-

mercial world. A preacher who addresses

week by week an ignorant congregation

—

without knowledge of the world in which

they are living—soon sinks to their level

;

so with manufacturers having little incitinof

and instructive competition, shut off from

rivalry by Protection, and having mainly

home-customers of uncultivated tastes to

consult — art, excellence and originality
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tend to disappear from the markets for

which there is Httle or no demand, and the

manufacturer becomes as mediocre in his

mind as the commodities he produces.

Employers were, as a rule, humdrum in

their ideas. Of course there were excep-

tions, as there were among workmen. Some
"masters," as they were then called, had

originality and initiative, just as there were

workers who had capacity and independence.

But, on the average, both masters and men
occupied a low level.

Of course, Protection did not entirely

extinguish political spirit in the people, but

it repressed it. Poverty, if it did not

deaden—as its tendency is to do—limited

the means of resistance, and despair of

success produced hopelessness, and hope-

lessness is akin to apathy. There were

sullenness, discontent, not infrequently tur-

bulence, but power of change there was
none. Of one thing there could be no
doubt—Protection sapped the enterprise and
prosperity of industry.

In the long, dreary, demoralising, under-

mining years of Protection, the workman
never learned to think much of himself. He
thought his destiny was hard labour, poor

wages, bad food and little of it. He had no
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prospect before him save that of the poor-

house. Not even old age pensions (which

indeed imply degradation to need them) had

ever entered his mind. I well remember a

poor-law commissioner, a member of the

Philosophical Society of Birmingham—

a

political economist, who was himself a kind-

hearted man, and had real sympathy with

the people—who, when the misery and help-

lessness of their lot, the hopelessness of

their future, were submitted to his considera-

tion, said, '''•It was very melancholy, but it

could not be helped.'' He was one of the

Lord Brougham school of reformers. He
was for progress and social amelioration, but

he saw no way to it, and nobody did till

Free Trade came. It was " melancholy " to

see the great mass of the people without the

sense to be impatient and without the spirit

of practical indignation which has resent-

ment in it. Their abject submission was
deplorable and pathetic.

One instance with which I was acquainted

in my working days has ever dwelt in my
memory. A tall, spare, ungainly-looking

man—spare because he worked too hard,

had too little rest and too little to eat. He
was employed in the foundry where I worked

until manhood. He was a blacksmith, a
lo;
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forger in iron. I was a whitesmith working

on white iron. In skill in welding, and in

variety of the articles he produced at the

forge, this deft hammerman excelled all

craftsmen at the anvil whom I have known.

Everything he produced or fitted was per-

fect of its kind. He lingered over his work.

His craftsmanship was a pleasure to him.

He would remain in his workshop all day,

eating his meals off his anvil. He knew his

conscientiousness would not increase his

wages, but he abated no blows on that

account. The tools he made had a perfect

finish. He knew the rainbow tints of the

steel which denoted its imperishable temper.

The hammer strokes which shaped the pliers

and tongs he made were part of their beauty.

I remember seeinor at the oreat Exhibition

of 1 85 1 a ponderous anchor which had been

forged. The marks of the hammer, which

gave the mighty mass its graceful shape

and its grappling curves, were part of its

charm. In the eyes of those unfamiliar with

the foro-er's skill such marks were buto
trifles ; but, as Michael Angelo said, " They
were trifles that made perfection, and per-

fection was no trifle." Before the Exhibition

was opened some hopeless idiot in industry,

had the anchor painted, obliterating every
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mark of the forger's skill, and converted it into

a mass of black paint, as though it were a

mere casting;-. The wrouaht-iron texture of

the anchor, in which its strength lay, was

concealed. The artist of the anvil of whom
I speak turned out his work with the

impress of his own art upon it. It was the

"hall-mark" of its value. At last, worn

out by toil, he one day fell dead behind his

anvil. Were there a Humane Society of

Labour, the lean old forger, long before that,

had been awarded a Gold Medal.

It seems incredible now, and will be to

many of this generation, what the condition

and dietary of the poor were under Protec-

tion. Barley, swede turnips and such like

substitutes for wheat, composed much of the

distasteful bread the poor were obliged to

eat. Dark, leaden-looking loaves, of the

flavour of sawdust and texture of boot

leather on a rainy day, fell to the lot of the

poor, and thousands thought themselves

well off when they got that sort of diet.

Agricultural labourers had to support families

on 7s., and the more fortunate on 9s., a week.

The word " tea " was in use among the poor,

but the flavour of tea itself few of them even

knew. It was not that they did not put
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enough, if they had it, into the pot. Had
they put a ton in they could not have got a

cup of tea out of it. The tea was not there.

In many cottages, such tea as they could

afford to buy was often boiled day after day.

Tannin, which is the dread of the wise tea-

drinker now, was then thought much of. Its

pernicious flavour was counted as a virtue.

Colour was imagined to be strength. It was

well poor women had imagination, for they

had little else to live upon. THe stomach

of the poor was regarded as the waste-paper

basket of the State, into which the refuse of

shops and markets was consigned. Parents

were lean, and their pinched children lived

out but half their days. This was the only

sorrowful advantage the parents had. Poor-

law guardians felt satisfaction, and sometimes

expressed it, when fever or epidemics re-

duced the claims on their reluctant attention.

Death relieved the rates. One of the

apologies for war, and sometimes its pre-

text, was that it made an end of the surplus

poor.

What a pitiful and contemptuous estimate

a statesman must hold of the understanding

of working men, to appeal to them voluntarily

to reduce their condition to that of their fore-

fathers ! From Cobden and Bright came
io8
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the mighty breeze of industrial enterprise

that cleared the air of the nation of the

stagnant miasma of monopoly.

Those who heard it will never forget the

famous question put by W. J. Fox at an

Anti-Corn Law meeting at Covent Garden.

A poacher at Ashby-de-la-Zouch had been

savagely sentenced for trespassing on some
landowner's preserves in search of game.

Fox asked, " If all this may be done against

those who steal the rich man's bird, what shall

be done to those who steal the poor man's

bread ? " The terrible question had its

answer in the abolition of Protection. The
question will be asked again, as against those

who would restore it. The brand of the thief

will be burnt deep on the brow of those who
—in any name or any pretext, or by any art

—steal or tax the poor man's loaf again. So
say all who lived in Protectionist days of

famine at the fireside.

It is spurious talk to represent Protection

as insuring high wages. In my time, when
every port was barred against a free inter-

change of commodities which would improve

trade, and consequently wages.^ Saturday

' There was not a single avenue (in 1824) through
which the produce of foreign labour could obtain

admittance into this country without the payment of a

heavy toll.

—

Augustus Mongredien.
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night was full of apprehension in the work-

shop and the family. The workman might

receive what he expected, or he might not.

He dreaded going into the counting-house

lest his earnings should be reduced. He was

told prices were falling, or orders were

decreasing, until he was glad to take what he

could get. Hand-workers, who sold their

goods to small merchants, were in like

uncertainty. I have seen nailers arrive in

town on Saturday evening from the country

districts, bearing bags of nails, which they had

carried, some for many miles. They had to

hang about the merchant's office doors, as

their Sunday dinner and the next week's

sustenance depended upon what they would

get for their work. The office, in some
cases, would not be open till late in the

evening". I have seen workmen as late as

eleven o'clock waiting about. Women some-

times, with their load of nails, would be

among them. The wife and daughter had

to work at the anvil as well as the husband.

The later the merchant contrived to admit

the indigent nailsellers to his counter, the

better bargain he was able to make—since

the later it grew, the poor vendors found

it prudent to submit to any extortion rather

than carry back their load which they had
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brought to convert into provisions. By the

time they had completed their humble sales

the market would be closing and they must

buy what they could find.

Free Trade, when it came, altered this.

Then a worker became of greater considera-

tion ; merchants were anxious to collect

goods earlier to meet their orders, and

increased demands enabled them to pay

better for what they bought. In many
trades the hand-worker was superseded by

machinery and had to pass away, but where

he existed he was far worse off and far

more dependent under Protection than under

Free Trade. Under Protection certain

manufacturers and all landlords did very

well. The landlord could raise his rents

and the manufacturer his prices in the home
market, from which rivals from abroad were

excluded. With restricted trade there was

intrigue, cunning and depression, but little

spontaneity or expansion in industry. Work-
men were less wanted and therefore less

valued. The toiler could not be killed with-

out some good " patriotic " pretext, nor im-

prisoned—that would be too expensive.

The workman had become an unavoidable

evil. He was not counted as part of the
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wealth of the State, nor as a person having

rights which should be respected, or as

having interests which should be consulted.

He was a mere workman and nothing more,

and was counted entirely inferior to those

who lived upon his labour, and who, if he

took it into his head not to labour, would

have to labour themselves. Free Trade

has brought the labourer into greater

demand and given him a more generally-

recognised position in the State.

In 1840, it was stated in Parliament, the

state of Stockport was almost a desolation.

In Sheffield 20,000 people existed on poor

rates. Leeds had 30,000 in the same con-

dition. Protection had caused, aggravated,

and continued their disadvantages.

Protection did not protect the7n— it

destroyed them.

Bad as insufficiency of food and employ-

ment were, in a national point of view, there

was worse behind. The standard of industry

was low. Employers themselves were not

very bright. They mostly subsisted on the

ideas of their predecessors, as people in poor

tenements live on re-breathed air. Sickly

minds were as common as sickly bodies. It

was Free Trade which brought fresh ideas,
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like fresh air, into industry and commerce,

and generated health, vigour and growth.

Protection was the nursing mother of monot-

onousness and mediocrity.

In the first quarter of the last century

there existed a " Society for bettering the

condition and increasing the comforts of the

poor." There was room for its work. Ill-

fed men were incapable of bearing arms,

and gentlemen drawn in the Militia found

it difficult to obtain eligible substitutes.

The "comfort "the poor needed was food.

Within a few years after the Repeal of

the Corn Laws the average adult person

weighed two stones more than in the days

of Protection. At this rate every million of

men weighed looo tons heavier. So that

merely thrown against a foe in the field they

could bear him down with a new force.

It is not disputed that since Free Trade
superseded Protection the average wages
of workmen have increased 25, and in many
trades 50, per cent.

Some years ago I inquired of a lart^e

Co-operative Society what was the pur-

chasing power of money among them then.

The answer was that £\ bought a workman's
family as much as £\, los. did ten years

previously. That meant a rise of los. a
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week in workmen's wasfes. What does that

mean to the fortunes of industry ? What
increase of comfort, what plenty in the

household does such an increase imply ?

Whence came this addition to the purchasing-

power of money ? Employers did not give

it. Trades Unions did not bring it about.

Co-operation was not the cause of it. It

was no gift of the benevolent. It was not

owing to charity. It came from Free Trade,

It was the endowment of open ports. When
Custom-houses fell, cheap bread entered

and new life reigned in the nation.

Free Trade breaks down the tariff barriers

which divide nations and engender animo-

sities and dislikes which workmen used to

encounter abroad. It decreases the tendency

to war—war which strengthens the military

caste, always dangerous to freedom— it

secures to the poor the opportunity of

buying in well-stocked markets, where the

variety is greatest and the price lowest.

It gives the workman a wider choice of

employment and an opportunity of higher

wages. Free Trade has brought life into

industry, and has so far increased its oppor-

tunities and bettered its prospects. It has

given independence and value to the work-

man. It has brought the dainties of every
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land within the reach of the poorest, which,

but for open ports, they would scarcely ever

see, and certainly seldom, if ever, taste.

Free Trade has increased the wealth of

the State, and under it the land has been

dowered with inventions and institutions,

of which the poorest have a real, if not the

full, benefit. Whoever shall arrest the pro-

gress of which Free Trade has been the fore-

runner and sustainer will be a traitor to the

State, whatever may be his intention.

Lady Trelawny once asked me, at a

Greenwich dinner, what features of the

people had struck me most in my time. I

answered, the increased comeliness in girls

and handsomeness in women. The gaunt

angularity of lean Corn Law years had been

succeeded by rounded buxomness. Protec-

tion generated ugliness ; Free Trade, by its

plenty, brought beauty.

Before any workman gives his vote for the

return of Protection, let him read the follow-

ing narrative, preserved by Francis Place, of

the insolence and humiliation to which work-

men were subjected, in days when Protection

was rampant and assured.

In 1822, a poor farrier travelled from

Alnwick, in Northumberland, to London in

search of work. On the same day a shop-
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man to a grocer, long out of employ, arrived

penniless from Shropshire. Both had come
up to London, and met, companions in desti-

tution, in the pens of Smithfield Market,

where they ventured to think they might be

allowed to sleep in the bed of beasts. They
were seized by constables, and taken before

an alderman magistrate in the city. Both

begged to be discharged, and promised to

make their way home again in the best way
they could ; but to this humble request the

maofistrate would not accede. He said " He
was of opinion that the prisoners were not

justified in coming to town without any

prospect before them, for they must have

known that, in the present state of trade, no

one would take them in, nor would anyone

be justified in taking in a perfect stranger.

But whether this conduct arose solely from

ignoraitce or not, he considered was im-

material ; the magistrates could not know
the minds of the prisoners, and could make
no distinction."

The Lord Mayor agreed with the alder-

man, who consulted him in this case. " The
City magistrates," he said, " wished it to be

known in the country at large, that in future

they should feel themselves bound to send

all to hard labour for the term enacted
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(which was not less than one, and as much
as three months), whether they were actuated

by a vicious spirit of vagabondage, or with

whatever professed object or speculation they

came to town. In short, they would put the

law in full force against all who could not

prove reasonable assurance, or certainty of

employment, as their motive for coming to

London."

Such was the language and spirit of Trade

monopoly upon the Bench. Such were the

chances of personal liberty, of employment,

of higher wages or of legal consideration in

the Days of Protection.

George Jacob Holyoake.
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( Continued)

I. THE TOWN WORKER

There is a marked difference between the

memories of old men in the towns and of

those in the country of the dark days before

the repeal of the Corn Laws. The agricultural

labourer who has lived long enough to tell

the present generation what went on in the

thirties and the forties of the last century

saw and suffered things which burnt them-

selves into his soul, and the events of his

boyhood stand out clear and sharp after

sixty years have gone by. The impression

on the town workman is not so distinct.

There were hard times—very hard times at

certain periods—and he is quite ready to

1 The following pages contain the results of personal

investigation, by an experienced writer, of the case of

English workers, in town and country, under Protection,

as revealed in interviews with survivors of the Corn Law
days.
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admit that there has been an enormous

advance in his conditions of Hfe. But he

has not the acute memory of continuous

years of hunger, when there was never

enough to eat at any time, which is char-

acteristic of the old country labourer. There

were intervals of good trade and steady em-
ployment sliced between days of want and

misery. All industries were then subject to

violent fluctuations. There were times when
wages were high, coincidently with low prices

for food. To the town worker, then, Pro-

tection does not stand for such continuous

and unbroken misery as it did for the

agricultural labourer.

Another point. It is difficult to find a

workman—who is still a workman—who
was born in London and has lived there all

his life. The ranks of labour in the Metro-

polis are recruited from the provinces, and it

is ten chances to one that when you do run

down a fairly intelligent old workman you

will find that he only came to London late

in life. Nor do the economics of Free

Trade and Protection seem to have attracted

the close attention of workmen born in

London who lived in the early years of

the last century. The movement for the

abolition of Protection was a middle-class
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movement, and for that reason was gener-

ally suspect to the London artisan, who was

bitten with Chartism. He was a convinced

Free Trader, but his argument was, " The
Charter first, and then we can attack the

Corn Laws and all other abuses."

For these reasons it has been found

necessary to fall back upon a man who was

born in a provincial town, but who came to

London at a very early age, who shall say

what Protection meant to the town work-

men. Mr M S is a carpenter,

who still works at his trade, and who bears

the weight of his years with unbent back

and with undiminished intellect. To him
the new Protection is only a passing folly.

" I have seen it before," he says. "Mr
Chamberlain is not the first charlatan who
has come forward on his nostrums for help-

ing the working man by increasing the cost

of every article of his subsistence."

" I was born," said Mr S ,

" in a small

provincial town which was a port. My
earliest recollections are of a starving

population, with oatmeal, which was then

their staple, and indeed almost their only

food, at 3s. 6d. a stone. I remember a ship

being loaded with oats in the little harbour,

and I remember the farmers' carts bringing
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in barley to the distillery which stood close

by. I can see the little market-place

crowded with workmen who were suffering

from absolute hunger, and I remember the

sudden resolution taken to prevent the ship

leaving the port. I also remember the

denunciations of the distillery, where good

barley was being used up to be made into

spirits when barley-bread was so dear.

" Have I tasted barley-bread ? Yes,

many a month I have lived on it. What
was it like ? Well, when you were hungry

and when there was nothing else to be had

save a few potatoes and, on rare occasions,

a tiny slice of very fat bacon, you had to

make the best of it. It tasted like very

coarse brown bread. I cannot say it was

unwholesome."
" But was there no white wheaten

bread ?

"

" Wheaten bread ? Oh, yes, there was

wheaten bread then, just as there are

truffles and turtle -soup nowadays. But

these latter are just about as accessible to

the working man now as wheaten bread was

when I was a boy."
'* But we have left your friends in the

market-place."

"They did not stay there long. There
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was a rush for the ship, and the captain and
crew were soon in hiding, whilst a guard

was left upon it to prevent its sailing. Then
attention was turned to the distillery. The
carts were unloaded (I remember that their

drivers made no very determined resistance)

whilst the manao-ers barricaded themselves

inside the building". The next thino- I

remember was the coming of the troops,

which had been sent for. It was an Irish

regiment, and the soldiers rushed into the

town with fixed bayonets. Soon there was

a collision, and I remember the dead and

dying being carried away by their friends.

Then came arrests, and men whose only

crime was being hungry got ten and fifteen

years in the hulks. It is true they did

not understand economics. But they were

starving and there was food leaving them.

One man was a friend of my father's. He
was a shoemaker, and a most respectable

man. He had taken no part in the riots,

but had hidden in a doorway to escape the

bullets of the soldiers. He was tried at the

Assizes and sentenced to ten years' trans-

portation.

" These things made an impression on

me," said Mr S ,
" that has never been

effaced. Yet they were not isolated cases.
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All over the country at the time what was
practically a civil war was going on. The
people were starving. In their desperation

they took food when they saw it. Then
came the military, the reading of the Riot

Act, and the firing on the unarmed and

hungry men. At the time I am speaking of

in my own town skilled mechanics were

breaking stones for a wage of 5s. a week."
" But tell me about how the people fared

generally ?

"

"We lived, then, mainly on porridge,

potatoes and herrings. Meat was a luxury

only seen on the tables of the well-to-do.

Some people managed to get a piece of

bacon for Sundays. Tea ? That was

another luxury. Some people managed
to get half an ounce, which would cost

3d., many never tasted it at all. Wheat
bread was unknown ; barley bread was in

general use, especially that made from a

coarse kind of barley called 'here.' Loaf

suoj'ar was unknown to all but the rich. The
middle classes used a coarse, black sugar

which was 8d. or lod. a pound. Below

this there was a sort of thick treacle.

But the workinof classes seldom saw either.

The generality of them never tasted sugar

at all until they reached middle life. Cloth-
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ing and boots were obtained—somehow.

I can't tell you how, for when I look back

I remember a time when wao-es were not

sufficient to provide absolute necessities.

The best suit of clothes was handed down
from father to son. True, it was generally

made of stout broadcloth, which would stand

years of wear.

" When I was quite a youth," said Mr
S ,

" I got work in Glasgow. In my
native town, when I left, skilled carpenters

were pfettins: los. a week. Hours of labour

were from daylight to dark in summer
;

practically they ran to be about twelve a day

the year round. Of course there was no

Saturday half-holiday. Wages in Glasgow

were i8s. and 20s. for practically the

same hours. The difference was swal-

lowed up in increased cost of living. Soon
after this I came to London, where I

got 22s. a week. My wages now are

lO^d. an hour for a 48 hours' week

—

nearly double what I got when I first

came up."
'' Then cheap food does not mean low

wages }
"

" Not in my case, at anyrate. As for the

general standard of living there is simply

no comparison. Food, clothing, furniture,
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recreation, books, newspapers—in all these

matters the town artisan of to-day has

advantages which were denied to all but the

wealthy when I was a boy. I remember
paying 5s. for my first geography— a

book for which you would now pay gd.

or a IS. I wanted this book very badly,

as I was always studious, and I got my
brother, who was a sailor, to bring it from

London.
" No," said Mr S ,

" if the young men
of to-day, and especially those who are

inclined to coquette with Protection, could

remember what I remember they would

give it a second thought. Whatever
else it may have done Free Trade has

immensely lightened and improved the lot

of the town workman."

II. THE COUNTRY WORKER

There are still in the country districts of

England a few old women—wives or widows

of agricultural labourers—who remember the

difficulties under which their class laboured

prior to the repeal of the Corn Laws. In

conversation with one of these, late in the

September of 1903, a visitor to Holbeach
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secured a fair picture of the terrors of

the Corn-Tax times and a corresponding

glimpse of the comforts to the labourer

afforded by the wide markets of Free Trade.

The old dame was seated by the fireplace,

in which a coal fire was brightly burning,

although the evening was not cold. The
room was neatly and comfortably furnished,

amongst the appointments being a couple of

footstools by the hearth, with a modern

fender and fire-irons.

"Yes," said the goodwife, "we like a bit

of fire though the evenings be still warm.

The older you get, you know, the more you

seem to want the heat. And we can afford

a bit of fire now. Time was when we
couldn't. Sixty years ago, when you'd ex-

pect that coal would be cheap, we had to

pay I4d. and i5d. a cwt. for it, and I needn't

say it was little a labourer's wage could buy

at that price. It was mostly thorn-bush and

bits of wood we used. My husband, when

he was out haying, would be allowed to bring-

home a bunch of thorn with him, and that

would often serve us for firing. Sometimes

we would buy a J of a cwt. of thorn-faggots

for heatine the brick oven to bake the fort-

night's bread, and they would last a long

time.
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" Bread, I take it, was your principal

food ?

"

*'Yes, we tried to make it so, though we
couldn't always manage it ; and I always

strove to get my husband a little meat when
he was out working, though I didn't always

manage that either. My first husband never

had more than 8s. a week."

"What did you eat when you had no

bread }
"

"Sometimes, when the potatoes were bad

or dear, my husband would buy a bushel of

white peas, and we used to steep them over-

night and boil them and eat them nexto
day. And we would eke out the week with

a few swede turnips. We used to give 4d.

a bushel for swedes, and ofttimes the little

ones would have to fill their bellies with 'em.

Three of us would many a time make a meal

of a red herring with a few 'taters or a

turnip."

" How many children had you?"
"Fifteen; and all of them, or all that

lived, as soon as they could went on to the

land to earn a few pence. I tell you it was

always my earnest endeavour to get a scrap

of meat for my husband when he was

working hard, but as for myself and the

children, we didn't taste it from one week's
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end to the other, unless it was three penn-

'orth of pig's-fry to make a Sunday's dinner.'

But often my husband would have to make
a meal of an apple or an onion and a hunch

of bread if he could not get home to dinner.

There were no dainty farm-labourers in

those days. I have heard my husband say

that when he went to Sunday-school there

would be children sitting beside him who
had come two miles, and had brought their

dinner with them, the dinner consisting of

a single apple rolled up in a layer of paste

no thicker than this glass mustard-pot. And
yet those children had a Christian father

—

a good labourer who never wanted work.

My husband would give them a bit of his

own dinner sometimes. Times were hard

to live in those days."

" You managed to cret a little tea ?

"

o o
At this the old lady laughed. " I have

heard my husband say that his first wife

used to get half an ounce of tea and would

sometimes keep it by her for three weeks, so

that when her mother came she might be

able to give her a cup. At those times you

^ The Board of Trade statistics give 4s. 2d. as the

present average weekly expenditure of the agricultural

labourer on meat, including beef, mutton, pork and
bacon.

—

Editor.
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could not get an ounce of the commonest tea

for less than 3d., whilst for a better quality

we had to pay as much as 6d. ; and sugar

was 8d. a lb., and sometimes as much as

lod. My husband has told me that one

winter it was lod., and was as black as

your hat at that, there having been a failure

in the sugar-canes. When you went to a

shop for sugar they would ask if you wanted

anything else, for if you didn't they wouldn't

want to let you have the sugar. We pay

2d. a lb. now for crystallised sugar and can

get all we want of it. For myself, I was

never used to tea and had no craving for

it. We used mostly to get a penn'orth of

old milk—we could buy four pints for id.

—

and put an onion and some water to it and

warm that up for breakfast. It was the

cheapest thing- we could get."

" You say you had fifteen children ?
"

" I had, and hard I had to work for them.

My first husband died when I was about

forty, leaving me with a lot of little ones.

The Parish allowed me a loaf of bread and

IS. a week for each of them until they were

able to keep themselves, else God knows
what I should have done—we should all

have died of starvation. The children, as

they got big enough, went out ' tending

'
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crows and looking after sheep, earning at

first id. a day and then getting raised to 2d.

and 3d."

" Did you buy currants for the children

and make them currant puddings ?

"

" I used to make them water puddings,

and glad they were to get them."
" Did you yourself work upon the land ?"

" My mother died when I was young, and

I soon had to shift for myself. I went to

service as soon as I was able. As I grew

up I became a maid -of- all -work, hiring

myself out from Michaelmas to Michaelmas

at £^ a year. Girls get more than that

nowadays, but in my time that was thought

a fair wage. I used to do the housework

and milk the cows and serve the calves, boil-

ing three or four copperfuls of porridge a

day, and turn my hand to anything about

the place that was wanted of me. I was

married nigh twenty year, and, as I tell you,

brought up a large family on 8s. a week.'

Each confinement used to cost me 15s.,

and goodness only knows how we managed
to save the money, but we did. I was

thirty-one years a widow, and now with a

^ The Board of Trade figures give i8s. 6d. a week as

the average earnings of all classes of agricultural labourers

in England in 1902.

—

Editor.
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second husband who is some years older

than myself I am better off than I ever was

in my life, thanks to the Labourers' Union

and what my husband calls Free Trade.

It is true the Parish allows us 4s. and a

couple of loaves a week ; but we have paid

Poor Rates for a great part of our lives and

are not ashamed of receiving a little help in

our old age. My husband can earn 2s. a

day even yet, though he finds it difficult to

ofet to and from his work—he works better

than he walks. His master will sometimes

drive him to his work and bring him most

part of the way home. He is eighty years

of age and is still a useful man in the field,

and is never in want of a day's work.

" He must be hale and hearty if, as you

say, he is still capable of a good day's

work."

"That is true. He has a great deal to

be thankful for. Our lives are now lived in

what fifty or sixty years ago we should have

looked upon as luxury. Formerly, as I have

heard my husband say scores of times, men of

his class did not live—they only existed. They
knew little or nothing of what was going on

in the world around them. The newspapers

were of no use to them, for only a few were
scholars—not one out of ten. Even to the
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farmers a newspaper was a rarity. When
my husband was a boy his master and

another farmer used to join in one. My
husband's duty was to meet the coach and

get the paper, and when his master had had

it for three days it was sent on to the other

farmer. Some comforts which are almost

necessaries nowadays were almost unknown
to the labouring classes then, such as coal

for firino', oil for liofhtingr tea and susfar and

butter, bacon, and a change of clothes.

Bread was nearly all the labourer could buy,

and he could not always get enough of that.

Every labourer's wife baked her own bread.

The man would get a sack of wheat and

take it to the mill, where they would grind

it for a shilling, 'Most every cottage had a

brick oven. This was heated by burning

fao-orots within it. When the embers were

raked out the dough was put in and kept

there until it was baked. A sack of wheat

would yield \\\ stones of good flour, and

there would be '^\ stones of bean or offal

over, which you could sell to your neigh-

bours for their pigs if you weren't lucky

enough to have a pig yourself. But it was

hard to get enough bread to eat, and many
were the things we had to try in its place."

"In short, you do not look back on the
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old State of things with any sort of satis-

faction ?
"

"No; except the satisfaction that you

feel at those days having given place to

better ones."

David Oakes is an octogenarian who has

been an agricultural labourer since he was

four years old. He resides at Sutton

Crosses, Long Sutton, some thirteen or

fourteen miles from Spalding, in Lincoln-

shire. He was visited on the 29th Septem-

ber 1903 at six o'clock in the evening. The
old man was taking tea, and as he sat in his

cosy arm-chair, coatless, with shirt-sleeves

rolled over his sun-freckled, still brawny

arms, he and his surroundings formed a

typical picture of a contented twentieth-

century British agricultural labourer. It

was a picture that would have required the

brush of a Millet to do full justice to. The
veteran had been in the fields all day, and

had just got home for his evening meal,

which was served by a wife a year or two

his junior. In the old days David was

wont to do a week's work—and some-

times nearly two weeks' work — on a

pound of meat with bread, and occasionally

a potato or turnip. To-day he had come
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home to a table furnished with two or

three pounds of good boiled bacon, bread

and butter, and a glass dish laden with

tinned salmon. And as he plied his knife

and fork the old man was not loth to talk

to the strano'er of how he and his fellows

fared in the days when a duty was levied

upon corn.

" Tell ye how we lived in the eighties and

the forties ? Aye. Take the case of a man
I knew who had the good wage, for those

times, of los. a week. For that he'd to walk

two miles to the barn in the morning and

two miles back at night ; he'd to stand and

thresh all day, and do it six full days in

the week. He'd a wife and ten young

children, and the money he earned could

not find them all in food. I've known him

for two days in the week dine off swede
turnips that he pulled from the ground as

he came along to his work."
" Could not the children help him }

"

"After a bit they did—for there was no

School Board in those days. The Church

schools found the education then, and nine

out of ten of us could neither read nor

write. The man I speak of got better off,

for some of the children began to earn a few

pence, and the Union took two of his boys."
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" Where would a man like that reside ?
"

" He lived in the villag-e in a house

for which he paid 2S. 6d. a week. It was

at Pulham, in the parish of St Mary
Magdalen, 14 miles from Norwich, where I

myself was born,"

" Were you ever in his house ?

"

" That was I — when he lived in the

village, and afterwards, when he shifted on

to the Common. There was barely any-

thing in a labourer's cottage in those days

but a table and a few old chairs, with a

rickety bed and some straw upstairs. Heaven
knows how the family of twelve would

sleep in the three small rooms. As best

they could, I reckon. And you may be

sure they had no Sunday clothes or anything

like that!
" How was I doing myself when I had

a family ? Why, in the forties, when I had

two children, I was earning lis. a week

—

when wheat was rising and when it got

to ^5 a quarter, within a is. That was
up to Christmas. After Christmas we got

2s, a day. Then I was took badly Christ-

mas week, and only did one day's work

—

casting clay up out of the dyke higher than

my head. I never took a loaf with me
that day, nor I didn't leave one at home.
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Then I borrowed 5s. and bought two

stone of flour, and with the change I

bought some yeast and my wife made

bread and baked it, and that's all we had

to live on for the next seven days !

"

Here David Ht his paraffin lamp.

" We didn't have lights like this in the

days I'm telling you of," he said, "We'd
nothing but ' farthing rush-lights,' as they

used to call 'em. But you couldn't see to

read by 'em."

The old fellow chuckled.

"I remember," he continued, "once I

was trying to learn to read, and I complained

of the rush-light to my wife. ' Throw it in the

fire,' says she, and I did as she bade me.

But she never said that again !

"When did I start working.-* At the

age of about four. I went out geese-tend-

ing and was paid id. a day. I had to keep

the geese out of the great dyke. There

was a weed there which would kill the

goslings if they were not kept away from

it. Then I earned 2d. a day crow-tending

off peas and beans. And at the age of five

I learnt to cut beans with a sickle. We all

of us had to go to that as soon as we could

hold a hook. And I've been working ever

since—never been out of work since I was
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fourteen, save for an illness now and again.

And my case, mind you, is rather a favour-

able one, for I have been a good labourer

—

able to do anything about a field or a farm,

abstemious, and never doing no wrong to

anyone."

About his own domestic comforts David

was as outspoken as he had been anent those

of his friend.

" We had a cottage with one room down-

stairs and a garret the first seven years I was

married," he said. "There was a small

window in each of these and a lath window

at the back of the garret, and though we
had a little place to wash in at the back

there was no window in it. We'd a brick

oven for bread-baking, but there was no

fireplace in the sitting-room. I made one

myself out of a few old bricks and some

chalk-stone and water, and I had thoughts

of putting in a window at the back made
out of an old casement that my master

offered me, but when he reminded me that

if I had four lights I should have to pay

the Window Tax the notion was given up.

The rent I paid was ^3, los. a year, and

I contributed lod. a quarter to the poor

rate. And my place was decently furnished.

I had six small chairs, an arm-chair, and a
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table ; but we hadn't many ornaments

;

and upstairs we'd little besides the bed.

There was a corner cupboard at the back,

but only a shelf for the bread and a hutch

for the flour. I used to buy a sack of

wheat and oret it grround. The wheat was
mostly £\, is, a sack ; and the price of

the wheat used to regulate the wages. If

it was £\^ IS., or £2, 2s. a quarter, we were

paid los. ; if 19s. we got 9s., and if it fell

to less than 19s. we only received 8s. a

week. I worked some years for that, and

kept a wife and three children on it. I've

had fifteen children altog-ether and manao^ed

to bring 'em up decently. During the

Chinee war wheat got to near ^5 a quarter

—but the duty came off that winter !

"

And David heaved a sigh of relief at the

recollection of the repeal.

" What was the effect of the change ?

"

"It dropped our wages to 8s. The
farmers were expecting wheat to go up even

higher than ^5. My father's master had

three great wheat stacks, and when wheat

was at ^5 my father said to him, ' If I were

you I should thresh that wheat and sell it
;

'

but he answered, ' No ; it will reach to £(i

yet.' But it fell instead of rising, and he

got under £2 a quarter for his wheat. Of
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course wag-es rose in a bit, but it was the

Labourers' Union that gave us substantial

benefit many years after that."

David was full of reminiscences of the

straitened circumstances of the labourers

of the old days. He quoted his wife's

father as clinging to his watch through

great vicissitudes, so that at his death it

might be sold and the proceeds disbursed in

the endeavour "to prevent his body from

being put into a Union coffin
"—a consum-

mation which by the means proposed was

happily avoided. And the old fellow told

another story. He told how his father,

who was a " horsekeeper " earning los.

a week (with ^4 a year rent to pay),

drivino- a wagfon and four horses fourteen

miles to Norwich market, once took him

with him to show him the place. "After

taking me about," he went on, "some-
thing in the market struck my fancy, and

I wished to have it. The price was id.,

and I begged of my dad to buy it for

me, telling him that I had 2d. put away
in a jar at home and would repay him.

He looked at me and shook his head. I

don't think anything ever hurt me more in

my life. I saw his eyes fill as he refused

me ; for though he was fourteen miles from
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home, and in charge of horses and wagon,

he hadn't a penny in his pocket. He had

had to spend a few pence buying a piece of

rope to hold some deals on to the wagon.

He would have had to leave his coat to get

through the bar coming home, only that the

toll-man knew him and could trust him. It

wasn't often that an agricultural labourer

had money in his pocket in those days."

"They say that 'Protection' will raise

wages, David !

"

"Then they lie, sir, whoever they are!

When I was a boy, while bread was more

than three times the price that it is now,

wages were very much lower. A lad would

work a week for the price of a loaf, and

sometimes the bread would be made of

sprouted wheat, so that you'd have to eat

the middle of it with a spoon."

" But there are people who speak of the

days of ' Protection ' as ' the Good Old

Times '!
"

" They must 'a' been the landlords in them

times, sir. Good for thern the times was,

there's no doubt, but mighty hard for us.

Any agricultural labourer nowadays, who
is steady, can get substantial work and make
fair wages, but in the ' crood old times ' we
used to work our eye-strings out and then
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not get enough to eat. The best work I

used to get was when I was in my prime

—

to harvest 12 acres of wheat myself, cut, tie,

stack and thack it. This I did on 2 lbs. of

meat which my wife bought me at the outset.

I got five guineas for the job, and it took

me about a month—rather less if the weather

were fine. But on piecework you had to be

careful not to do too much in a day, lest the

price should be lowered next time you came
to make a bargain, as it very often was.

Talk to me of ' the good old times of sixty

years ago,' and I answer, 'You ought to

have lived throuoh them as I did— I don'to
want any more of 'em.' Why, I eat as much
meat in one week now as I used to do in a

month in the days gone by. My wife would

make me dinners for six days out of a pound

of meat and go without herself; and she and

the little ones would never taste unless they

happened to be near me when I was having

my dinner, and then I'd give 'em a bit of my
meat-dumpling."

David would not allow the interview to

cease without taking his visitor over his

cottage and exhibiting his household gods

with a touch of pride that seems pardonable

when one remembers his description of his

surroundings when he was young. The
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cottage is comfortably furnished. The
sittinof - room contains two tables, half-a-

dozen small chairs, two arm-chairs, a

sofa, a chest of drawers, a corner cup-

board and a large clock. There is an

oleograph of Queen Victoria facing the

entrance, and there are numerous other

pictures hanging on the walls, including

half-a-dozen family photographs. And the

wall is also embellished with a highly-polished

copper warming-pan. In the scullery, behind,

there are shelves and cupboards, a place to

wash in, and—wonder of wonders !—a meat

safe. The bedrooms, in the same way, are

comfortably provided with furniture, and

garnished, for David and his wife do a little

decorating on their own account in their

spare moments. The general picture is far

removed from his early memories of home
in the days when under Protection his

purchasing power was limited to the coarsest

kind of food, and the most wretched furnish-

ing of the other needs of the workman's life.
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The chief problem of life is food. All

plans, all policies of government in every

country may be tested by the simple ques-

tion—Do they result in making food scarce ?

The agitation out of which the Great

Revolution sprang in France was stimulated

by scarce and dear food. It was the same
with the adoption of Free Trade in Eng-
land. The abolition of the Corn Laws in

T846, which brought Mr Cobden's long-

campaign to a successful conclusion, became
possible owing to a bad harvest.

Since the suitability of the national policy,

then adopted, to present circumstances has

been called in question, it is our object here

to ask whether Free Trade has tended to

make food cheap and abundant, and so to

assist in furnishing the poor man's cupboard
;

but before plunging into the immediate ques-

tion, some preliminary explanation of the

situation which has arisen is necessary.

To understand the danger to which the
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nation is exposed we must keep before our

minds certain broad historic facts. Free

Trade is supposed to have been inaugurated

when the laws prohibiting the import of corn

were abandoned. Its real inception, how-

ever, was in 1 84 1, when Sir Robert Peel com-

menced his great policy of liberating trade

generally, and by sweeping away the import

and export duties which embarrassed com-

merce, and founding the revenue on income-

tax and other forms of direct taxation. This

policy continued unbroken for many years

until over twelve hundred articles were freed

from taxation. Practically no revenue was

derived from corn ; its import was prohibited

or only permitted under such variable and

oppressive arrangements as prevented any

steady trade in foreign wheat being built

up. The repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846

was therefore a step in accordance with the

new policy which had been adopted. True,

it was the greatest step ; it struck the

imagination of the world, and it gave the

Free Trade movement an impetus which

nothing else could have given. Still, harm
is done by identifying Free Trade too much
with corn or any other article. Free Trade

means the abolition of a tariff. This word

is derived from the Spanish Town of Tarifa,
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near Gibraltar, where the Moors collected

imposts. Only one branch of the tariff can

be successfully defended, and that is the

taxation of alcohol and tobacco, which may
be maintained as a defence of public morals.

For thirty-three years the policy continued

of clearing the Statute- Book from restrictions

on trade ; the navigation laws were repealed,

small duties were swept contemptuously

away, great duties were lowered, until in

1874 the movement culminated in the aboli-

tion of the sugar duties. The policy of

building up the revenue by direct taxes on

wealth proceeded until 1894, when Sir

William Harcourt inaugurated his scheme of

graduated death-duties.

The complete adoption of the new prin-

ciples was, however, restrained by the timidity

of the electorate, the disposition to compro-

mise, and the reluctance to accept fully a

theory which was totally opposed to previous

practice. Thus a retrograde moven:ient set

in, which may be traced to the acceptance

by the country of two doctrines, which

guided largely, though not equally, the

policy of both political parties. The first of

these is that Free Trade permits a tariff for

revenue purposes. This heresy opens the

door to every abuse. Free Trade is the
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enemy of all tariffs ; it demands simply that

trade shall be free. From some points of

view a tariff for revenue purposes is worse

than a tariff for Protection. It involves a

greater cost of collection, an equal embarrass-

ment to trade and restriction of business, and

its only justification is the raising" of revenue

which could be found better by direct taxa-

tion. From this follows the second false

doctrine that an equal amount of revenue

should be raised by indirect and by direct

taxation. This, of course, is still more
hostile to the Free Trade principle. Thus
the movement was checked, the abolition of

duties ceased, and as the revenue afforded

it, relief was given to payers of direct taxa-

tion. The limit of total exemption from the

income-tax was raised until it reached ^i6o
a year, which may be contrasted with ;^45,

which is the limit of exemption in Germany,
and a graduated system of relief was ex-

tended to all classes whose income did not

exceed £yoo per annum. Then a clamour

arose to broaden the basis of taxation,

and new taxes on food and other neces-

saries were rapidly imposed. Even worse

steps were taken. Under the Brussels

Convention free imports of sugar are

prohibited, a huge subsidy has been granted
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for twenty years to a private steamship

company, and it is now claimed by the

Times that this agreement exhibits "a
striking similarity to the old navigation

laws of England." Under these circumstan-

ces it is little wonder that Mr Chamberlain

should conclude that the moment has arrived

for aiminor ^ death-blow at Free Trade.

This review of the circumstances which

have led to the present crisis prepares the

way for a more exhaustive examination of

the question from the standpoint of the poor

man's cupboard. It will be our purpose to

glance over the past sixty years and ask

whether the adoption of the new principles

tended to make food cheap.

To begin with, let us inquire what effect

Free Trade has had on the supply of bread.

In 1801 with Protection wheat was 119s. 6d.

per quarter ; in 1901 it was 26s. Qd. The
average price for the 47 years of the

century before Free Trade was 70s. 8d. per

quarter, for the 55 years since it has been

44s. id., and the average of the last 20

years has been 31s. 3d. Perhaps it will

make the matter simpler if we look at the

price of the quartern loaf. In 1801 this

was IS. 5d., in 1846, 8Jd., and in 1901, 5d.

In the years of dear bread wages were low

—
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probably not half what they are now—so

there was only half the money with which to

buy the dear loaf ; and if we allow for this

we will find three loaves in the poor man's

cupboard to-day for one that was there in

the days of Protection. Nor is there any

doubt as to how this abundance has been

obtained. Only a portion of our wheat

supply is produced at home, and the great

triumph of Free Trade was to secure that

perfect equality should regulate the admis-

sion of the far larger part which comes from

abroad. Thus Free Trade has made bread

plentiful.

It is neither possible nor necessary to go

into the same detail with regard to the prices

of other separate articles. But official statis-

tics have been issued which summarise the

progress of events in a clear and interesting

way and show the general tendency. These

tables deal with groups of articles, and assign

to each its proper importance in the house-

hold and cover the last thirty-two years, thus

giving, not the casual, but the continual

tendency. This is only the latter half of the

Free Trade period. It therefore does not

give us the complete contrast with the era

of Protection. But the figures show that as

time went on certain results became apparent.
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The first table deals with wheat, barley, oats,

maize, hops, rice and potatoes, and shows

that these have fallen 36 per cent. In other

words, you can buy as much of these articles

for sevenpence three - farthings to-day as

would have cost one shilling in 1870. In

the same period beef, mutton, bacon, milk,

eggs and herrings have fallen 6 per cent.

Sugar, tea, coffee, cocoa, rum, wine and

tobacco have fallen 54 per cent., so in this

group 5|d. now goes as far as one shilling

went in 1870. You can buy as much
petroleum now for 3jd. as you could then

for IS. Clothes, including cotton, wool,

linen and silk also show a fall of 35 per

cent. These are the great necessaries of

life, and it is evident that though the epoch

of Free Trade is short and our acceptance

of its principle restricted, yet in obedience

to some great law it has set up a tendency

towards abundance and cheapness.

It is, however, evident that no tale of

a mere fall in prices will carry conviction

to those who are halting between two

opinions. Two questions occur to such

people—First, Is it clear that the fall is due

to Free Trade ? and secondly, Even if we
had less fall, or if prices rose, might not

Protection stimulate trade to such an extent
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that the nation would be fully compensated?

The second of these questions especially

raises the wide fiscal issue, and to answer it

fully the whole theory of Protection must be

discussed. To some extent this is done in

other parts of this book, and a different

method will be adopted here. Let us in-

quire whether among the great articles of

universal consumption there is one on which

experiments in accordance with both Free

Trade and Protectionist principles have

been tried, so that the results of each can

be seen over a long period of years. If we
can find such an article it may repay us to

look into its history, where we will be able

to see under which system the nation derives

o^reatest advantage, which tends most to

replenish the poor man's cupboard and to

create lucrative employment. If the con-

ditions are fair and the conclusion clear,

the illustration may bring us to some
decision as to the principle we should

support.

Sugar seems to answer ali these require-

ments. It is a great article of consumption

—

both a food and a raw material, it has had a

most interesting fiscal history in the old days

of Protection and in the Free Trade period,

and Mr Chamberlain has now seized upon
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it to make his first experiment in Colonial

preference.

Sugar is a type of the commodities pro-

duced abroad which the people receive with

the same regularity and count upon with the

same certainty as if they were produced

entirely at home. Behind the big loaf in

the poor man's home stand untaxed meat,

vegetables, cheese and butter, formino- the

solid portions of his repast. Sugar is the

sweetener, the sauce, the flavouring which

completes the cottage diet. Sugar, however

coarse, is found on every table, and the

advance of comfort and civilisation is marked

by the greater delicacy and variety of form

in which it appears. It is the first joy of

the infant and the last comfort of the aged.

Nothing plays a more important part in the

Free Trade controversy. Mr Cobden classed

it with corn as a proper subject for relief

from taxation. During the early Free Trade
epoch it was heavily burdened with a series

of most complicated duties. Gradually these

were simplified, until in 1874 they were en-

tirely abolished. Let us look then somewhat
closely into the history of this great com-
modity as it has been affected first under

Protection and then by Free Trade.

Originally the whole supply of sugar came
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from the Indies and was the produce of

the sugar-cane. About the middle of the

eighteenth century the French discovered

that it could be produced from beetroot, and

though at first this industry made little pro-

gress, it has now spread itself over the

continent of Europe. To begin with, about

4 per cent, of sugar was obtained, but gradu-

ally, by selection and improvements of culture,

this has been increased until from some kinds

of beet as much as 14 per cent, can be ex-

tracted. This is a better proportion than the

sugar-cane itself produces, and there is no

cause for wonder that Europe has ceased to

be dependent on the Indies for its supply.

The output rapidly increased, the figures

for 1902 showing a total world's production

of 6*8 million tons from beet against 7 million

tons of cane sugar. Probably this was the

greatest agricultural development in Europe
during the nineteenth century, almost every

Continental nation entering into the business

except Great Britain. It became the aim of

each nation first to supply its own require-

ments and then to export the surplus, and

the various Governments competed with one

another in providing a stimulus both to pro-

ducers and exporters in the shape of bounties

or exemptions from taxation.
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Here, then, in many different countries

there was an extraordinary example of rapid

production of new wealth in connection with

a well-known commodity. All the producing

countries dealt with beet sugar in accordance

with Protectionist principles. Great Britain

at first did the same, but later admitted it

freely in accordance with the teachings of

Free Trade, and we have to ask under

what system were the best results produced,

and how were these results distributed ?

For it must not be too readily assumed

that every good aim is secured if wealth

is produced. Under modern conditions,

especially, vast businesses are developed

and huge fortunes built up which confer but

the slightest benefits on any except a small

circle of owners. The general population is

little interested in such accumulations except

to consider by what legislative adjustment

the circle of those who benefit may be

widened. In the case we are considering

to discover where the best results followed

we must ask, Where did the most abundant

supplies of sugar reach the cupboard of the

poor }

It will be seen that Great Britain started

at a great disadvantage as compared with

her rivals, as no beet sugar was produced
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here. Moreover, in the art of refining

she was far behind France and Germany.
In the production of chocolates, sweetmeats

and cakes half a century since this country

was also hopelessly outdistanced. In 1840,

before beet supplies became large, the price

of soft sugar in London was yjd. to 9jd.

per lb., and of lumps lod. to is. per lb.

Even at these huge prices the quality was

such as no one would accept to-day. The
soft sugar was known as "moist," the

common kinds were black and damp, and

changed the colour of tea. Even the better

qualities were adulterated, and the lumps were

generally of a most inferior manufacture.

The consumption per head of population

was then about 15 lbs. per annum, and no

great gap, either in price or in the quantity

used, separated Great Britain from France.

In the following year this country adopted

Free Trade, gradually also accepting its

necessary complements of free imports and

untaxed food. As is often said reproachfully

by Protectionists, we alone among the nations

did so. At any rate, none of the sugar Powers

altered their system of prohibitive tariffs, pro-

tected industries and high prices. But they

had the arts of production and manufacture,

and thus sixty years ago they and this
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country start upon the race oi friendly com-

petition, the result of which may surely be

taken as a fair illustration of the advantages

which Free Trade is calculated to confer.

By 1870 in Great Britain the price had fallen

to 4d. for soft sugar and 5d. for lumps, and

the average annual consumption per head

had risen to 60 lbs. In Germany, which had

become the greatest producer, in that year

the annual consumption was 14 lbs. per head,

rather less than it had been in Great Britain

in 1840. By 1900 prices here had fallen to

i|d. and 2d., and the quantity used had risen

to the enormous total of 90 lbs. per head of

the population, against only 29 lbs. in France,

Germany, Belgium and Holland, where the

prices were three times as high.

This great figure of average consumption

opens a branch of the question quite as

marvellous as the fall in price. It must

not be supposed that in the simple forms

of usasfe the British take so much more

suofar. The difference arises from what are

known as the Suo^ar Industries. SuQrar with

us became not merely a food but a raw

material of the first importance. As if by

maofic orreat manufactures arose for fruit

preserving, mineral water making, sugar

boiling, chocolates, biscuits. Sugar was
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even used for brewing, cattle-feeding and

the manufacture of blackingr. None of these

industries can be classed with the old staple

trades of the country. As we have seen, all

the raw material came from abroad. Yet

they are carried on with such success that

there has been constructed not only a vast

home trade but a great export business, and

we send huge quantities of the articles named
into the countries from which we draw the

sugar out of which they are produced. This

fiscal controversy has brought some new
terms into use, and one of the most graphic

and emphatic of these is "dumping." The
foreigner is said to "dump" his wares upon

our shores unchecked, and it is argued that

we are injured thereby. Well, sugar affords

the best example of the effect of " dumping."

The producing powers rivalled one another

in flinging their product before us
;
quantity

constantly increased, quality improved and

prices fell. We accepted all that came with

such results as have been named.

No advantages, however, are sufficiently

conspicuous to prevent complaint and opposi-

tion, and so sugar has caused an agitation

which has continued for thirty years. In its

early stages the agitators could get public

meetings together to protest against cheap
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sugar, but nothing of that kind has been

possible recently. The work was, however,

only driven underground. In Ministers'

parlours, in Parliament, and amongst those

impressionable politicians with no definite

views, an alleged grievance, however artificial

or unprincipled, may make headway. The
complaint, strange as it may sound, was that

cheap sugar injured British industry and

threw men out of work. Only one example,

so far as home industry is concerned, was

ever quoted—sugar refining. It was said

that this business had declined. Mr Cham-
berlain, who in this controversy may
always be relied on to make the boldest

and most inaccurate statements, said that if

the natural increase of this great business of

refining had continued, employment would

have been found for "tens of thousands, if

not hundreds of thousands of hands." What
is the truth } No serious decline has taken

place either in the quantity of sugar refined

here nor in the number of hands employed.

The census returns of 1901 show that 2416
were employed in this industry, and the

quantity refined was 640,000 tons or 40 per

cent, of the whole consumption. This was
about the same as was refined in 1870, but

then it was 80 per cent, of the national
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requirements. Now it will be seen that even

if the whole quantity we use were refined here

employment would only be found for some

6000 men, instead of the hundreds of

thousands which Mr Chamberlain men-

tioned. Refining is but a simple process

;

a large share of the work must always be

done where sugar is produced, and as modern

methods have developed the tendency has

been to complete the work at once in

factories erected on the producing estates.

If this is not done raw sugar must be sent

long journeys to the refineries, and great loss

in transit results. The remarkable thing is

that such a large share of this business is

retained in Great Britain. This is owing to

the great enterprise of a few firms who have

adopted excellent methods and produce lump

sugar of very fine quality in handy packages

for transit and ready for immediate consump-

tion. HuQe fortunes have been accumulated

from these businesses, and one of their owners

has made a noble use of his money by pre-

senting the Tate Gallery to the people of

London.

It will therefore be seen how little real

ground exists for any complaint of the decay

of sugar refining. But supposing it had

diminished, we must not overlook the com-
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pensating advantages. Alongside the crude

and limited industry which has been de-

scribed there have been set up hundreds of

up-to-date factories giving wide employment,

realising vast fortunes and providing the

nation, and to a large extent foreign

countries, with new commodities which the

march of civilisation demands. There is

more profit attached to i lb. of sugar

used in a mineral water, jam or biscuit

factory than to the mere refining of 50 lbs.

These industries stimulate other great

national interests. Thus the growing of

fruit for preserves has done something to

revive the languishing prospects of agricul-

ture. Wooden boxes, decorated tins and

caskets are demanded for the products of

these new factories. Many of the delicate

operations of sugar-boiling, chocolate and

biscuit making, provide employment for

women and girls. Neither let it be supposed

that these businesses are insignificant as to

extent. Undoubtedly there are small as

well as large factories, scattered all over the

country, their size being suited to the capital

available or the populations to be served.

But some are great establishments, many of

them separately employing more hands than

are engaged altogether for the whole trade
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of the country in sugar refining. In London
and Middlesex there are 488 persons em-

ployed in refining, and against this 20,859

are engaged as preserve, sweet, chocolate,

biscuit and cake makers. This does not

include mineral water makers, and the total

numbers employed in this business and the

others throughout the kingdom is 117,849,

no account being taken of bakers or con-

fectioners (dealers), grocers, pickle makers

or brewers.

Such figures enable us to complete

the picture of the national results of Free

Trade in sugar. In this country there is

cheapness and abundance in the poor man's

cupboard, there are great new industries

providing easy and varied employment for

vast numbers of people. Near Birmingham

one of these new factories has blossomed

out into a model town, where every worker

may live in a bright modern dwelling, with its

garden around it, and adjacent to his own
newsroom, library, town hall and place of

worship. Such are the results of freedom

and the simple removal of restrictions.

When they are contrasted with the meagre

consumption, the high prices and the desti-

tution, so far as industries are concerned, of

the sugar-producing countries, an unanswer-
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able case seems to be made out for the

policy adopted some sixty years ago.

The importance of our examination arises

from the fact that free imports of sugar have

been assailed with more deliberation, subtlety

and success than any other commodity. The
Government were supposed to be engaged in

an mquiry as to the merits of Free Trade.

But their dealings with sugar have passed

far beyond the stage of inquiry. The whole

policy of Free Trade is reversed. After

twenty-five years of immunity the sugar tax

abolished in 1874 has been restored. Orders

prohibiting the import from many great

producing countries after the ist of Sep-

tember in this year have been issued, we
have joined in a Convention with producing

Protectionist powers to overthrow the free-

dom of countries outside, and to establish by

means of a surtax great national and inter-

national combinations against ourselves.

One of the great producing countries from

which the import of beet sugar has, under the

new law, been prohibited, and the one that

has most strongly protested against our

action, is Russia. A long diplomatic

correspondence has taken place between

our Foreign Office and the Russian Govern-

ment, and the designs of the Government
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were pressed through Parliament by the

argument that during the past few years we
had received no sugar from Russia. But

now that the prohibition of imports has come
into operation it is discovered that large

quantities of Russian sugar reach us in-

directly from Germany or other countries

with ports on the Baltic. Russia has there-

fore good reasons for resenting the restric-

tions we have imposed on her trade, and she

is taking steps to do so in the most natural

way—by imposing a heavy duty on Indian

and Ceylon teas. The imports of these

British-oTown teas into Russia has been

rapidly increasing during the past few years.

In 1902 they amounted to 262^ million lbs.

This international episode, which is only

unfolding itself as our Government proceeds

with its ill- conceived plans, affords an

admirable illustration of the folly of inter-

fering with the well-tried policy of free

imports. Russia cannot be blamed for what

she has done. Our Government took the

initiative and showed by statements made in

Parliament that it did so without knowing

the facts as to the trade relations between

the two countries. The nett result to us is

the closing of one of the markets from which

we imported sugar and to which we exported
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tea, with a consequent inflation of price of

the article we require to buy, and a deprecia-

tion of what we have to sell.

Already the price of sugar is up three-

farthings a pound. Jam is also much
dearer, half of the rise being due to sugar.

All the commodities in which sugar is largely

used must advance. Three - farthings a

pound may seem little, but on the average

consumption it amounts for a family of six

persons to £\, 13s. 6d. a year. This is a

heavy tax. To the nation it means an extra

burden of over ^11,000,000 sterling per

annum, a sum equal to the whole revenue

of many countries. But as yet we know not

what the loss or the burden may be. It has

been shown that sugar in this country was
many pence per pound under its price in

France or Germany. Each penny on the

annual consumption means ;^ 15,000,000

sterling^. The aim of the foreio^n coml:)ina-

tion into which the Government, without the

consent of the nation, has plunged is to

raise our prices towards theirs. How much
the extra payment of the United Kingdom
may be depends on their success. But the

restoration of the full Protective system

might mean in sugar alone as great a money
loss as we suffered by the South African War.
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The o;reat feature of the Free Trade

movement under Sir Robert Peel was

clearino- the Statute Book of a vast number
of small and burdensome duties. The new
sugar tax has restored sixty such at one

stroke, for it not only applies to sugar but to

all products which contain any notable pro-

portion of sugar. It has given new life to

smuggling, as saccharine, on which the duty

is immense, offers a great reward to any

who care to face the risk of running this new
blockade. The Customs officers complain

of the difficulties of detection, and in one

case a fine of ^9000 was imposed. No
ships are now allowed to bring in sugar

without certificates of origin, so that the

country of production may be known. All

refineries and certain other factories have

been, as it is called, "placed in bond," and

must be worked under Government super-

vision by night and by day. When one

thinks of the glorious liberty of the Free

Trade epoch all this has a dark and mediseval

sound. Still, it is a healthy lesson for the

nation, which may learn to value its privileges

better after it has l(;st them.

This change of policy will soon bring

home to the intelligence of the people the

burden and the strength of Protection.
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Its burdens arc high prices and scarcity,

its strength is its capitaHst backing. Each

interested advocate is a missionary who
has QTood reasons for wishino- his cause

may triumph. Every producer, every dis-

tributor, every official who Hves by the

cumbrous oppression finds cunning argu-

ments in its favour. On the other side are

the wants of the people, their cupboards

often poorly furnished or quite empty.

Their burdens, though vast in the atjo-re-

gate, are small in each particular case—

a

penny on the loaf, a penny on the pound of

sugar, or meat, or jam, dearer clothing,

what is it after all ? Only a trifle ; and who
can tell that it is due to Protection? Who
can assure us that there is no compensating

gain ? We can only give general answers

such as have been set out to these questions

founded on broad principles and on the solid

facts of our own experience.

Everything that the Government could do

without bringing the issue before the people

for decision has been done. The new taxa-

tion which has been imposed includes such

articles as wheat, meal, flour, rice, coal, sugar,

wine, tea and spirits. The proportion of

direct to indirect taxation has been altered

greatly to the prejudice of the latter. The
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Customs revenue has been increased to a

far larger amount than was ever collected

in this country before, and every penny of

this indirect taxation is levied contrary to

the principles of Free Trade. The Prime

Minister has stated in Parliament that he

approaches the subject with an open mind,

having no definite conclusions upon it, but

the nation recalls that twenty-five years

ago, in Parliament, he was known as a Fair

Trader.

Since the present controversy has com-

menced, Mr Balfour has thrown aside the

mask, and after full consideration has issued

to the public a statement of his views on

the question, which he had laid before his

colleagues in the Cabinet six weeks earlier.

A casual study of the pamphlet shows that

the writer, at the best, held the principles

of Free Trade but lightly. From start to

finish it is but an argument in favour of

Protection, and of the complete abandonment

of our present trade policy. The steps taken

by Mr Chamberlain on behalf of the West
Indies, which have culminated in the Sugar

Convention Bill, prove that he has absolutely

committed himself to carry out the policy of

Colonial preference at whatever cost to con-

sumers, and that there can be no security
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for the protection of the interests of British

people at home, while the administration of

Colonial and financial matters are entrusted

either to himself or his nominees.

Enough has been said to show that the

principles of Free Trade have not had time

to become thoroughly understood or deeply-

rooted in the minds of the nation. They
were constantly assailed from outside by

open and disguised Protectionists. Re-

liance cannot be placed on the views of the

business community as a safeguard against

the return to Protection. No one engaged

merely in distributing any article subject to

indirect taxation is in favour of the removal

of the tax. On the contrary, he has a

definite interest in its maintenance, as he

collects his profit on the duty as well as on
the value of the article. Manufacturers,

the extension of whose business depends
on the cheapness with which they produce the

commodity, will, no doubt, resist any rise in

the price of raw material, but, on the whole,

the opinions of the commercial community,

whether expressed by Chambers of Commerce
or by individuals, must be received with

reserve. A business man, working under a

competitive system, is only too apt to regard

matters strictly from the standpoint of his
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own interests, and without due regard for

those of the general community.

The true guardians of Free Trade are

the general population of the country, whose
interests it protects against the well-laid

plans of interested capitalists. The man in

the street will have to decide the question.

If it is a worthy object to facilitate the

distribution of excellent and cheap food

among the people it is clear that Free

Trade accomplishes it.

Thomas Lough.
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Fifteen years ago Co-operation was gener-

ally understood—outside the working classes

—to mean the Army and Navy Stores, or

some method by which philanthropic em-

ployers gave their workmen a share of

profits, thereby getting them to work harder

and kindling, as a distinguished Co-operator

has said, "the light of profit in their eyes."

Co-operation has been discovered by the poli-

ticians since then. However, as it is to be

hoped that this book will come to the

hands of many people not familiar with its

ways, it will be well to explain that "the

Co-operative movement " is a mass of

societies of working men and women, by

far the larger part of which exist in order

to carry on shops for providing their

members (that is to say, anybody who
cares to join) with groceries, and, where

convenient, with other kinds of food and

supplies. The most obvious advantage

of the plan is that it necessitates a pain-

less thrift, savings being laid up automatic-

ally by means of the quarterly dividend
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on purchases—not on capital, which gets

a fixed interest. The dividend, to speak

loosely, represents the profit which the

shopkeeper gets out of his customers. But

in this case the co-operator is the customer

as well as the shopkeeper. Therefore he

is getting profit out of himself—a process

which amounts to putting money out of his

pocket into a kind of bank, where he can

leave it as share-capital to accumulate at

interest until there comes a strike or a

lockout, or the idea of taking his wife

to Blackpool for a week, or the paying

off of an instalment of purchase-money for

the house. With poor families the woman
generally draws out the dividend at the

quarter's end and spends it on boots and

shirts ; and it means a oreat deal in Qood

health and decency. A small proportion of

the societies pay as much as 4s. or 5s. on the

pound of purchases, but of course the prices

that have to be paid to get back such sums

in dividend are not within reach of the poor.

The average dividend is about 2s. 7d., and

orthodox co-operative opinion is in favour of

*"a moderate dividend," which may be taken

to mean is. or is. 6d. in the South, and per-

haps 2s. 6d. in Lancashire, If this seems to

savour of capitalism, it must be considered
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that co-operative experience has proved that

some such rate of "profit" is as necessary to

the continuance of a store as a subsistence is

to a shopkeeper. But none the less, the

question of price is a very serious one for

co-operators, their huge trade being chiefly

in food and clothing of the necessary, not the

luxurious, kinds—things which cannot be cut

down without damage to the standard of life.

The figures for 1902 are these: Retail Dis-

tributive Co-operative Societies, 1476; Mem-
bers, 1,893,176 ; Share Capital, ^23,167,619 ;

Sales, ;^55,3i9,262 ; Profits (including divi-

dend, interest on capital, etc.), ;^8, 682,734.

The importance of the movement for our

present purpose is evident. The Chambers
of Commerce speak for the manufacturers,

the Trade Unions for the wage-earners,

and in the same way Store Co-operation

represents the consumer. It is only in

the retail stores and in their great federal

purchasing and manufacturing agencies—the

English and Scottish Co-operative Whole-
sale Societies—that the interest of the con-

sumer is organised and, as it were, conscious
;

and the effects of trade conditions are the

easier to study because the interests and

profits of parties other than the consumer

have been so largely eliminated, the Whole-
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sale Societies, and in many cases, the

Stores themselves beino- larore manufac-

turers, farmers and corn-millers, while the

direct imports of the Wholesale Societies,

not to speak of purchases in the English

and Irish markets of goods of British and

foreign origin, reach a very imposing figure.

I propose in this article to consider, as far

as the material available at the moment
permits, how taxes on food, with their accom-

paniment of raised prices, have affected and

would affect this orreat oro-anised market—

a

o o
market the most sensitive to changes of supply

and price, since there a rise of prices is in-

stantly felt in diminished consumption, while

the cheapening of necessaries means a raising

of the standard of life for those whose
standard it most imports the nation to raise.^

The present is not the time which a co-

operative housewife would choose for ex-

periments which could involve an increase

in the price of food. The rise of prices

during the last few years has been felt, and,

in conjunction with the sugar-tax and the

corn-tax, has given an increased impetus to

the growing desire to claim for the co-opera-

' It would have been interesting to consider the effects

of the taxation of manufactured goods and of raw
materials as well, but unfortunately the necessary figures

cannot be obtained.
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tive movement its proper influence as the

representative of the working-class con-

sumer.

A co-operative housewife of the upper

working class, living in a Lancashire town,

has supplied me with lists of weekly ex-

penses for the years 1900 and 1903, based

on her own standard of feeding and the

prices she has herself paid. Set against a

labourer's wages, these show plainly enough

— if any proof is needed—the serious differ-

ence that a halfpenny or a penny here and

there is bound to make when the earnings

are low, and they are interesting as showing

the view taken by an exceptionally intelligent

and capable working woman.
" I did make some little effort," she writes,

" to estimate the increased cost of living last

year when fighting the corn-tax. But in

taking my estimate two things must be

borne in mind : (i) In housekeeping I have

always held that the best of provisions was
the cheapest, in that they yielded the most

nutriment and least waste; (2) that my
prices are co-operative prices, which with

us, reckoning dividend at quite our rate,

will compare with the best of shops. Again,

I make my own bread, and white flour has

gone up and remained up. The bread sold
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by bakers has remained the same price, ^ my
opinion being the quahty has suffered. I

see no tendency for the better, the price of

fruit being now one of the difficulties. I

know that many famiHes do make less than

this do, but I feel quite sure they have not

enough with less than my list to keep

in health. One thing I am sure of, that

children are not properly fed. Their hunger

can be appeased, but the kind of food they

get does not build up the body. You will

consider my list with health. I can't

possibly make less do. The bill on sugar

now passing through the House of Commons,
if passed in its present state, will be a very

serious blunder."^

' Written in August 1903.
- This sympathy with the poor is felt by many co-

operators. During recent years the question of facilitating

the entrance of the labouring class into the stores and
retaining members in temporary distress without relaxing

the ready-money rule has been before the movement,
mainly through the efforts of the Women's Co-operative

Guild. A few societies have changed their rules and
customs, reducing or abolishing entrance fees, reducing

to a nominal sum the amount of share capital required to

be deposited, and allowing the sale of very small quantities

and second-class goods. The tendency to consider the

poor customer seems likely to spread. As an example

I may mention the important Royal Arsenal Co-opera-

live Society at Woolwich, which has lately begun to sell

frozen meat. " Up to two months ago," writes the

secretary, "we dealt exclusively in British, but we have

recently introduced colonial mutton and lamb, and our
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Most of these people say that the rise in

prices of the last three years has made a

difference of from is. to 2s. a week.

The above cannot be considered repre-

sentative co-operative budgets, the mass of

co-operators being of the more prosperous

workinor class, thouoh still not above the

need of carefully considering the pennies

and half-pennies. At the same time I

believe it would be a mistake to regard these

cases as very exceptional. There is no

means of ascertaining what wag^es are earned

by members of societies, and self-respecting

people who are not well-off are naturally and

properly reticent as to their circumstances.

It is my impression that if a wage-census

could be taken the movement would be

found to contain a much larger number of

members earning 25s. a week and less than

is generally supposed. But in any case the

class from which the foreo-oingr budoets came
is surely the one which most needs con-

sideration.^

' It has happened to me more than once to see a

woman dressed with perfect neatness, cleanliness and
good taste get up at a conference of the Women's
Co-operative Guild and make a very intelligent and
well-delivered speech—such as one would think could

only go with an income of jQt, or j[^\ a week

—

and to learn afterwards that she had a hard struggle to

keep her children sufficiently fed and clothed.
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All except the last of my informants

illustrate the most important time of family

life—when the children are young and ought

to be having their bodies built up, as my
Lancashire friend says. This is, as Mr
Rowntree has pointed out, one of the periods

of poverty in the worker's life ; and it is just

the period when nature calls most loudly for

a sufficiency and some little margin for the

expansion of the young lives. The class

from which these specimens come is a large

one, and has not, as a rule, the astonishing

providence of these co-operative labourers

with their "bit of divi.," their clothing club,

and their sick insurance. How do the non-

co-operators do .^ And how can any of these

people be asked to contribute even a penny

a week to the cause of Protection 1

I shall have occasion later to give the

budget of a prosperous Lancashire co-

operator ; but in order to show how a poor

budget may be made to work out in

terms of daily diet I cannot resist giving

here a paper written by a working woman
of a small town in Bucks. If the diet sounds

attractive it must be remembered that the

quantities of bacon and other luxuries are

very small, often only enough for "a
relish."
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How TO Live on a Pound a Week, Man and
Wife and Four Children.

First of all, I must recommend a small cottage at 3s.

per week, rather than a larger one at 5s. per week,

which, of course, is much more convenient; but I think

it would pay much more in the end to get as good a

living out of the pound as possible, to keep healthy and
strong. I will now give the menu for the week as near

as possible :

—

Sunday.—Breakfast : Porridge, coffee, one rasher of

bacon, bread and butter. Dinner : Beef, Yorkshire

pudding, potatoes, greens. Tea : Tea, bread and butter,

cake. Supper : Bread and jam for children, cold beef,

cocoa.

Mofiday.—Breakfast : Oatmeal porridge, butter or

dripping toast, coffee. Dinner : Cold beef, potatoes,

jam tart. Tea : Tea, bread and butter or jam. Supper

:

Bread and butter and cheese, cocoa.

Tuesday.—Breakfast : Porridge, one rasher of bacon,

bread and butter or marmalade. Dinner : Soup and
vegetables, suet dumpling. Tea : Tea, bread and butter

and cake. Supper : Bread and jam or marmalade,
cheese, jam tart, cocoa.

Wednesday.—Breakfast : Porridge, one boiled egg,

bread and butter, coffee. Dinner : Sheep's fry, potatoes,

greens, currant pudding. Tea : Tea, bread and butter

and jam, or marmalade. Supper : Fresh herrings, bread
and butter, cocoa.

Thursday.—Breakfast : Oatmeal porridge, buttered

toast, bread and marmalade, coffee. Dinner : Meat
pudding, potatoes, haricot beans. Tea : Tea, bread and
butter or dripping, and jam. Supper ; Bread and milk,

cheese or butter, cocoa.

Friday.—Breakfast: Porridge, one rasher of bacon,

bread and butter, coffee. Dinner : Salted hock of pork,

pease pudding, potatoes, baked bread pudding. Tea

:

Tea, buttered toast or dripping, jam or marmalade.

Supper : Bread and butter, cold pork, bread pudding,

cocoa.
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Saturday.—Breakfast : Oatmeal porridge, one bloater,

bread and butter, coffee. Dinner : Sausages, potatoes,

boiled rice. Tea : Tea, bread and butter, jam or mar-
malade. Supper : Bread and butter, faggots, cocoa.

Butcher: 2 lb. beef, is. 6d. ; bones, 6d. ; i lb. fry,

5d.
; I lb. beef, 6d. ; one salted hock of pork, iid.

;

f lb. beef sausages, 4|d. ; i lb. suet, 3d. ; 2 faggots, 2d.

—total, 4s. 7^^d.

Baker: Two brown loaves, 7^. ; seven white,

IS. 5|d.; two quarts flour, 5d.—total, 2s. 6d.

Vegetables: One peck potatoes, Qd.
;

greens, 3d.;

haricot beans, id.; one pint split peas, lid. ; onions

and carrots, id.—total, is. 3^d.

Milk : 3d. new
;

3d. skimmed—total, 6d.

Grocery : 4 lbs. sugar, 8d.
; \ lb. fresh butter, 3|d.

;

I lb. salt butter, 6d. ; | lb. dripping, 3d.
; \ lb. tea,

4^-d. ; coffee, about i^d. ; cocoa, about 2d.; ^ lb. rice

at 2d., |d.
; ^ lb. currants, i^d. ; i lb. oatmeal, 2|d.

;

one pot home-made jam, cost 2 J-d. ; one pot home-made
marmalade, cost 2|d. ; three rashers of bacor., sd.

;

eggs, 2d.; one card Blakey's, id.; one bar "London
washer," 2d. ; one candle and matches, id. ; three fresh

herrings, 2d.; one bloater, id.—total, 4s. 4d.

Rent, four-roomed cottage, 3s.; club (14s. per week
in case of sickness), 8d. ; doctor's dispensary, 3d. ; coals

(a little more or less according to the weather) is. 3d.
;

wood, 3d.
;
paraffin oil, 3d.—total, 5s. 8d.

Co-operative News, id.; local news, id.; collection,

id.; salt, pepper, mustard, blue, dry soap, black

lead, blacking, 2^d. ; cottons and tapes, etc., \\d.—
total, 6Jd.

Repairs of boots, 6|d.

Grand total, £1.
Ueak Fkli.ow-members,—I find by giving this jfiefiu

for the week I must look before I leap. I must always

manage not to cut new bread, stale being much more
economical, and much better for the digestion. All

scraps will go for making puddings, etc.

As to coals, I find it a great help to sift all cinders

and mix with small coal, which, after being well
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damped, will do well for banking the fire up, making it

last much longer. The worst trouble of all, I think, is

how to get boots and clothes for the children. I find

a card of Blakey's very useful for preventing the boots

from wearing.

I must now come to a conclusion that I must wait

for the day which most members look forward to

—

"divi. day"—when I hope to be able to procure some
new material (and boots) for making up. I must also

be able to convert father's old clothes into some for

Tommy, which, when outgrown, will come in nicely for

Sammy, after that to be made into rugs.

I find it best to deal as far as possible at the stores,

as I can always rely on pure and wholesome goods,

which is a good deal to be studied.'

It must not be forgotten that the work-

man's budget is already heavily taxed. Tea,

coffee, cocoa, currants and raisins, sugar and

scores of sugared foods, to say nothing of

tobacco, are subject to duty. Hardly any-

thing that appears on the workman's break-

fast and tea-table is, or was, up to last

June, on the free list—and under the new
scheme, with the exception of home-grown
vegetables and perhaps herrings, the dinner,

breakfast and tea-table will be laid under

universal contribution. A Yorkshirewoman's

home-made bun loaf pays duty on the sugar

and the raisins, and up to June last on the

flour. If she makes a roly-poly for dinner

' This paper gained the prize in a small competition
instituted by the local branch of the Women's Co-
operative Guild.
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the jam pays and the flour pays and the

sugar pays. Even the condensed milk that

she puts in the taxed tea is taxed for its

sugar. From the present month, too

(September 1903), bounty-fed sugar is to be

prohibited, and with the restriction of supply

and the fresh opportunities for manipulating

the markets, prices are bound to go up, and

a food which had taken its place as a

necessary will be on the way to become a

luxury.

The Co-operative Wholesale Society has

kindly supplied me with the following

estimate of the duty for foodstuffs and

tobacco paid by the Society in 1902 :

—

Sugar
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grocery trade of the Society, and to one-

sixteenth of the entire turnover. But this

is only a fraction of the taxation which the

co-operators really pay. The trade of the

distributive societies, including the whole-

sale, amounts to ^55,000,000 a year, so that

on the basis of the "Wholesale's" calcula-

tion, given above, the total indirect taxation

paid over the co-operative counters was

;i^3,600,000 in the year 1902.

The estimate here presented does not

then pretend to determine the amount per

head paid by the 1,900,000 co-operative

members to the State ; but it shows that of

the trade done with the Co - operative

Societies, more than a week's wages, perhaps

nearer two weeks', went last year in food

duties alone.

^

To turn now to the story told by the trade

statistics. Take first of all a table supplied

by the Co - operative Wholesale Society,

which shows the amount of trade done

direct with foreign countries and British

Colonies in 1902, the great bulk of it in

foodstuffs.

' Excluding tobacco, the duty paid works out at

^2,778,000.
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AMOUNT OF TRADE DONE DIRECT WITH FOREIGN
COUNTRIES AND BRITISH COLONIES DUR-
ING 1902.

Country.
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It will be seen that out of ^\ millions of

imports, Australia and Canada contribute

;^440,ooo, or less than a twelfth of the whole,

a discouraging proportion from the stand-

point of the Self-sufficing Empire School, yet,

as it happens, no indication whatever of

Co-operative Little Englandism or indiffer-

ence. While the leaders of the movement
have not neglected opportunities for lending

a hand to British industries, they have never

lost sight of the Colonies ; and I believe that

within recent years special efforts have been

made to encourao^e direct tradins^ relations

with Australia, New Zealand and Canada.

I imaoine that the averas^e thouo-htful

co-operator, if he is asked to make a

sacrifice to the Colonies, will reply that

even if the Colonists were no better off than

he is—which they happen to be—he and his

family and his class must be free to spend

their wages to the best advantage, and that

an attempt on the part of the State to

force his trade out of its natural channels

would be the last way to encourage cordial

feelings towards the Colonies.' And seeing

' The following resolutions have been passed by recent

Co-operative Congresses :

—

Sugar.—"That this Congress deplores the action of

the (Government in putting a tax on sugar, which in its
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that his own experience has brought him

into personal and friendly relations with the

workmen of many foreign countries it would

be useless to appeal to his emotions in the

action is mainly a tax on the working-class household.

It declares in favour of a free breakfast-table, and con-

siders that the increase in the normal expenditure of the

country in five or six years, by some ;;{^30, 000,000 a

year, is unwarrantable and unjustifiable."

Passed unanimously at the Middlesborough Congress,

1901.

Corn.—"That this Congress most earnestly protests

against any portion of the taxes of the country being

raised by a Protective impost upon corn or other bread-

stuffs, not only because of the effect of such taxation

upon the working-class population, but also because it is

a departure from the principle and practice of Free

Trade, under the influence of which this country has

had such remarkable prosperity."

Passed unanimously at the Exeter Congress, 1902.

Sugar.—"That this Congress, representing a large

body of working-class consumers of sugar, protests

against the proposal contained in the Convention entered

into by the Government with other contracting countries

to impose a duty on sugar imported from countries that

grant bounties either on production or export, because

in effect this policy gives protection to a few producers

at the expense of the many consumers."

Passed unanimously at the Exeter Congress, 1902.

Preferential Tariffs.—" That this Congress, repre-

senting 2 million working-class Consumers, takes the

earliest opportunity of entering its emphatic protest

against any tampering with the Free Trade policy of the
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current strain of militant patriotism. He
knows perfectly well that other countries are

as useful to us as we are to them, and the

development of the idea of international

co-operation has brought forcibly home
to him the reality of international interde-

pendence.'

The second table (page 190), showing the

proportion between imported and home-pro-

duced food stuffs, brings out in a striking

manner the extent to which the co-operators

rely upon supplies from overseas.^ The great

country by any system of preferential tariffs, believing

that the same would increase the cost of food to the

poorest, diminish remuneration and the area of employ-
ment, promote international ill-will, and a consequent
growth of militarism. Further, it strongly condemns the

proposal to exploit the poverty and patriotism of the

people in a cause which, in addition to promoting strife

between the great nations of the world, will tend to crush

the growing feeling of friendship between the two great

branches of the Anglo-Saxon race."

The motion was passed with a stentorian and almost

unanimous "Aye" at Doncaster, 1903.

^ Danish, Dutch, German and French delegates are

accustomed to attend the British Co-operative Con-
gresses, and British co-operators are represented at

similar meetings in foreign countries. The English and
Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Societies have in the last

year or two begun to institute trade relations with the Co-
operative Wholesale Societies of Germany and Denmark.

^ The figures given in this table include purchases of

foreign goods effected in England as well as direct

imports.
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disparity between the two classes of foods

incidentally disposes, too, of one of the

arguments for the view that a small tax

on foreign foods will not materially affect

prices. Imported butter, flour, grain,

cheese and eggs are, it will be seen, greatly

in excess of British ; they must accordingly

determine the market price of those kinds

of goods. The consumer will have to pay

just as much for British and Colonial food

as for the taxed imports from foreign

countries—Protection money to the agricul-

tural interest at home as well as in the

Colonies.

[Sales
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Sales of the Co-operative Wholesale Society, 1902.

Goods.
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Here then are the materials for a rough

estimate of the financial effect of the Protec-

tion proposals. If we apply the Glasgow
plan to these figures we get the following

results :

—

Duty and Protection money
(home and Colonial) on butter,

cheese, eggs, lard and canned
goods, at 5 per cent. = ^283,500,
which, multiplied by three to

obtain the result for the whole
body of co-operators = . . .^^§50,500

Flour and grain at 2 s. a quarter,

or 7 per cent, of the values

stated and multiplied by three = 425,460

Total ;^i, 275,960

Then there is butchers' meat to be con-

sidered, and as no co-operative statistics

are available I fall back on the Free

Trade Union's publications, which give the

annual meat consumption at ^110,000,000,

of which total eight and a half million comes
from the Colonies—a small quantity, though
no doubt quite enough in the eyes of the

tariff reformers to constitute a claim for

preference, and to set the whole of the Pro-

tective machinery in motion. The average

Briton eats meat of the value of ^2, los. a

year. Assuming that co-operative house-

holds are accountable for a consumption of
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only 30s. per head, and that there are four

mouths (arrived at the carnivorous stage)

for each member who figures on the roll, we
have a sum of ^11,400,000 which will be

liable to 5 per cent, for tax and Protection

money. Something remains to be added for

the additional cost incidental to any system

of Customs inspection and regulation—bond-

ing charges, extra transit rates arising from

interruption of traffic at ports, increased cost

of handling and interest on additional capital

locked up. This is a serious item, and I

doubt if business men conversant with the

minutiae of dock, warehouse and railway

working would put it at less than a quarter

of a million on the trade we are dealing

with.

We can now see how the Protection Bill

may be expected to work out.

Supposing the present taxes on food to

remain as they are we must add another

^4,450,000 to this total, making ^6,355,000
in all.

It has been suggested, however, that by

way of smoothing the path to Protection,

three quarters of the tea duty and a cor-

responding proportion of the coffee and

cocoa duties should be remitted together

with i^d. a lb. on sugar. Under this
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arrangement the set-off for the co-operators

would stand thus :

—

Sugar.
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of taxation and liable for a halfpenny of Con-

vention money, or, in other words, which

creates a new liability of a farthing a pound.

The right way to proceed then is to leave

sugar altogether out of account under the

head of remissions, and to transfer to the

other side of the account the additional

farthing which, under the Convention, re-

mains to be paid. Our first table will

stand as follows :

—

New taxes as per Glasgow
plan . . . . . ^2,095,000

Sugar Convention, |d., less

the farthing remission proposed 729,000

Remissions—
Tea . . . ^^580,000
Cocoa and Coffee 45,000

^2,824,000

625,000

Loss ^2,199,000

Clearly then tariff reform, as at present

explained, cannot fail to make an immediate

hole in the workman's pocket. It will mean
that the housewife's basket on her return

from the store will contain less food or worse

food. And seeing that a 5 per cent, duty

will be only provisional, the first step in a

constantly-ascending scale of taxation, there
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is no computing the eventual price that

the workers will be called upon to

pay.

The case of bread, of course, stands alone
;

and one of the best achievements of the

movement is its wide success in supply-

ing cheap and excellent bread to its

members. The co-operative bakeries and

flour - mills, with the powerful purchasing

organisation of the Federated Societies be-

hind them, have indeed brought the full

unexploited advantages of Free Trade

straight to the doors of the people. It is

an interesting fact, and something more than

a chance coincidence, that the rise of the

co-operative flour-mill and store dates from

the repeal of the Corn Laws. And the

pioneers' determination that the savings

effected by Free Trade shall not be inter-

cepted by corn-millers and bakers, nor filched

from them in the shape of vilely adulterated

bread, has never slackened. The people's

corn-mills and bakeries are to-day one of

the most formidable defensive works of

the Free Trade position. The following

particulars of the trade in flour and bread

for 1902 show the place taken by the

mills and bakeries in the co-operative

economy :

—
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Flour Mills—
Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society, ;;^547,ooo

English Co-operative Wholesale Society, 1,539,000
Other Co-operative Mills on a Federal

Basis. ...... 1,294.000

Retail Societies' Mills .... 710,000

;^4,o9o,ooo

Bakeries—
Federal Bakeries ..... ;^5i9,ooo
Retail Bakeries ..... 2,578,000

^3,097,000^

One would have thouorht that it was un-

necessary to labour the point that bread was

incomparably more important than any other

article of food ; but since it is seriously pro-

posed that workpeople should accept cheaper

tea and sugar in place of cheap bread and

provisions, it may be well to consider in

detail how the household as well as the

movement would be affected by the change.

We will take first a weaver's family in

Glossop, where the pinch of the hard times

in the cotton trade is being severely felt.

The husband is earning on an average only

7s. a week—a wage which means that the

rent has to wait.

' The particulars relating to bakeries come from 487
societies. Many small societies have no bakery, and

some of the large societies could not supply separate

bakery returns.
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Weaver's Budget (Short Time), Family of Six.
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on flour would have to be made good on

potatoes/ the German workman's expedient.

Carter's Budget, Todmorden, Family of Six.

Wages, 24s. a week.
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Remissions—
£ s. d.

Tea, 13 lbs at 4|d. . . . o 4 10

Coffee, 6J lbs. at |d. . .005
Currants, 52 lbs. at IS. 6d. per cwt. 009

£0 6 o

Balance—loss . . . . £,^ S ^

In this case the household will be 25s.

to the bad by accepting the bargain. Some-

thing may accrue to the carter's wife who
has to lay out the money if her husband

chooses to forego part of his week's

pocket-money (travelling expenses, beer,

tobacco, newspapers, etc.) in consideration

of a reduced tobacco duty. I believe it is

a very general custom for the husband and

wife to agree on this method of apportion-

ment. But it is sufficient to note that in

this case, which I believe to be typical of a

very large range of domestic budgets, the

remissions are outweighed by the item of

bread alone.

The following budget represents the food

expenditure of a prosperous Oldham family

—husband, wife and two little daughters :

—
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Remissions—
£ s. d.

Tea . . . . . .0511
Coffee . . . . .025
Cocoa . . . . . o o 10

£0

Balance—loss £\ 4

. These examples could easily be extended,

but they are perhaps sufficient to show the

flimsiness of the protectionist argument that

people can have their food taxed without

feeling it.

So far we have been considering what the

new proposals would mean in pounds,

shillings and pence ; but it would be mis-

leading to give the impression that this

affords a complete measure of the injury

which Protection would inflict on the Co-

operative State.

It is difficult for outsiders to form any idea

of the wide-ranging significance of the Co-

operative movement, or to estimate at its

full value the control which it has enabled

the workers to assert over the economic con-

ditions of their lives. This force has been

working in many directions—in the pre-

vention of adulteration, in checking the

impositions of rings and monopolies, and,

on occasion, even breaking them up, in
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raising the conditions of labour/ providing

house-accommodation,' attacking the credit

system, which is the pitfall of the poor, and

establishing a power over retail market-prices,

none the less real because it is not always

apparent. Is it conceivable that all this

could have been done under a protective

system, or that the margin which the

workers have established between them-

selves and actual want could be maintained

' The total number of persons employed in Co-
operative distribution and production in 1900 was

84,283 (Abstract of Labour Statistics (Q. 1124) p. 135).

The indirect influence exercised by the movement over

the conditions of labour is also considerable, the prin-

ciple of the fair wages contract being widely adopted.

It may be mentioned here that a large part of the

surplus capital is employed in providing houses for the

members. The figures given in the report of the Co-
operative Union for the year ending 1902 are as

follow :

—

Houses.

Built and owned by the Societies . . 8,247
Built and sold by the Societies . . . 5,080

Built by members on advances made by
Societies 23,940

Total, . 37,267

Expenditure.

Expended by Societies on houses owned . ;{^i,658,810
Expended by Societies on houses sold to

members...... 1,141,167

Advanced by Societies on houses built by

members 5>327.078

;{:8,i27,i55
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if their freedom of purchase in the markets

of the world were to be curtailed ? Pro-

tection would strike a deadly blow at the

economic efficacy of the movement, and one

of the immediate effects would be the re-

striction of its area by making thrift more
difficult and indebtedness less avoidable,

while the prospect of a transfer of a sub-

stantial portion of their dividends to English

landlords and Canadian exporters might

well dishearten the present members.

These economic victories at which I have

glanced have not been won without a corre-

sponding gain to the status of the people

concerned. Co-operation is in fact demo-
cracy in action, and apart from its economic

achievements it forms a traininor-around in

the democratic qualities which the ballot-box

demands — disinterestedness, forbearance,

confidence, the capacity for responsible action

and judgment. Can anything be more valu-

able to a democratic State than a movement
which guarantees to a great mass of the

people some share, at any rate, in every eco-

nomic advance, and which amply repays its

successive gains by political and municipal

service, and by an extension of its mission-

ary work amongst the poor, not to speak

of the larger and happier range of life, and
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the grain to character which it bring^s to the

individual ? And what pretext of fiscal re-

form, one asks oneself, could possibly justify

a change which must restrict and discour-

age such a movement ? This speculation

does not lie within my province, but I would

at least suggest that those who are concerned

with launching these new schemes would be

making a great mistake if they overlooked

the views and the experience of the co-

operators,

Rosalind Nash.
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It is generally estimated that about 70
per cent, of the population of the United

Kingdom belonof to the workino- classes.

Obviously, therefore, in any consideration

of the probable effects of Protection, the

primary question is, Will its effect upon the

working classes be beneficial or prejudicial ?

The purpose of this essay is to seek to

throw some light upon this question.

An attempt will here be made to study

the household economy of the working

classes, and to see whether any margin

exists after the reasonable necessities of life

have been met—and if so, what is the extent

of that margin.

If it is shown that for a large portion of

the workinor classes no maroin exists, then it

follows that any rise in the price of com-

modities (food, clothing or house accommo-

dation) must be met by foregoing expendi-

ture which is necessary to health.

In the following pages two assumptions

have been made, namely—that the effect of

Protection will be to raise the cost of certain

of the most important articles of consump-
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tion ; and further, that there will be no rise

in wage corresponding to the increased cost

of living. Any who feel doubt with regard

to these premises are referred to the mani-

festo issued by the leading economists of this

country ' and to the essay by Mr Hobson in

this volume which deals with the effect of

Protection on washes.

First, then, we will consider the actual

conditions under which the working classes

in this country are living at the present

time ; and for this purpose may summarise

some of the more salient facts obtained

during- an investio;ation which I made ino o
1899 into the conditions which govern the life

of the working classes in York, and especially

into the problem of their poverty. The popu-

lation of York in 1899 was about 75,000.

With the object of obtaining accurate and

detailed information, every working - class

home in York was visited, and, among
other things, direct information was ob-

tained regarding the number of occupants

and the nature of their employment, the

' This manifesto contains the following clause :
—" It

is very improbable that a tax on food imported into the

United Kingdom would result in an equivalent—or

more than equivalent—rise in wages. The result which

may be anticipated as a direct consequence of the tax

is a lowering of the real remuneration of labour."
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character of the housing accommodation and

the rent paid. Indirect information, based in

many cases on employers' wage-books, was

obtained regarding family earnings. Sup-

plied with information obtained in this way,

it was possible to state with a large degree

of accuracy what proportion of the population

of the city was living in poverty. There

are two classes of poverty, and it is im-

portant to distinguish between them. There

is first what may be called " primary

"

poverty, i.e., the poverty of families whose

total earnings are insufficient to obtain the

minimum necessaries for the maintenance of

merely physical efficiency. Then there is

"secondary" poverty, i.e., the poverty of

families whose total earnings would be

sufficient for the maintenance of merely

physical efficiency were it not that some

portion is absorbed by other expenditure,

either useful or wasteful. Before it was

possible to ascertain the number of those liv-

ing in " primary " poverty it was necessary to

ascertain what weekly expenditure is required

to maintain families of different sizes in a state

of physical efficiency, or, in other words, wha
sum of money constitutes a " living wage."

Necessary expenditure may be classified

under three heads :

—
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1. Expenditure for food.

2.
,, ,, rent.

3- ,, ,, clothes, fuel and other

household sundries.

As this question of what constitutes a living

wage is at the very heart of the issue now
under consideration, it is well that we should

examine it in some detail.

We will first consider the necessary ex-

penditure u^ow food. Apart from water and

salts, foodstuffs may be classified under three

headings, namely—fats, carbohydrates {i.e..,

sugar, starches, etc.) and proteids {i.e., the

nitrogenous portions of food). Certain

amounts of each of these are required to

maintain physical efficiency, which amounts

vary of course with the age and sex of the

individual and the severity of the work per-

formed. Any dietary that may be selected

in fixing the necessary expenditure on food

must provide the required amounts of these

nutriments. The following is the dietary for

a man which I have adopted. It will be

noticed that it contains tea only once a week,

that it contains no butcher's meat, and that it

is more stiangent than would be given to any

able-bodied pauper in any workhouse in

England or Wales. The dietary adopted for

women and children is very similar in charac-

ter, excepting in the case of young children,

where certain foodstuffs are replaced by milk.
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Having decided upon the dietary to be

employed, the next step was to ascertain its

cost. With this object a price-Ust was made,

based upon information obtained regarding

the actual prices paid by a large number of

working-class families. The price-list was

submitted to the Secretary of the Co-

operative Society, and in the few cases

where it was able to supply the goods at

lower prices advantage was taken of this

fact. It was ascertained that the minimum
necessary expenditure for food worked out

at an average of 3s. each for adults, and of

2S. 3d. each for children per week.

Rent.—Under this head the sum actually

paid by each family was taken to be the

minimum sum necessary. In so far as a

considerable proportion of the families lived

under over-crowded conditions, and since

the poor are not as a rule extravagant in the

matter of rent, it will be seen that any error

in the estimate of the necessary expenditure

will be on the side of under-estimate rather

than on the side of over-statement.

Clothes and Household Sundries.

—

We now come to the expenditure for cloth-

ing, fuel and other household sundries. The
estimate of necessary expenditure for cloth-

ing, including boots, was based upon a large
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amount of investigation. It amounts to 6d.

per week for adults and 5d. per week for

children, while is. lod. per week is allowed

for fuel, and 2d. per head per week to cover

all other necessary expenditure, including

light, washing materials and necessary re-

placements of linen, furniture, crockery, etc.

A little consideration will satisfy the reader

that however this sum of 2d. per week may
be criticised it is not an over-estimate.

Working upon these lines we arrive at

2IS. 8d. per week as a " living wage" for a

man, wife and three children, paying 4s. for

rent and rates. The " livingf wa^e " will

of course be more or less accordinof to

the amount of rent paid and the number of

children.

It should clearly be understood that this is

an estimate of the cost of supplying only the

bare necessities of physical efficiency ; it

allows absolutely nothing for extras of any
kind, such as beer, tobacco, sweets, toys for

children, newspapers, postage-stamps, etc.,

nor does it allow anything for medical attend-

ance, insurance or Trade Union subscrip-

tions. In making the estimate everything

has been sternly ruled out of court which
was not absolutely necessary for the main-
tenance of bare animal efficiency. Moreover,
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in this estimate it is assumed that every

penny earned by every child, young or old,

is paid into the family purse, and is spent

not only with the utmost regard to economy
but with a scientific knowledge of the dietetic

value of different foodstuffs.

Having- decided what constitutes a "livinof

wage," and furnished with the information

obtained in the house-to-house investigation,

it was possible to arrive at the proportion of

the population who were living in " primary
"

poverty. It was found that 7230 persons,

representing 15
J- per cent, of the working

classes, or 10 percent, of the total population

of the city, were living below the " primary
"

poverty line.

What proportion then of the population

are living in "secondary" poverty.-* The
amount of " secondary " poverty in York was

ascertained by subtracting those in " primary"

poverty from the total number found by the

investigators in their house-to-house inquiry

to be living in obvious want and squalor.

The total number of persons in York found

to be living in want and squalor, i.e., in

poverty, was 20,302, equal to 28 per cent, of

the total population of the city. Of these, as

stated previously, 7230 were found to be

living in " primary " poverty, the remaining
2ia
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13,072, equal to 18 per cent, of the total

population of the city, were therefore returned

as living in " secondary " poverty. Since

the amount of the " secondary " poverty was
arrived at by subtracting the " primary

"

poverty from the total poverty, it is clear

that if a less stringent standard had been

adopted in fixing the " primary " poverty

line, the number of those in " primary

"

poverty would have been increased, and the

number in " secondary " poverty would have

been correspondingly decreased, a fact which

must be borne in mind by any who are

inclined to think that in connection with the

present inquiry we need not concern our-

selves with those in "secondary " poverty.

The question may be asked. How far does

the condition of things found to exist in

York represent the condition in other towns ?

Considerations of space make it impossible

here to give reasons why York may be

regarded from the economic and industrial

standpoint as a fairly typical city. The
matter is discussed in detail in Poverty : A
Sttidy of Town Life.^

It is well-known that Mr Charles Booth's

great inquiry showed that 30.7 percent, of the

' Poverty : A Study of Town Life. By B. Seebohm
Rowntree. Macmillan & Co. los. 6d. and is.
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population of London were probably living

in poverty. Unfortunately up to the present

time no reliable statistics are obtainable

regarding the amount of poverty in British

towns other than London and York. Mr
Charles Booth's opinion on the matter may
however be quoted here. In a letter to the

present writer, dated July 25, 1901, he says :

"... our totals {i.e., the total poverty in

London and York) may be correctly com-

pared, and the comparison, as you have

shown, is very close. At this I am not

surprised. I have, indeed, long thought

that other cities, if similarly tested, would

show a percentage of poverty not differing

greatly from that existing in London. Your
most valuable inquiry confirms me in this

opinion."

Inquiries which I have made from a

large number of individuals have strength-

ened my view that the conditions in York
are at any rate no worse than the average

conditions in other towns. It is not, how-

ever, important for our immediate purpose

that we should fix exactly the percentage of

the population of the United Kingdom who
are living in poverty either "primary" or

" secondary." The facts already known

make it certain that the number must be
214
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reckoned in millions, and what the precise

number of millions may be is for present

purposes immaterial. Estimate the number

at the very lowest figure which the facts

already known will justify, and it still

indicates so serious a condition of things

as absolutely to condemn any proposal to

increase the cost of living.

It has been urged by some that the very

fact that so large a portion of the population

is in poverty is in itself proof that Free

Trade is a failure, and that a change in our

fiscal policy is urgently called for. Those

who argue in this way show but little respect

for the facts of history. The condition of a

large part of the working classes now is

certainly unsatisfactory, but what of the time

before 1846? The following is a description

of the condition of the working classes in

the United Kingdom in 1844, written by

Engels, the German economist :
'

—

"The dwellings of the workers are ever3'where badly

planned, badly built, and kept in the worst condition,

badly ventilated, damp and unwholesome. The inhabit-

ants are confined to the smallest possible space, and at

least one family usually sleeps in each room. The
interior arrangement of the dwellings is poverty-stricken

in various degrees, down to the utter absence of even

^ Condition of the Working Classes in 1844, pp. 73, 74.

Frederick Engels. London : Swan, Sonnenschien & Co.
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the most necessary furniture. The clothing of the

workers, too, is generally scanty, and that of great

multitudes is in rags. The food is, in general, bad

;

often almost unfit for use, and in many cases, at least at

times, insufficient in quantity, so that, in extreme cases,

death by starvation results. Thus the working class of

the great cities offers a graduated scale of conditions in

life. In the best cases a temporarily endurable existence

for hard work and good wages—good and endurable,

that is, from the worker's standpoint : in the worst

cases, bitter want, reaching even homelessness and
death by starvation. The average is much nearer the

worst case than the best. And this series does not fall

into fixed classes, so that one can say, ' This fraction of

the working class is well off, has always been so, and
remains so.' If that is the case here and there, if single

branches of work have in general an advantage over

others, yet the condition of the workers in each branch
is subject to such great fluctuations that a single working-

man may be so placed as to pass through the whole
range from comparative comfort to the extremest need,

even to death by starvation, while almost every English

working-man can tell a tale of marked changes of fortune."

It is beyond doubt that since Free Trade

was adopted in England the condition of

the great bulk of the working classes has

been enormously improved. Even if the

number of those in poverty is as great now
as it was, the proportion which those in

poverty bear to the total population has

greatly decreased.

Having now dealt with the statistics of

I li^
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poverty line, let us try and realise a little

more exactly what a tax on food would mean
to a labourin((-class family. Those who are

comfortably off find it difficult to realise that

a few pence more or less a week can really

be a matter of moment to any family. They
have never had in their own lives experiences

such as came to Cobbett, who, when serving

as a private soldier, used to save all the

money he could spare to buy books. On
one occasion he had put aside his last half-

penny, intending to buy a red herring with

it for breakfast ; but when he pulled off his

clothes at night, "so hungry as to be hardly

able to endure life," he found that he had

lost his halfpenny. On discovering this,

Cobbett, strong man though he was, buried

his head " under the miserable sheet and

rug, and cried like a child."

Perhaps our purpose will be best served

if we study in some detail the domestic

economy of a thrifty and respectable labour-

ing-class family.

The following particulars have been sup-

plied by my secretary, Miss Harlock :

—

The family of Mr W. consists of himself,

his wife, and wife's mother and six children.

The oldest child is a boy of fourteen, who on

account of his delicacy is not likely ever to
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be able to work. Sometimes new milk is

provided for him by a friend, and it is

wonderful to see how this extra nourishment

helps him to "pick up." The next child is

a boy of twelve, who is already in Standard

VII. and hopes next year to be a " Scholar-

ship boy." The other children vary in age

from ten down to one year.

The grandmother, who lives with them, is

seventy-four years old and is suffering from

cancer ; she receives 3s. 6d. a week from the

parish. At times she tells me she has a

great longing for milk, but says, " We can't

afford that, so it's no good. It's just bread,

bread, bread, but I should like a bit of finny

haddock or something tasty. Sometimes

she " (alluding to her daughter) " buys a large

fish's 'ead for a penny, and I do enjoy that,

and the doctor says it's very good for me.

He told me not to eat much meat, but he

needn't 'ave said it, for we can't get much of

it, even if we wanted to." As there are only

two bedrooms in the house the grandmother

sleeps on the sofa in the living-room, and

says it is much more comfortable to be there

than to share a bed with the children.

When Mrs W.'s last baby was born the

Charity Organisation Society gave her a

Dispensary ticket, so one of the Dispensary
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doctors attended her. The district nurse

attended to the baby for several days, but

never did anything for Mrs W. The poor

old orrandmother " waited on " her dauorhter.

Part of this time she herself was so ill that

she used to crawl upstairs on her hands and

knees, and then managed to clean the room
and make the bed a bit comfortable. The
only paid help that they had was a woman
to do a bit of washing-. But Mrs W. " 'as a

good 'usband, and 'e 'elped with the work
when 'e g"ot 'ome in the evening"."

The father is an unskilled labourer in

steady work, and earns a regular wage of

25s. a week. He is an intelligent man, and

takes a keen interest in politics and social

questions. The mother is a clever, bright

woman, and an extraordinarily capable

manager. As the grannie expresses it,

'' Where she could spend a farthing she

would never lay down a halfpenny." She
always makes the best of things, and

although I have known her for five years,

during three of which the total family

income was under £\ a week, I have never

once heard her complain.

Besides the two bedrooms mentioned

above, the house contains a living - room
and a scullery without a fireplace. The
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rent paid is 3s. gd. per week, including

rates.

On askinor Mrs W. how she would manaofe

if there were any rise in the price of food

stuffs, she answered that she really didn't

know what she could do in order to spend

less : she supposed they would have to do
with less to eat, as they certainly could not

afford to spend more money on food. As
for the clothing, they " never paid no 'igher

than twopence a yard for calico, so they

couldn't save in that." The old grandmother

chimed in here with, "Well, I 'ope, miss,

they won't put up the price of food. They
must go to church and think about it first.

If they do, the parish will have to allow us

a bit more."

Although Mrs W.'s clothes always look

tidy and comfortable, I discovered one cold

winter's day that she was wearing nothing

under her frock but one calico garment,

made, I suppose, from the calico which costs

"no 'igher than twopence a yard." She
often buys garments cheap at jumble sales,

and alters and mends everything so pur-

chased with the greatest care. If you go to

her house on a Saturday afternoon you will

be pretty certain to find her sitting in a clean

kitchen with a large heap of clean clothes on
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the table requiring to be patched and

darned.

There is not much margin for saving under

the head of hohdays—the entire expenditure

on which for 6i weeks only amounted to

6s. 6d. for the whole family.

The family spend on the average 3s. a

week on butcher's meat, chiefly " meat
pieces," for which they pay 4d. per lb., and
IS. 3d. a week for bacon at about 5|d. per lb.

Nothing is spent on beer, and only 2jd.

a week on tobacco. On the other hand,

3s. 6d. weekly is spent on flour (the bread

being baked at home) and i i^d. on sugar.

I could give a number of examples such

as the foregoing, but perhaps this single one

will suffice to show how much schemingr and
care and planning there is even with food

and other necessaries at their present prices

in order to try to "make ends meet." But
in spite of all ends dont meet—these people

do not obtain food enough for their full

physical development. An examination of the

dietary of this family reveals the fact that it

only provides 80 per cent, of the nutriment

which is necessary for full physical efficiency.

That this condition of things is not excep-

tional has been shown by investigations

which I made into the dietaries of other
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working-class families in York who are

receiving regular but low wages. In the

course of these investigations a number of

budgets were kept for me. These were with

few exceptions kept for periods varying from

three weeks to three months or more. Alto-

gether, twenty budgets were obtained, great

care being taken in every case to ensure

accuracy. In these budgets details were

given regarding the quantities and kinds of

food bought and the prices paid. By means

of analytical tables the nutritive values of

the dietaries were ascertained. These were

then compared with the requirements for

persons engaged on moderate work. It was

found that while the dietary of the six families

belonorina- to the well-to-do artisan classo o
was upon the whole adequate, that of the

fourteen labouring- class families was seriously

inadeqzmte. Indeed, they received upon the

average 25 per cent, less food 7iutrwient than

has been proved by scientific experts to be

necessary for the maintenance of physical

efficiency. It should be remembered that

the fourteen families of the labouring" classes

whose dietaries were investigated belon^red

for the most part to the respectable and

thrifty section of the working classes. Most
of them were previously known to be teetotal,
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and in some cases the skill of the housewife

in the art of making money go as far as it

could was extraordinary.

Evidence not confined to York compels

the conclusion that a seriously large portion

ofthe unskilled working classes in this country

are underfed.

This statement is not intended to imply

that labourers and their families are chronic-

ally hungry, but that the food which they eat

(although on account of its bulk it satisfies

the cravings of hunger) does not contain the

nutriments necessary for normal physical

efficiency. A homely illustration will make
the point clear. A horse fed upon hay does

not feel hungry, and may indeed grow fat,

but it cannot perform hard and continuous

work without a proper supply of corn. Just

so the labourer, though perhaps not hungry,

is unable to do the work which he could

easily accomplish upon a more nutritious

diet.

The gravity of such a condition of things

can hardly be overstated. Let us consider

the point more closely. Those who are

familiar with that section of the labouring

classes living in "primary" poverty do not

need to be told that any extraordinary

expenditure which may become necessary
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can be met only from one source, viz., the

money which would ordinarily be set aside

for food. When the writer inquired from a

number of these housewives how they pro-

vided for any special expenditure, such as

the purchase of a piece of furniture, a new
dress, or a pair of shoes, the pathetic but

almost universal reply was : "If we want
anything extra it has to come out of the food

money, and we have to go short." Charles

Booth has well expressed this fact when he

said, " The poor have no exchequer except

the exchequer of the belly."

The deficiency in the diet of the labouring

classes is most strongly marked in the case

of the proteids {i.e.^ the nitrogenous portion

of food), the supply of which is 29 per cent,

lower than it should be. The physiological

results of a scanty supply of proteids are

described by Dr Robert Hutchison {Food

and the Principles of Dietetics, pp. 23, 169),

who says :
" It is well to have an excess of

proteid above that barely required for tissue

repair. To live on a minimum of proteid

is to run the risk of having what one may
call ' threadbare tissues,' and of having no

reserve for use in emergencies. And such a

condition of things makes for low resistance

and for disease. There is also reason to
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believe that proteid, besides acting as a

repairer of tissue and a source of energy,

exerts upon the cells a stimulating influence

which increases vitality and energy. A de-

ficiency of it, too, seems to impair the condi-

tion of the blood and lower the tone of the

muscles and of the heart, besides enfeeblinof

the digestive powers by restricting the supply

of the material from which the digestive

ferments are elaborated. . . . The differ-

ence, in fact, between an animal fed on

highly nitrogenous diet and one supplied

with little nitrogen is the difference between

a steam-engine at half -pressure and one

which is producing its full horse-power. . . .

To growing children a deficiency of proteid in

the diet is specially disastrous, for the lack of

building material which it entails may result

in impaired growth and development, the con-

sequence of which may last throughout life.

For the same reason, persons who habitually

live on a minimum of proteid are apt to

convalesce but slowly after an acute illness
;

for, once their tissues are broken down, they

have no ready surplus of building material

out of which to repair them."

Now let us examine the facts and see how
far there is actual evidence of physical unfit-

ness among the 28 per cent, of the popula-
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tion of York who are in poverty. If we
first compare the mortaHty statistics in poor

and well-to-do districts it will be found that

while in the well-to-do working-class dis-

tricts, inhabited chiefly by the families of

skilled workmen, the death-rate is 13.5 per

thousand of the population per annum, the

death-rate in a large poor district during the

same year is 27.8 per thousand, or more
than twice as hig"h.

In the case of children under 12 months

we find that whereas in the well-to-do work-

ing-class districts referred to above, out of

every 1000 children born, 173 die before

they are 12 months old, in the large poor

district the mortality rises to 247 per 1000,

or almost exactly i in 4. In one parish of

this poor area one out of every three children

born dies in its first year. In strong con-

trast to this large mortality it may be noted

that among the servant-keeping class (in-

cluding all the households where only one

small servant-girl is kept) the mortality is

only 94 per 1000. No doubt among all

classes, and especially among the very poor,

a certain proportion of the infant mortality

is due to preventible ignorance and wrong
feeding ; but among the poor there is no

doubt whatever that a large part of infant
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mortality is due to the insanitary surround-

ings, and to the sheer inability of the

parents to pay for an adequate supply

of suitable food, for it must be remem-
bered that many mothers are obliged to

raise their children by hand. The writer

has heard it urged that from a strictly bio-

logical standpoint the large mortality among
the children of the poor is not an unmixed
evil ; it is Nature's means of weedinor out theo
weakly ones and of maintaining the virility of

the race ! But do existing conditions secure

the perpetuation of a strong race ? With a

view to answering this question the writer

carefully weighed and measured about 1900
school children in York. Roughly, one-

third of these came from schools in the

poorest part of the city, rather more than

one-third from a Board School situated in a

respectable working-class district, and the

remainder from a school used by the highest

section of the working classes. It was
found that at 13 years old the boys in the

well-to-do working-class school were upon
the average 1 1 lbs. heavier and 3|- inches

taller than boys of corresponding age in the

poorest school, the boys from the Board
School coming about mid-way between. In

addition to the anthropological measure-
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ments, as each child came up to be weighed

and measured careful observations were

made regarding its physical condition. From
these observations the children were classi-

fied under four headings—"Very good,"

"Good," '' Fair" and " Bad." In the well-

to-do school 27 per cent, of the children

were classified as "Very good" and 11 per

cent, as " Bad." In the poorest school only

3 per cent, were classified as "Very good"
and 52 per cent., or more than half, as

"Bad." These " bad " children presented a

pathetic spectacle ; all bore some mark of

the hard conditions against which they were

struggling. Puny and feeble bodies, dirty

and often sadly insufficient clothing, sore

eyes, in many cases acutely inflamed through

continued want of attention, filthy heads,

cases of hip disease, swollen glands—all

these and other signs told the same tale of

privation and neglect. The condition of

the children in Section 2 (middle -class

labour) came about half-way between Sec-

tions I and 3. The condition of the

children of the poor is not surprising, for not

only are they more susceptible than adults

to the effects of their insanitary surroundings,

but in families where the food-supply is short

it is the mother and children who suffer the
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most. "If we want anything extra," a

woman told a friend of the writer's, " it has

to come out of the food-money, and we have

to go short. I never let Smith suffer
—

'e

'as to go to work and must be kept up, yer

know ! And then Smith 'as oUus been very

good to me. When I want a new pair of

shoes or anythink, 'e 'elps me out of 'is

pocket-money and we haven't to pinch the

food so much." And this is the general

practice among the poor.

Turning now from the children to adults,

let us examine the physical condition of

Army recruits. In a memorandum drawn

up by the Director-General of the Army
Medical Service, dated 1903, we find that

out of the 679,703 recruits who were medic-

ally examined during the decade 1893- 1902,

234,914, or 34.6 per cent., were rejected as

medically unfit for service, 5894 broke down
within three months after enlistment, while

14,259 more were discharged as invalids

within two years.

It must be borne in mind, when examining

these totals, that they do not represent any-

thing like the total number of the rejections

of candidates for enlistment into the Army.
A large number of men are rejected by

recruiting-sergeants and recruiting-officers,
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and such men, in consequence, are never

medically inspected and do not appear in any

returns. ".
. . Examination of the statistics

dealing with the causes of rejection by ex-

amining medical officers of men seeking

enlistment," says the Inspector- General,

" brings into prominence the fact that the

majority are rejected on account of causes in-

dicating poor physical development, namely,

under chest measurement, under height and

under weight. Defective vision may also

be regarded in many cases as resulting from

developmental defect."

Perhaps more need not be said to em-

phasise the fact that any further reduction in

the food of the labouring classes means a

further lowering of the health standard of

the community. It is admitted that the

physical deterioration which is proceeding in

the towns of England to-day constitutes one

of the most serious national problems ; no

action should be tolerated for a moment
which would tend to hasten this deterior-

ation.

Turning from the serious physiological

effects of inadequate food, let us consider the

facts relating to the insufficient food supply

of the labouring classes from an economic

standpoint, The relation of food to indus-
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trial efficiency is so obvious and so direct as

to be a commonplace amongst students of

political economy. " What an employer will

get out of his workman," as a well-known

economist has reminded us, "will depend very

much on what he first gets into him. Not
only are bone and muscle to be built up and
kept up by food, but every stroke of the arm
involves an expenditure of nervous energy

which is to be supplied only through the

alimentary canal. What a man can do in

twenty-four hours will depend very much on

what he can have to eat in those twenty-four

hours ; or, perhaps, it would be more correct

to say what he has had to eat the twenty-four

hours previous. If his diet be liberal his

work may be mighty. If he be underfed he

must underwork." These facts, always im-

portant, have now acquired an urgency that

it is not easy to exaggerate in consequence

of the stress and keenness of international

competition ; and at a time when increasing

thought is being given to the conditions of

commercial success, it is not inappropriate to

direct attention to a most serious and de-

pressing fact in the present social situation.

If adequate nourishment be necessary to

efficiency, the highest commercial success

will be impossible so long as large numbers,
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even of the most sober and industrious of the

labouring classes, receive but three-fourths of

the necessary amount of food.

Apart from the physiological and economic

considerations, it must be remembered that

it is practically impossible adequately to

develop the higher side of men's nature so

long as their minds are necessarily engaged

upon the material consideration of how they

are to obtain enouo^h food. "If the wolf is

not only at the door, but has to be held out

by sheer strength of muscle, we can scarcely

expect the man who holds it to think of other,

even though they be higher, things." Can
we wonder at the apathy shown by many
members of the labourino^ classes to the

claims of religion, politics and education }

The harder the struo-crle for life o-rows, the

more monotonous life becomes, and the

stronger becomes the temptation offered

by the gin-palace and the bookmaker.

We will now briefly summarise what has

been already said, and consider the bearing

which it has upon Mr Chamberlain's fiscal

proposals. We have seen that apart from

those who are in poverty through ignorant

or wasteful expenditure of their resources,

there are in Great Britain to-day millions
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of persons who, even if they spent every

farthing of their money in the most eco-

nomical manner and adopted a standard of

Hving more stringent than that of any able-

bodied pauper in any workhouse in England

or Wales, would still not have sufficient

income to maintain themselves in a state

of physical efficiency. In considering some

of the effects of this poverty we have seen

that the death-rate among the poor is

enormously higher than among the well-

to-do, that there is a terrible waste of infant

life in the poor districts, and that even of the

children who survive a large proportion do

so only at the cost of an impaired physique,

a fact to which striking testimony is borne

by an examination of the physical condition

of Army recruits. In a word, millions of

our fellow-countrymen and women are ill-

clothed, ill-housed, and underfed. The
majority of those in "primary" poverty

are the victims of economic conditions

which they are individually powerless to

alter. If their condition is to be materially

improved, and the physical deterioration of

the unskilled labouring class is to be checked,

it must be done either by raising their wages

or by lowering the cost of living, or by a

combination of both these methods. Of that
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portion of the expenditure of those in

"secondary" poverty which is not devoted

to meeting purely physical needs, it is to

be remembered that not a little of it is useful,

and is indeed necessary, if the higher demands
of human nature are to be adequately met.

It is superfluous to discuss in detail what

would be the exact effect of a 5 per cent, or

a 10 per cent, increase in the cost of food.

For all those in "primary" poverty there

would be only one course to adopt—as the

price of food rose— it would be necessary to

eat less.

It has been urged by some of those who
are defending Mr Chamberlain's proposals,

that the poor will not feel a tax on food

because the increase of the cost of flour and

of other commodities will be equalised by

removing the taxes on sugar, tea, currants,

raisins, tobacco, etc. The sugar tax was

one imposed temporarily for war purposes,

and the facts which have been set forth in

this chapter constitute overwhelming evi-

dence of the necessity of removing as soon

as possible the taxes upon all those articles

of food which are the prime necessaries of

life.

To millions in this country the margin

available for the purchase of food is so
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narrow that any addition to its cost would

inevitably mean increased privation in the

homes of the poor and a further reduction in

the standard of the physical efficiency of the

people.

B. Seebohm Rowntree.
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Some people think it a sufficient answer

to Mr Chamberlain to point to the increased

and increasing wealth of this country during

the last fifty years. Rows of amazing

figures are set out in tabular form, showing

the increase of savings bank deposits, the

amount of tea and sugar now consumed
;

and sometimes a defender of things as

they are will add a column showing the

number and size of incomes assessable for

income-tax to be enormously larger and

more numerous than at any former time.

I admit it all, and yet I am not satisfied.

I agree that increased wealth has come
with Free Trade, but I am unconvinced

that all is well. The Cobden Club has

proved but half its case, and that the less

important half. I propose, therefore, first

of all, to give a few facts in regard to the

other half.
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I submit that the human product is the

most important consideration, and that,

after all, increased wealth is of little account,

if concurrently with it the national man-

hood is depressed. It is a fact that in

every one of our industrial centres there

are thousands of people huddled together

under conditions which render decent,

healthy family life impossible, and exist-

ing somehow on wages the purchasing

power of which is below the standard con-

sidered to be necessary in our gaols, work-

houses and barracks.

Quite recently the Director-General of the

Army Medical Service was instructed to

make a special report on recruiting, and in

effect he says that nearly one-half of those

who present themselves for service are

rejected as physically unfit. He attributes

this to "gradual deterioration of physique of

the working classes, from whence the bulk of

recruits must be drawn," and in referrinor to

the town population, which numbers 25

millions, and which increased 15 per cent,

during the last decade, he says :
" Of this

town population about 25 per cent, (pro-

bably at least 6 millions) appear, from trust-

worthy investigations, to be not only poor,

but living in actual poverty, so as to be
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unable to rear their children under conditions

favourable to health and physical fitness."

A certain type of Free Trade apologist is

as much fascinated by the allurements of

accumulatinor wealth as is Mr Chamberlain

by contemplation of the illimitable veldt.

But facts I have enumerated cannot be so

easily disposed of. I submit that the shifting

of our population from the healthy life of

the country to the congested life of the

town is the cause of the ills that I have

enumerated. Operatives have been left no

alternative but to follow new industries and

to reside in crowded towns, where their

very presence and industry and necessities

have enabled the ground landlord to grow

fat at their expense. Nay, more, the in-

dustries themselves have been left at the

mercy of landlords and railway companies,

who have skimmed off in rents, royalties

and other imposts ofttimes more than has

been paid for the labour of the producers.

Mr Chamberlain, when in his right mind,

put the position in its true light when he said

that " the prosperity and the comfort and the

liberties of a great proportion of the popula-

tion has been laid at the feet of a small number
of proprietors who neither toil nor spin."

In order then to combat Mr Chamberlain's
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present proposals it seems to me to be in-

adequate merely to present a negative defence

of Free Trade. It should be shown how the

people can secure a larger share of the

wealth they produce, and how they can be

spread out so as to restore to them something

of the light and air and pleasure of life.

Let me note another weak joint in the

Cobden Club armour. Our goods get into

old markets only with increasing difficulty

and at reduced prices. Mr Gerald Balfour

submitted a return the other day to the

House of Commons, the full significance

of which I am afraid has not been realised

by those who moved for it. It shows the

value of last year's exports, calculated on the

basis of prices of a generation ago, to be

over ^400,000,000 sterling, yet we got

less than ;i^300,ooo,ooo for them. Foreign

countries take our manufactured goods be-

cause it is to their interest to do so, but if they

beoin to foster "infant" manufacturing" in-

dustries of their own they may think it to be

to their interest to impose higher tariffs to

protect them to our detriment.

The fact is that a condition of our manu-
facturing prosperity is cheapness, a condition

which gets more insistent with every advance

abroad in the manufacturing arts. The high
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prices of a generation ago are irretrievably

ofone. This result has been broucrht about

in large part by competition, promoted by

British capitalists, in the regions of raw

material. Our position has been on the

whole maintained so far by a greater inten-

sity of toil on the part of our workers, and a

speeding up of machinery, but we have

nearly, if not quite, reached the limits of

relief in that direction. Take the Jute trade,

for instance. Jute factories have multiplied

in India as the Dundee trade has dwindled,

although labour in Dundee has been intensi-

fied, and wages, per unit of output, have been

reduced. The Dundee capitalists have im-

ported less raw jute and have exported

capital instead to work the raw material into

manufactured goods, by cheap labour, right

on the jute fields. Free Trade, therefore,

although promoting the general interests of

production in so far as they can be brought

about by cheap raw material, yet considered

only in this aspect of it, may not only ignore

the special interests of the producer, but

sacrifice them to those of the consumer and

capitalist.

As a workman and a trade unionist I am
most concerned about the interests of the

producer, and I believe that in order to
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maintain our present position of cheap manu-
factures we must free production as well as

exchange. If the Cobden Club desire the

whole-hearted support of workmen in the

coming big fight it must not rely only on
pitting British labour—handicapped as it is by
useless landlordism—against the labour of the

foreigner, but must assist in cheapening pro-

duction by relieving the worker from the

incubus of the idler.

Having now, I hope, made my position

quite clear, I come to the new fiscal policy

outlined by Mr Chamberlain and thrust by

him upon some of his colleagues. It con-

sists, as I understand it, of a proposal to arm
the Government of this country with power
to impose tariffs on goods imported from

foreign countries and producible in British

colonies, and it is claimed for this policy

that it will increase wages, consolidate the

Empire and incidentally create an Old Age
Pension Fund. The two latter points, how-
ever, are outside the scope of this article, and
the last is too absurd for serious discussion.

Nor can the policy stop at tariffs on food

stuffs or goods which might be produced in

the colonies, although the list of such goods

is a pretty long one and capable of almost
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indefinite extension. If Mr Chamberlain

really means business he will have to make
terms with the motley crowd of fiscal Rip

Van Winkles who from time to time, and

under various guises, have put forward pro-

positions to tax manufactures as well as

food stuffs.' The engagement may probably

develop into a general one all along the line

as between Protection and Free Trade.

In that fight I shall be on the Free Trade
side, because I believe that on the whole

Free Trade enables a country to employ its

resources in the most economical manner.

A Free Trade country imports those things

which it cannot produce, or which may be

bought cheaper elsewhere, and, by that

means, increases the productivity of its own
labour, inasmuch as it gets more than it

gives. No amount of Protectionist sophistry

can get over this fact, which, from the point

of view of wealth production, is impregnable.

There is a current fallacy that because a

country imports goods therefore labour is

displaced in that country. But goods are

paid for by other goods, and the more that

is imported the more must be produced and

exported in payment. Of course, I know a

good deal is imported here in excess of

' This has now happened.

—

Editor.
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exports, in the way of interest on debts and

other incidentals, but this does not affect the

argument, since these imports would con-

tinue under Protection. Foreign competition

is really a misnomer. When people talk of

foreign competition, what they really mean
is home competition, i.e., it is internal and

not external, and consists in the struggle of

some home producers to get the best of other

home producers, the position always being

that those goods will be produced which it is

thought best to produce and which can be

produced most cheaply.

I am against Protection, because I do not

believe that it can do what is claimed for it,

and I am against the new protectionist

retaliating policy because I am sure that

retaliatory tariffs are weapons of far too

dangerous a character to be put in the hands

of explosive politicians such as too often find

a place on Ministerial benches.

"Oh, but'," says the Protectionist, "we
must prevent the dumping down of foreign

goods on our shores depriving labour of

employment." Or, to put it in Birmingham

style, "Your wages are in danger." "The
American can send his steel here for nothing

and take away your bread." Nonsense

!

The American is not such a fool. If he gave
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US Steel he would be handicapping himself

in the production of that growing host of

goods into which steel enters as a factor in

the cost of production.

The Protectionist idea is not to protect

labour at all but to protect the sellers of

the protected commodity. If a tariff, for

instance, were put on steel, as our Birming-

ham pamphleteer suggests, it might for a

time be a good thing for the sellers of steel
;

but the workmen in the steel industries do

not sell steel, they sell labour. At the best

the only effect of taxing steel would be to

increase the number of steel-makers in the

country and temporarily increase their wages.

But wages would soon fall to their former

level, this being determined, not by the price

of steel, but by the competition of the steel-

workers for employment, and the efficiency

or otherwise of their Trade union. But,

meantime, all who use steel products would

spend more in steel and proportionately less

in other products, so that there would be

a lessening of employment elsewhere with

temporary slackening of demand for labour

and lessening of wages, to be readjusted in

the same way as those of the steel-workers.

The result, then, would be "as we were,"

except that all other industries would be
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discouraged more than steel was encouraged

by the extent to which labour had been dis-

placed from the occupations which conditions

of freedom had determined it could be best

employed at.

But, as Protectionists profess to be first

and always practical persons, let me here

put in a body of practical fact for their

edification. From the Inland Revenue

Report just issued I find that the assess-

ment for income-tax of incomes derived from

iron and steel works for the last few years

are as follows :

—

Year.
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produced that result. The figures indicate

to my mind that the steel workers' "wages
are in danger " because of something, or

somebody, closer at home than "the

American."

Another argument of the Protectionist is

that industries must be fostered until they

are in a position to produce cheaply by pro-

ducing largely. Without entering here into

the value of such an argument it is sufficient

to point out that it cannot apply to an old

manufacturing country such as Great Britain,

and can be applied only, in connection with

the new proposals, to the Colonies. And it

is just to the Colonies that it is proposed to

apply this form of Protection, the plea being

that by this means they would be developed,

and in time become large purchasers of our

goods. It is obvious, however, that the

Colonies, sparsely populated as they are,

and separated by many thousands of miles,

could be protected only by our taxing foreign

food and raw material to a considerable ex-

tent. With the exception of Canada the

Colonies produce in the main food and raw

material, and it is just these things—such as

corn and wool—which it is absolutely neces-

sary we, in this country, should have in

large and growing volume. We can only
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foster the "Infant Industries" of the Colonies

then at our own expense, and, looked at from

that point of view, my answer to the Bir-

mingham proposals is that my poorer fellow-

countrymen here are of infinitely more
importance to me than the comparatively

well-to-do Colonials.

In short, the idea of fiscal unity between

those so widely separated and so dissimilar

in interest as Great Britain and her Colonies

is a "sort of" Imperialism run to seed,

which, if it had come from a man with less

hold upon the public imagination than Mr
Chamberlain, would have received scant

consideration.

Let us see how the new policy would
affect our staple trades, which, in some
respects, are the most vulnerable.

Cotton Trade.— I find that in raw cotton

there is a veritable '' infant " colonial industry

which, according to Protectionist theory, as

applied by the new Imperialists, should be

protected by a tariff

The total exports of raw cotton to this

country from our self-governing Colonies

amount to but a few score tons per year ;

last year they amounted to 390 cwts., while

our total importation of raw cotton amounted
to 16,220,874 cwts., over 12 millions of which
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came from the United States of America.

We may take it, however, that a tax on the

1 6 milHons in order to protect the growers

of the 390 cwts. would be a trifle too ridicu-

lous even for the Imperial Protectionists, so

that raw cotton will probably still be imported

free as far as our side is concerned.

Turninor to the other side of the account I

find that nearly 80 per cent, of this cotton,

to the value of ;^7o,000,000, is re-exported

in the form of manufactured goods, either

spun or woven, the major portion, or about

;^43, 000,000 of value, being sent to foreign

countries, so that tariffs would seem rather a

double-edged tool. Germany, for instance,

which country seems to be specially marked
out for penalisation under the threatened

dispensation, was a customer to the extent

of ;^3,870,000 last year, and if Germany is

to be attacked in defence of Canada, we
may find that two can play at tariffs, and

that our cotton operatives may come off

second best in the game. Or America

might in the same way withhold, by export

duty or otherwise, the raw material upon the

supply of which Lancashire cotton operatives

depend. Protection in times gone by has

taken that form of madness, and may again.

As a matter of fact, American cotton manu-
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facturers are competing with us in our own
markets, and even sending us manufactured

cotton goods yearly to the extent of about

a quarter of a milHon sterling. Retaliation,

ending, as it must end, in an increased price

for our raw material, would appear to be a

foolish, not to say criminal, policy to adopt

towards the United States.

Let us consider the question now from

the point of view of the numbers engaged in

the industry and the interests involved.

There are a little over half a million persons

employed in the cotton factories, and nearly

another half a million in the carrying on of

connected services and manufactures. The
wagesofthecotton operatives range, according

to the Secretary of the Cotton Spinners, from

6s. to 60s., there being few, however, at either

extreme. Taking the figures given recently

at the conference of Cotton Manufacturers

and Operatives held at Manchester, the

average earnings of a cotton operative come
out at less than 20s. per week, but the Board

of Trade figures, on a basis of regular work
and full time, work out at about 5s. higher.

The actual average is not far from 20s.

either way. The profits are low, as profits

go, and, I am assured by representative men
on both sides, do not amount, after deduc-
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tion for depreciation, taxes, etc., to much
more than 5 per cent, on a capital of nearly

a hundred million sterling. It is pretty

clear, therefore, that so far as the cotton

trade is concerned there is no margin for ex-

perimenting with these untried fiscal schemes

which might involve shrinkage of the foreign

market, and certainly would, if adopted, bring

about a rise in the cost of living. After all,

under our existing industrial system, food

stuffs are to all intents and purposes a form

of raw material, which enters as a factor into

the cost of all manufactures. In the event

of food stuffs being increased in price one of

two things would happen. There would

either be a fall in real wages, with dimin-

ished comforts of life for the operatives and

a lessened demand in consequence for de-

pendent trades, or, if money wages were

increased proportionately to increased prices

of food—thus making the purchasing power

the same as at present— there would be a

lessening of profits, a gradual shrinkage of

the industry and a diminution of our com-

petitive power on both the home and foreign

market.

Of one thing the cotton operative may be

assured. Increase of money-wages will not

automatically follow increase of prices. Such
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increase will have to be fought for, and prob-

ably the industry would suffer from the dis-

location involved in strikes and stoppage as

much as by increased prices. In either

event the cotton industry operatives have

everything to lose and nothing to gain by

change.

Mining.—Coming now to the mining

industry, the considerations which present

themselves are to some extent the same,

excepting that, so far as coal is concerned,

we depend little upon foreign trade, and

imports are so insignificant as to be really

a negligible quantity. Indeed, it might

almost be said of the coal industry that

Mr Chamberlain's idea of economic unity is

an actual fact, but in a national rather than

an imperial sense. Practically the whole of

the coal consumed in this country is from

our own mines, and in addition a consider-

able export trade is done. I find from a

return moved for in the House of Commons,
and issued by the Government in June last,

that the amount raised from the British

mines last year amounted to 227 million

tons. Of this 184 million tons were retained

for home consumption, and 43 million tons

(or 17 per cent.) were exported, about 20

million tons of the latter being bought of us,
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practically free of duty, and in about equal

proportions, by Germany, France and Italy.

Australia and Canada are said to be aiming

at developing their coal resources, but

neither of them has up to now done much in

that direction, so that preferential treatment

to colonial coal, either by purchase or other-

wise, is outside of any scheme of tariffs.

The new proposals would, therefore, seem

to have a direct bearing only in so far as

protection of colonial products might lead

to retaliatory measures on the part of either

of the three countries alluded to, and in that

event the retaliation would probably hurt

them more than us.

In passing it is worthy of note here that

the whole of the representative men in the

trade opposed the Customs export duty of

two years ago, and most of them still main-

tain that the effect has been bad. There

were over 2 million tons less exported in

the first year as compared with the year

1900, and a still greater fall in the price,

from 17s. to 14s. per ton, at our ports, fol-

lowed by a greater fall in prices last year.

It is argued, therefore, that even this most

prosperous industry is so sensitive to tariffs

as to have been diminished thereby. It

should be remembered, however, that prices
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in 1900, owing to the war and exceptional

home demand, were abnormal, so that in

this connection I am inclined to think that

the figures prove nothing, except that coal-

owners up to 1900 had been reaping an

exceptionally rich harvest out of national

necessities.

On the whole it may be said of the coal

trade that it is one entirely within our own
control, and a glance at its conditions (as I

shall hereafter show) is not at all flattering

to our national self-esteem. There were

805,100 persons employed last year in, on

and about the coal mines. It is somewhat

difficult to get at their average wages, be-

cause the last census of the Board of Trade

was taken in the year 1886; but an estimate

made by the Board, based on that census

and assuming that all classes of workers

employed have shared in the percentage

advances of the hewers, brings the average

rate out at 30s. 4d. Surface workers, how-

ever, have not, as a matter of fact, so shared,

and stoppages have also to be deducted, so

that it is probable that the average earn-

ings do not exceed 26s. per week. The
gross returns, other than wages, are suffici-

ently large to yield larger wages, but it is

difficult to see how the miners are to get
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them by the inauguration of a policy of dear

food. If Mr Chamberlain has a plan he

has not as yet disclosed it. Speaking on

May 28th of the effects of a food tax he

said :
" If I can show that in return for what

I ask I will give more than I take, then . . .

I will still have a chance,"

There is an air of conscious weakness

about that speech. As a matter of fact,

there can be no plan for the miner to recoup

himself for dear food except by a greater

demand for his labour, and an increased

strength of his combination, and dear food

will affect him adversely in both of these

respects. All the circumstances incidental

to the changed conditions which would be

brouo-ht about would tend to weaken rather

than strengthen him in the "pull baker, pull

devil " sort of struggle which determines his

standard of life. It may be assumed that an

equilibrium has been established as between

the operative miners and coal-owners with

wages at their present level, and alteration

can be made only by alteration in the

relative strength of the parties. Dear food

would cripple the men's organisation by

making- it more difficult to hold out for the

best terms. Not only so, but miners of all

people would probably suffer most by the
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reflex effects due to lessened manufacturing

prosperity, coal being a commodity which

enters more or less into every manufacture,

and into the economy of every household in

the land. It is clear, therefore, that the

chances are against the miner getting more

wages with dear food and in favour of his

o^ettin^ less.

Iron Trades.—The third and last industry

with which I propose to deal is that generally

referred to as the Iron Trades, which really

covers a group of industries, such as the

production of the iron ore, wrought iron and

steel, machinery, engines, mill and structural

engineering work generally. Owing to in-

creased scientific knowledge and the con-

tinued application of electricity for new
purposes, these trades are of ever-growing

importance, and it is necessary to consider

the bearings of the new proposals, not as

affecting any particular branch, but as affect-

ing the whole of them. For it should be

remembered that, though really interdepend-

ent, they are in some respects dissimilar in

interest. High prices for ore, for instance,

or for pig-iron, might be a good thing for

those engaged in these primary branches,

but might be, at the same time, fatal to

engineers, boiler-makers and shipbuilders.
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At the base of the whole group is, of

course, the production of iron ore— a

commodity which is produced now in the

Colonies. Referring, however, to the statis-

tical abstract of the Board of Trade, I find

that we are becoming more and more
dependent upon foreign supplies. Our own
production has been stationary for twenty

years at about 12 to 14 million tons yearly,

while the production of the United States

of America has increased in the same time

from 7 to 27 millions, and of Germany from

7 to 16 million tons yearly. We imported

last year 6,439,000 tons, all of which came
from foreign countries, excepting for a

matter of 100,000 tons, mostly from New-
foundland.

Our Protectionist friends may view with

some alarm these growing imports ; but, as

a matter of fact, there is nothing alarming

about them. On the contrary, such im-

portation is a positive good, since it keeps

prices of home ores lower than they would

otherwise be. Moreover, the production of

iron ore is not a particularly healthy or con-

genial employment, and we employ our

resources better in working it up into

finished products and exporting again in

that form in payment.
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Of pig-iron we produced 9 million and

imported 223,138 tons, of which 51,041 tons

came from Canada. Here again our relative

position in the scale of production is not so

good as formerly, as, after running neck and

neck with the United States of America for

about ten years, we were passed in the year

1898, and the production of our American

cousins last year was 13J million tons.

Our total importation of iron in its next

stage—namely, wrought and unwrought iron

and steel in their multifarious forms of bar,

angle, rail, rod, girder, etc. — amounted

last year to ^4,000,000 sterling in value.

We exported in the same form to a

value of ^27,000,000, or nearly seven

times as much. But our absorption and

manipulation of iron and steel, and their

transformation into finished goods, are esti-

mated to reach a total value of about

^160,000,000 sterling—about one-fourth of

which goes abroad. Our exports of

machinery, engines and mill work alone have

steadily risen from a value of ^10,000,000

sterling in 1880 to ^19,000,000 in 1900.

Anything which increased cost of raw material

would place us at a disadvantage in our grow-

ing engineering industries and would operate

against us not only in our competition with
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foreign countries, but in competition with the

very people on whose behalf we are asked to

levy ourselves.

For instance, let us take the Canadian

iron trades, Canada is already a by no

means insignificant competitor, and, having

rich iron deposits within her own doors, she

naturally aspires to develop manufactures

from them. Her contiguity to the States

gives her an immense advantage over us in

that market, and the first effect of tariffs on

raw materials coming into this country

would probably be to deprive us and give

to Canada at least some of the trade with

Uncle Jonathan, to whom we exported last

year iron and steel and machinery and

engines (or parts thereof) of a value of

nearly ^3,000,000 sterling, and, in addition,

pig-iron to a value of over i^^ million pounds

sterling.

It is quite impossible to say how many of

the people of this country are dependent on

the iron trades, but the number cannot fall

much short of a million men, and may even

exceed that number. 80,000 are employed

in the production of wrought iron and steel

from the ore and pig, and at least 600,000 to

700,000 in the engineering shops and ship-

building yards, the success of which depends
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in no small degree upon the free importation

of iron ore, and, to a lesser degree, of pig

and wrought iron and steel.

But now I return to a point which was

reserved when dealino- with the mining-

industry. It is not enough to continue Free

Trade in the exchange of goods, good as

that may be. It is comparatively unim-

portant to the coal miner how much coal is

sold or at what value it exchanges if theo
coal seams and means of transportation are

owned and controlled for individual profit,

inasmuch as increased productivity will

result only in industry yielding up to idle-

ness the larger portion of the increase. Our
real welfare and prosperity depend upon the

just distribution of wealth, and that justice

will be attained only by freedom to produce

and the development of social consciousness

among us.

Let us see what now takes place. From
the House of Commons return relatinor to

the coal trade, to which I have before alluded,

I find that the amount charged to expenses

other than wages in producing a million

tons of coal at the pit's mouth in 1886 was

^75,000, and in the year 1900 ^254,000

—

royalties, of course, forming a not incon-
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siderable item in the figures. The landlord

stands, as it were, at every pit's mouth, and
demands a toll amounting to about 8d. on

every ton raised. Then, as if industry

and enterprise were of set purpose to be

throttled and a prime necessity of life made
to carry as many burdens as possible, further

charges are levied in the form of way leaves.

The railway lord skims off another large

slice of value, varying, of course, according

to the distance carried, but averaeins"

probably 5s. per ton per hundred miles ; so

that a ton of coal, for the hewing of which a

sum of about 2s. is paid to the miner at the

seam face, costs the poor consumer an

average, taking the country through, of

nearly, if not quite, ten times as much. The
average price of a ton of coal at the pit's

mouth rose from 4s. lod. in the year 1886 to

I OS. 9d. in the year 1900.

In regard to the iron trades they are

handicapped in the same way. I find that

the royalties in England are higher than

those of Germany, France and Belgium,

the comparisons being as follows :

—
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And the railway rates tell against iron in the

same way as against coal.

It is in the removal of these inequalities

that relief must be sought. Royalties

should be reduced and absorbed for public

uses, and railways used so that products

may be distributed with a single eye to the

common good.

The same holds true of all industries.

We must become more self-sufficient in a

national rather than an imperial sense, by

developing our national resources on a co-

operative and scientific plan. The dead

hand of landlordism must be removed and

avenues of employment for labour opened

up by the taxation of land values and the

application to agriculture of scientific know-
ledge and co-operative enterprise. Other

forms of social wealth must be used for

social purposes, and municipal housing and

means of transit encouraged and extended.

Then, and then only, shall we see our

people really beginning to enjoy, not only

the benefits of Free Trade, but a measure

of economic and social freedom not com-
prehended in the Free Trade philosophy.

Meantime, nothing can be gained (except

by agricultural landlords) by reversion to old-

world restrictions on trade. Such re-
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strictions indeed might do infinite harm,

not only or even mainly in an economic

sense, but politically. They would set our

best customers against us, and probably

expose even the Colonies to racial and inter-

national hatred and ill-will, from which they

are now happily free.

I hope, therefore, that workmen will

defend the measure of freedom of trade

which has already been won, and fight for

a diffusion of its benefits rather than for its

limitation by these inconsequential fiscal fads

of Mr Chamberlain.

George N. Barnes.
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AN OBJECT-LESSON FROM
GERMANY.

The history of Protection in Germany
hardly goes back twenty-five years. It

was in 1879 that Prince Bismarck, in want

of revenue wherewith to meet the increasing

expenditure of the Empire, proposed a duty

of 5s. per ton upon corn. The following

year the Reichstag voted a duty of los.

instead, together with duties upon other

agricultural produce and upon manufactures.

In 1885 this duty was increased to £1, los.

(wheat and rye), and in 1887 to £2, los.,

reducible for treaty purposes to ^i, 15s.

Last year the entire Customs tariff was again

revised, with the result that wheat will

henceforth be taxed at some rate between

£2, 15s. and /3, 5s. per ton, and rye

between £2, los. and ^3. Most other

duties, both agricultural and industrial, have

also been raised.

In abandoning FreeTrade, Prince Bismarck
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restored the abolished and discredited poHcy

of octrois in a more pernicious form, since he

based the entire fiscal system of the Empire

upon the taxation of the necessaries of life.

To-day no article of domestic use can be

named which is not subjected to a more or less

heavy impost—corn and flour of every kind,

flesh and fish, cheese, butter, fruit, eggs,

vegetables, in short, every species of agri-

cultural produce, with salt, petroleum, coffee,

tea, sugar, soap, and manufactured goods

generally. And the very characteristic of

this system of indirect taxation which

specially appealed to Prince Bismarck was

the one most open to objection—the obscur-

ity and inequality of its incidence. " I

declare myself unreservedly in favour of

raising all revenue, as far as possible, by

indirect taxes," he said in the Reichstag

;

"whatever may be said against them theor-

etically, in practice they are less felt. It is

difficult to calculate how much the individual

pays, how much is borne by his fellow-

citizens." Such a policy, however plausible

it may appear, is entirely lacking in straight-

forwardness and equity. Just because under

it the individual finds it difficult to determine

the amount of his payment to the State, this

system of clandestine taxation, unless recti-
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hed in other ways by the very nicest arrange-

ment of compensations and readjustments,

which in fact it never is and never can be,

stands self-condemned. By these indirect

taxes upon cereals alone the Empire to-day

raises from a quarter to a third of its

revenue.

The Problem Stated.

It is to be the purpose of this chapter to

offer an objective presentation of the indus-

trial conditions prevalent in Germany after

Protection has been in force for just upon a

quarter of a century. With politics and

political considerations, whether German
or English, I have nothing whatever to

do. It is also no part of my task to

deal with theoretical aspects of the fiscal

question, nor is it these aspects which will

determine the present controversy. While

the theorists on both sides are aroruino^ the

question of Free Trade versus Protection

on the basis of intuition and the inner

consciousness, the common man will do

well to ask himself what are the real facts

of the case—how do Free Trade and Pro-

tection work out in practice ? After all, the
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question whether a country thrives better

under one system than under the other is in

the last resort not a question of theory at all

but one of experience, and if theory does

not coincide with experience it is theory

which must be wrono-. The workino--man

especially should get this fact clearly in his

mind. Protection will not benefit him be-

cause the politicians make convincing

speeches, full of glowing promises, on its

behalf; it will only benefit him if it can be

shown by appeal to the discoverable facts of

actual life that dear food and industrial

prosperity go hand-in-hand. There are,

it is true, certain economic laws bearing

upon this question which, in their broad

application, are as immutable as laws of

nature, such, for example, as the law that

a country's imports are an exchange for its

exports, which is only another way of saying

that no country can buy another country's

goods without itself producing goods where-

with to pay for them ; but the test which the

working-classes of this country should insist

upon applying to the proposal to undo the

work of Cobden and the League is the

simple and irrefragable test of experience

and fact.

It would be absurd to deny that the wages
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of the German working classes have im-

proved during the past twenty years—as

absurd as it would be to suppose that they

could by any possibility have remained un-

altered. Like other countries, and in a

greater degree than most, Germany has

made great strides in industry, thanks in

a pre-eminent degree to the superior technical

training of her workpeople and to the skill

and success with which science has been

applied to the purposes of manufacture.

English enterprise and initiative are also

responsible to some extent for the competi-

tion which Germany is now able to offer

in the markets of the world. English manu-

facturers, for example, showed Germans on

the spot how to produce textile goods fit and

able to make a market for themselves

;

English machine-makers supplied the re-

quisite machinery ; English managers, over-

seers and workpeople, to the number of

thousands, carried to Germany the secrets

of their own processes. That labour should

share in the progress which German in-

dustry has made was inevitable. Even so,

this gain has not been won without effort.

It must not be forgotten that the German
working classes have now for many years

been able to combine for mutual defence,
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and the machinery of the Trade Union has

been used to singular effect. It is question-

able whether, after the recent decisions of the

Supreme Courts, the English Trade Unionist

possesses weapons so effective for industrial

warfare as those which are daily employed
in Germany now that the exceptional legis-

lation against Socialism no longer exists.

Yet the army of the unemployed in 1901

numbered 100,000, and in the last quarter

of the year the Trade Unions of the country,

out of their restricted funds, distributed

^4,400 in unemployed pay.

Obviously, however, it is only by con-

structing a picture of the general condition

of labour in Germany that any really helpful

light can be thrown upon the practical effects

of Protection. To say that the workpeople

of a given industry receive so and so much
wages proves nothing at all unless we also

inquire what amount of work they do for

the wages, what amount of material goods

they are able to purchase with them ; in short,

what is the standard of labour and of life

which their wages secure to them. Hence,

to the true appreciation of the position of

labour under Protection in Germany, it is

necessary that we shall know how labour is

recompensed both absolutely and relatively
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to an unprotected country like our own

;

what is the strain upon the workman's

physical powers, his health and life ; what

is the economic position of women and

children ; how far the resources of civilisa-

tion are open to the toilers, are theirs to

have, hold, and enjoy. To answer these and

cognate questions fully may be impossible

in the space at command, yet they indicate

the only satisfactory and conclusive lines of

investigation and comparison.

Food Duties and Wages.

The English Protectionist is never tired

of asserting that duties upon food need not

increase the cost of livino- to the workinof

classes. The experience of Germany is that

they do. In the old days of the public stocks

it happened in a certain village that an un-

fortunate came within their uncono-enial

grasp. A friend, versed in the subtleties

of the law, discovering his sorry plight,

promptly inquired and learned the cause of

offence. " Oh, well, they can't put you in

the stocks for that!" he declared emphatic-

ally. "But they have!" was the plaintive

reply. Who will doubt that it is possible

to prove by a faultless chain of argument
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that if Protection did as it ought to do, it

would leave the working-man's board un-

encumbered? In actual fact, it has in

Germany imposed burdens under which the

entire consuming class everywhere chafe and

groan. "A duty upon corn will not increase

your food bill," says the Protectionist wooer

of the English working-man reassuringly.

" It has increased mine," rudely interrupts

the over-hearing German across the water.

Certainly the German Government makes
no pretence that the price of bread is not

raised by the corn duties, for the expose des

motifs which accompanied the Tariff Bill of

1902 contained the following table showing

the effect of these duties since 1885, in the

case both of wheat and rye :

—

RYE—PER TON.

Average for

the Years.
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This shows that in the main the cost of

corn in the home market was made dearer by

just the amount of the duty upon imported

grain. Rye is, of course, the staple cereal in

Germany so far as bread goes, and it will

be seen from these tables that throughouto
the whole of the fourteen years covered the

increase in price caused by the duties upon
this grain was actually larger than the

amount of the duty—in the earliest period

(taking the average) to the extent of over

20 per cent/ Again, the price of wheat in

Berlin from 1886 to 1890 was 31s. 7d. per

ton higher than in London, from 1891 to

1895 it was 46s., and from 1895 to 1899 it

was 34s. 6d. higher, the latter difference

being almost exactly equal to the amount
of the duty, as reduced for treaty purposes,

viz., 35s. per ton.^

Let it not be supposed, however, that the

' So, too, in the case of France. There the import
duty upon wheat is 12s. 2^d. per quarter. It was stated

by the Secretary of the Board of Trade in the House of

Commons, in July, 1903, that the average price of wheat
in France last year was 40s. 8-^d. Now the average
price of the same commodity in this country was only
27s. 6d., showing a difference of 13s. 2id. It is evident,

therefore, that the people of France, thanks to their corn
duties, pay extra for wheat food not only the amount of

the duty, namely 12s. 2^d., but a further shilling, which
doubtless falls to the share of the importers and dealers.

^ Conrad in \.\\q Jahrbiicher iox February, 1902.
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whole of this increased cost of food went

into the coffers of the State, though the

State, by its laws, created it. It is one of

the evils of duties upon food that they im-

pose upon the community a tribute altogether

disproportionate to the fiscal advantage which

accrues. Not only are the corn imports

raised in price through taxation, but the

price of home-grown corn rises to the same
level.

The entire consumption of the Empire of

rye, wheat, barley and oats in the year 1901

amounted to 25,000,000 tons, and of this

4,500,000 tons came from abroad, leaving

19,500,000 tons as the amount of home
production. Now the duties paid to the

Empire on the corn imported yielded roughly

;!^7,962,5oo. If the price of the corn con-

sumed was increased by no more than the

amount of the duty, the aggregate increase

would amount to ^41,400,000, the bulk of

which would fall on the purchasing con-

sumers. Allowing for the fact that those

corn producers who simply cover their own
requirements pay neither more nor less

owing to the duties and the consequent in-

crease of price, it has been estimated that

the extra burden thrown upon the community

owing to the existence of the present duties
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does not fall much below ^40,000,000, of

which less than ^8,000,000 finds its way into

the Imperial exchequer, leaving a balance of

^32,000,000 for the larger corn-growers, and,

in some infinitesimal degree, for the dealers.

In other words, the German housewife who
buys one shilling's worth of bread (as its

value would be without duty) pays for it

is. 3d. The additional threepence represents

the duty, of which, however, less than a

quarter goes to the State ; the bulk goes

into private pockets.

But there the tribute does not end. There

are duties to be paid upon meat of all kinds

as well, and these duties yielded ^1,212,500

in 1 90 1. Not only so, but several years ago

there was adopted another ingenious way of

giving the agriculturists protection, so far as

the production and the sale of meat go ; it

takes the form of a prohibition of all imports

of live stock on the pretext of sanitary

measures. The pretext, of course, deceives

no one, for it is long since there was any cattle

disease to be guarded against. It is, how-
ever, a specious, and at the same time a very

effective, way of supplementing the Customs

duties, and it has answered its purpose so

well that the consumer to-day pays from 20

to 30 per cent, more for his flesh and flesh
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foods than a decade ago. It was the recog-

nition of the absurdity of retaining prohibitory

measures, for which no justification exists on

sanitary grounds, which led the Government
to propose a large increase of the duties on

meat in the new Tariff. Hence it was

decided that the following duties should for

the future be paid on dead weight :

—

Cattle, . 36 p
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markets i^d. cheaper than to the home con-

sumer, one result of which arrangement has

been that the consumption of sugar per head

in Germany is not a third that of England.

By the Sugar Convention these bounties

will be discontinued.

Taking loo as the index figure, the

average prices of food stuffs in Germany
showed the following variations last year as

compared with the average for the decade

1889 to 1898:—

1902.
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shillings in the quinquennium 1877-1881,

while in England they purchased as much as

140 shillings beforetimes.

Food and Income.

It is desirable to inquire more in detail

how far the income of the German workino-

man is diminished by the taxes on food,

since the same cause would inevitably pro-

duce the same effect in our own country.

Take corn alone. The average yearly con-

sumption of rye and wheat per head of the

population has been variously estimated.

Adding to the sum of the home produce

the excess of imports over exports, and then

deducting one-tenth of the wheat crop and

one-fourth of the rye crop as fodder, Herr

von Scheel, a recognised authority, places it

at 180 kilogrammes or 378 lb. ; Dr Dade
places it at 188 kilogrammes or 359 lb.

;

another estimate is 408 lb. ; while, again,

P. Mombert,' on the basis of a large selec-

tion of representative household budgets

(which gave a bread consumption of 240

kilogrammes or 504 lb. per adult) adopts

' Die Belastung des Arbeitereinkommens dunh die Korn-

zolle, 1 90 1.
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Scheel's figure of 378 lb. all round. Taking

200 kilogrammes as the average for con-

venience of reckoning, the present minimum

duty represents a tribute to the State and

the corn-growers from this tax alone of

7s. per head of the entire population, or

^i, 15s. per family. The harshness of

this impost will be better appreciated when
it is remembered how large a proportion of

a working-man's income is expended on the

one item of bread. Most of the objects of

indirect taxation with which the Englishman

is acquainted are commodities of which less

or more may be used at will without any

great deprivation or inconvenience. Wines,

spirits, tobacco, silver and gold ware, even

tea and coffee, cannot be said to belong to the

most pressing necessities of life. Taxes upon

bread are taxes not upon superfluities, not

upon convenience, but upon life itself. Hence
it is one of the most certain facts in connec-

tion with the incidence of bread taxes that

they fall with very disproportionate weight

upon persons of small means, and this dispro-

portion is intensified where the poor man's

happiness consists in the amplitude of his

quiver, since taxes of this kind are of the

nature of poll-taxes, which none can escape,

not even the youngest member of the family,
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and which levy themselves automatically and

without the aid of the tax-gatherer.

An investigation of the household budgets

of the Nuremberg; artisans showed that on

an average 9.2 per cent, of the total income

was expended on bread, though in many
cases it was as much as 12 per cent., and in

isolated cases it even ran to 16, 18 and 21.

A similar investigation at Halle gave a per-

centage of 20. The weavers of Zittau, in

Saxony, were found to spend from 25 to

'^^2^ per cent, of their total earnings on bread

and flour alone. Hence in adopting 16 per

cent, as the average expenditure of the

working classes on this head, Professor

W. Lotz certainly falls below the mark.

What, then, does the taxation of bread

imply in actual money ? Examining 75
household budgets from this point of view P.

Mombert found that the corn duties entailed

a tax varying from i to 10 per cent, of the

entire income, and as usual the small incomes

bore the heaviest relative burden. Here are

a few illustrations :

—
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Total Yearly
Income of the

Family.
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is used to the full extent, with the result that

native corn-dealers and bakers in the frontier

districts are in no very enviable position,

since those who should naturally be their

customers supply their needs from the

stranger. Often it is necessary to walk

long- distances, and at all times tedious

formalities have to be complied with in the

case of every purchase, yet the trouble is

willingly incurred since the resulting advan-

tage is so substantial. Thus a deputy from

Constance stated in the Reichstag on Feb-

ruary 6, 1903, that the frontier inhabitants

of Baden systematically purchase their bread

in Switzerland, where they pay 9 pfennige

per kilogramme, or a halfpenny per lb. less

than in their native towns and villages (equal

to a rebate of some 25 per cent, on the cost),

since Switzerland has no duties on corn.

So, too, on the German-Dutch frontier, a

workman's household needs in food stuffs

of various kinds cost only £\^ is. weekly

against^ I, 8s. 3d. for the same supplies in

towns some distance away.

When, however, owing to protective

duties, the cost of living is increased, the

working-man finds the purchasing power of

his wages at once diminished. In Germany
at the present time the duties on food stuffs
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in general average 23 per cent, of the value

of the articles taxed ; hence to that extent

the money the working - man expends no

longer yields the old return.

Let us follow the effects of this reduced

purchasing power. Economise somehow the

workman must : the saving may come out of

his food, his housing, or the comforts and

necessities—if he have such at command

—

which indicate that he is well over the poverty

line and has begun to taste in some elemen-

tary way of the fruits of civilisation. Should

he elect to consume less or inferior food, he

reduces his productive capacity as a worker

and lowers the standard of life of his class,

while Society and the State lose to the

extent that the physique of that class

deteriorates. Should he choose to dispense

with other and less urgent commodities,

this sacrifice reacts upon industry by de-

creasinof the demand for the scoods so

renounced, and he again suffers from

stagnant markets and curtailed hours of

labour. Should he take a poorer home he

at once steps down in the scale of social

well-being, and submits his family to the

play of less healthy and less helpful surround-

ings. Worse food and less of it, scantier

clothing, inferior housing, diminished plea-
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sures, curtailed comforts, a closer grinding

at the wheel—all which together indicate a

serious offset to civilisation—these are the

inevitable results of taxing the necessaries of

the people. Under this system the corn-

grower benefits the more, the larger his

fields; the working-man pays the more

tribute to his rich neighbour, the larger his

family and the more pressing its indispens-

able daily needs. In a military country like

Germany it is surely the oddest of all

notions of political prudence to penalise

the producer of soldiers so hardly for the

service he renders to the State and his

War- Lord.

Drastically, but with truth, Herr Hel-

ferich writes [Handelspolitik) : "The agra-

rians may perhaps be right in the last

resort when they contend that, given

sufficiently high prices, German agriculture

would be in a position to produce the

nation's entire food requirements, but this

would not be because German agriculture

produced more, but because the population

consumed less, since reduced in numbers

and driven to subsist on smaller rations."

And now it is desirable to see how the

actual conditions of life amongst the labour-

ing classes of Germany bear out the fore-
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©oino- forecast. A recent investioration intoo o o
the household budgets of many of the best-

paid artisans of Nuremberg, whose earnings

were admittedly far above the average of

the working classes in that comparatively

prosperous town, showed that the proportion

of the total family income (not merely the

wages of the head of the house) which went
in food, beverages excluded, ranged from

30 to 57 per cent. ; it exceeded 50 per cent,

in more than one-tenth of the cases ; it

varied from two-fifths to one-half in far more
than half; and only in isolated instances did

it fall below one-third of the whole expendi-

ture. For example :

—

Family Income.
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compulsory, like that on dwelling and food,

taxes, heat and light—in other words, to the

renunciation of most of those things which

make a man a civilised being."' The
inquiry showed the overwhelming part

played by cereal and vegetable food and a

minimum consumption of meat of any kind,

even the cheap kinds of sausage and horse-

flesh ; while of milk, eggs and butter the

consumption was very far too small. The
average consumption of meat of all kinds

was only 250 grammes, or \ lb. per family

per day; the highest consumption was 160

grammes, or five ounces per head, and the

lowest 2 2f grammes, or i| ounces. Yet in

middle-class German families 250 grammes,

or \ lb, per head, is regarded as a minimum
daily portion. According to the Board of

Trade's new Blue- Book, the average weekly

consumption of meat in 282 English urban

working-men's families — loi resident in

London—was in 1903 9.10 lb. or i lb. 5 oz.

per day, being nearly three times the Nurem-
berg amount.

In his investigation into the food of the

handweavers of Zittau in Saxony, Herr

Rechenberg says :
" The diet is in general a

' Haushaltungs-Rechjiu)ige7i Niirnberger Lohtiarbeiter

(190X).
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veofetarian diet ; most weavers' families eat

neither flesh nor flesh stuffs: of the families

investigated by me—the majority of them

belonQ-ine to the better-circumstanced class

—herrings and the cheapest flesh are now
and then eaten, and on the highest festivals

—even, in isolated cases, every Sunday

—

fresh meat (pork and beef). The people

eat of their food to satiety, yet they never-

theless eat too little . . . less than is

necessary to preserve them in an efficient

condition of nourishment, for the food is

not appetising enough. . . . The continual

repetition of potatoes as the staple mid-day

meal, and again in the evening, inevitably

conduces sooner to satiety than the proper

nutrition of the body requires." While a

well-known German authority has estimated

that an even moderate capacity for work

requires that 1 2 per cent, of the food supply

shall be flesh, the percentage amongst the

Zittau weavers is only 0.7, and even reckon-

ing herrings only i.i
;
yet what else could

be expected, seeing that they can only afford

to spend 6s. 9d. a week per family upon

food?

Analysing seventy-flve household budgets,

Mombert found that in ten families the daily

consumption of potatoes exceeded 2i lb. per
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adult, the maximum being 3 lb., while the

average for the whole of the families, adults

and children reckoned together, was over

I J lb. On the other hand, the consump-

tion of meat was small, not from vegetarian

preference but from sheer inability to afford

a flesh diet. Four of the seventy -five

families ate no meat the whole year round
;

in the case of two families the nearest

approach to meat was herrings ; and, taking

the whole, the average daily consumption of

meat was li oz. per adult. His conclusion

is thus stated: "Already in a majority of

workinof-men's families a dangerous under-

consumption of food is the rule, and with it,

along with many other evils, goes the special

susceptibility of the lower classes to diseases

of the lungs, tuberculosis, etc. For the same

reason we find in these classes a relatively

high rate of mortality, since an ill-nourished

body necessarily offers far less resistance to

disease than one that is properly nourished."

It would be easy to fill pages with extracts

from reports of Factory Inspectors—officials

against whom prejudice cannot by any

possibility be alleged—recording, from every

part of the Empire, the depressed standard

of life of the working-classes which has

followed from the higher cost of food and
286
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the decreased purchasino^ power of wages.

Thus the Factory Inspector for Leipzig

reports for the year 1902 :

—
" The economic

conditions of the workers have not improved

during the past year, since the incomes of

many workpeople have undergone a further

diminution, partly owing to a reduction of

wages and partly owing to curtailment of the

hours of work, and since the prices of the

most important articles of food have increased.

The endeavour to economise shows itself in

the diminution of the consumption of meat

and the larger demand for horse-flesh." So,

too, in commenting upon the reduced wages

and dearer food in the Hagen district the

Factory Inspector instanced the fact that the

number of animals slaughtered in the abat-

toirs of Dortmund, Horde and Schwerte in

1902 was 6792 less than in 1901, while that

in 1 90 1 was again 6559 less than in 1900.

The same deterioration of the food supply

is reported from Munich, where a standard

of life prevails which notoriously far exceeds

that of most German towns. While the

population of Munich increased from 1881 to

1900 by 109.75 pe^ cent, the consumption of

meat increased only by 81.33 P^^ cent, per

head, and fell from 94.8 to 81.8 kilogrammes
per head. Further, the quality as well as the
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quantity fell away here likewise. While the

number of horses killed for food in 1897 '^vas

1419, it increased in 1898 to 1830, in 1899 to

1891, in 1900 to 1753, and in 1901 to 2055.

Meantime, the consumption of milk fell off

between 1899 and 1901 from 0.381 to 0.353
litre per head of the population.' An in-

creasing consumption of horse flesh by the

working classes is also reported from Berlin,

Hamburg, Halle, Altona, and from Bochum,
in which town the annual consumption now
amounts to 7 lb. per head of the whole

population. It is always so. Where there

is no maroin for contingencies food is the

first item in the domestic budget to suffer
;

and yet the warning of the political econo-

mist, the sociologist, and the physiologist is

—save anywhere but there, for the sapping

of the food supply means the sapping of

the worker's health and vitality, his capa-

city as a producer, and his efficiency as a

citizen.

Hours of Labour.

But this picture of the condition of the

German industrial classes will be incomplete

' Dr E. Creuzbauer, Die Versorgung Miinchens mit

Lebensmittehi (1903).
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unless somethins: be said of the hours of

labour and the standard of remuneration

prevalent. As to the former it may be

taken as a general rule that the German
workman is engaged from 15 to 25 per

cent, longer hours than the English, the

excess being due to the later hours of

ceasing work and to the almost universal

practice of working on Saturday until five

or six o'clock. Sunday work is still common
in some States, however, and where that

happens 70 hours a week are no exceptional

thinor- An enumeration of the hours ofo
labour common in the metal trades of

Silesia taken by the Trade Union at the

end of 1902 elicited returns from 517

different concerns. In 506 of these the

hours ranged between 10 and 12 a day

or 60 to 72 per week; 11, 12, and 13

hours a day were common—"a really un-

pleasant picture," commented the un-

emotional enumerator. Observations like

this are frequently met with in Factory

Inspectors' reports (1902) :
—

" In the Breslau

district, in a tile-work at Lowen, an elderly

man was employed 18 to 20 hours, and on

days on which the furnace had to be closed

or fired even 36 hours without sleep." And
speaking of tile works, it was reported from
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the province of Pomerania that Sunday was

not observed in any of these concerns. Yet

if the tileworks are sinners in this respect

they sin in good and plentiful company. It

is significant that of the 1901 trade disputes

which were fought to an issue in 1901, 444
arose in a demand for reduced hours of

labour.

This subject will, however, be treated

incidentally below.

Wages.

Still more illuminating is the question of

the remuneration of labour. Wages have

risen of late years, it is true, but the

level reached is in general far below that to

which the EnoHsh working classes have been

accustomed for a generation. An illustration

which was recently cited in favour of Pro-

tection is that of the employees of Krupps,

the orreat ordnance manufacturers of Essen.

It appears that during the past thirty years

the wages paid at these works have risen

from a penurious 19s. 2jd. per week to a

princely 28s. lo-jd., and of this fact much
has been made. A little reflection, however,

is enough to show that the case of the
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Krupp works is no criterion of the normal

state of industry. The Krupp establishment

is unique in character. It is occupied with

the manufacture of products of a special

kind upon which enormous profits are gained,

and it has always been claimed on behalf

of the Krupps that they conduct their con-

cern upon a patriarchal principle. Figures

from such a source, therefore, have no value

for the purpose in hand. To know the

actual effect of Protection upon the wages

and the condition of the workers in Germany,

or any other country, it is necessary to in-

vestigate normal industries carried on under

normal conditions. Obviously it would be

much more to the point to refer to the

Factory Inspector's report for the Essen

district for 1902 ; and in that document it is

stated that while 4000 vacancies were filled

by the local Labour Bureaux during the

year the applicants for them numbered
1 2,000. The good wages paid by a privileged

firm, which lives on Government contracts,

weigh but little against such a mass of un-

employment. But even taking the Krupp
figures as they stand, all that they prove is

that in years of industrial expansion wages

rose, and in years of decline they fell.

Parallels quite as favourable to Free Trade
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may be found without end in the statistics

of English industrial wages. Thus, to take

the engineering trades, and comparing year

for year as nearly as the Board of Trade

statistics will allow, we may come if we will

to the following comparison of weekly

Year.
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Others have been pubHshed with the authority

of the Trade Unions ; and others, again, are

the result of independent investigation. Not

their least merit is that they are all of recent

date. It should be borne in mind, however,

that these wages, as a rule, represent the

reward of a far longer labour week than the

English workman either experiences or

would tolerate. Moreover, they presum-

ably include that increment which, owing

to the operation of some occult causal

law, is supposed to follow on the taxation

of food.

According to the official wag^es tables of

the Imperial Insurance Bureau for 1900,

the average of over 6 million workers only

amounted to 735 marks or ^36, 15s. yearly,

equal to 14s. 2d. per week. It is interesting

to note the composition of the various

wages-classes scheduled :

—
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Yearly
Earnings of
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in the Dortmund district, one of 2 is. 8d. in the

Aix-la-Chapelle district, one of 20s. in Upper
Silesia, and one of i6s. 3d, in the Halle

district. The highest yearly figure given

for the Silesian coalfield in 1901 was ;^46,

1 6s., equal to i8s. a week, and the lowest

£'^\, 3s,, equal to 12s. per week. In 1900

colliers' wages in the Ruhr district were on

an average 4s. i Jd. a day, or 24s. gd. per week.

In that year the wages of colliers in the

Essen district averaged ^58, or 22s. 3d. a

week, while in Saxony their earnings in

1901 were ^45, 8s., or 17s. 5d. a week.

The averaoe waores of workers in the iron

and steel industry of Middle and Lower

Silesia are £1^ a year, or 14s. yd. per week,

and in Upper Silesia ^42, 14s., or i6s. 5d.

per week, though moulders in some cases

take home as little as 5s. a week. For

these wages the men work from 60 to 66

hours. At Landshut moulders earn from

2|d. to 4jd. an hour, and labourers from

2d. to 2|d., rates which work out on 60

hours a week to from los. to £\^ is. 3d.

A return of the wages paid in the chemical

industry was placed before the International

Congress for Applied Chemistry which met

at Berlin -in June last, and as the organs of

the workers have disputed its figures as
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excessive, they may be taken as showing

this industry at its best :

—
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therefore, has to work 52 weeks 12 hours

a day to get 'jZ per cent, of the wage of

the Enghshman working 51 weeks 8 hours

a day ; and the others get less in the

proportion shown."'

The average wages of adult male factory

operatives in Lower Alsace are from 2s. to

2S. lod. per day, or 12s. to 17s. a week,

seldom as much as 20s., while women earn

as a rule 7s. 3d. a week, and in exceptional

cases from 12s. to i6s. 6d. In Upper

Franconia only one man in four can earn

1 8s. a week, while the rate for women varies

from 6s. to 12 s.

The examination of 168 household budgets

in a factory district of Wurtemberg showed

that the total family income was less than

£2^ for the year in 19 cases, was between

£2^ and ^50 in '^'] others, was between

/50 and ^75 in 83, between ^75 and ;^ioo

in 24, and in 5 only did it exceed ^100.

According to the calculations of the North

German Textile Associations the average

earnings of workpeople in the woollen

industry increased from 691.37 marks, or

;^34, I OS. (13s. 3jd. a week) in 1898 to

701.50 marks, or £'^^ (13s. 6d. a week) in

1902, an increase of los. on the four years;

' Letter to The Times., July 14, 1903.
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but it is added that "these increased

earnings were unfortunately nullified by the

higher cost of food, and here and there by

higher rents as well." Those who are ac-

quainted with the cotton trade of Lancashire

know that 28s. a week, both for husband and

wife, is no unusual pay in the weaving branch,

and that in time of full work the wages of a

household frequently amount to ^4 a week.

Further, at Konitz, in West Prussia,

men's wages range between 4s. and 9s. At
Dantzig men earn from los. to 25s. a week,

and women from 5s. to 8s. At Oppeln man
and wife, working in the textile, cigar, and

stone and earth industries, can earn together

from I2S. to 17s. 6d., and a widow can earn

from 4s. gd. to 7s.

Of 2127 families whose budgets were

examined in the kingdom of Hanover, 225

had total incomes from every source ranging

from 1 8s. to 21s., 428 ranged from 21s. to

24s., 418 ranged from 24s. to 27s., 271 from

27s. to 30s., and 198 had an income of 30s.

In more than half these cases the aggregate

earnings of the whole family fell below 24s.

a week, or £62, 8s. a year, and often in

these amounts lodgers' rents supplemented

the collective earnings of the household.

At Aix-la-Chapelle 1497 out of 2412
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families enumerated were found to receive

from 15s. to 27s. a week, and in many cases

the share of the wives in these modest

budfjets was larg-er than that of the husbands.

The tinners of Hanover receive 5jd. per

hour (as a result of a recent strike).

As a result of a lockout of workers in the

building trades of Hanover in the summer of

1903 a new wages basis was arranged, pro-

viding that masons and carpenters should

henceforth receive 6jd. per hour, and

masons' labourers 5d. per hour, with a

promise of ^^d. per hour additional in each

case two years hence. The rates in a

similar town in England have for years been

9jd.-iod. and 6d.-7d. respectively, and

hardly anywhere in England are they less

than 8d. and 5jd.'

A strike took place in the same trades at

Cassel about the same time for the purpose

of securing improved wages of from 4fd. to

5|d. per hour, a shortened workday of 57

hours, and the discontinuance of the employ-

ment of schoolboys during the holidays

!

The masons of Crefeld struck work last

autumn for conditions of work which will

appear odd to the English mason—a 60

hours' week, wages of 6d. an hour, extra

' Eighth Annual Abstract ofLabour Statistics (1902).
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pay for overtime, and the abolition of Sunday-

work. A dispute occurred simultaneously at

Diisseldorf owing to the masons asking for

6d. per hour, the result of which was that

the builders first closed their works and then

conceded the demand. So at Dortmund

and elsewhere. The Masons' Union spent

;^30,ooo last year alone in conducting dis-

putes in various parts of the country to

secure wages like the foregoing. Since

1897 the Union has supported 1208 such

disputes, 73 per cent, of which have resulted

favourably for the men, while in 22 per cent,

of the cases the demands were in the end

withdrawn. In the smallest of English

provincial towns the rates are already 50 per

cent, higher, while the hours worked are

20 per cent, less.'

The three tariffs under which the German
bookbinders are paid have quite recently been

revised, and from September, 1904, the rates

per hour will be increased as follows :

—

Men. Women.

Berlin Tariff, from 5-|d. to 6d., from 3^d. to 3|d.

Stuttgart „ „ sfd. „ sfd., „ sJd. „ sjd.

Leipzig „ „ 5id. „ 5|d., ., 3^d. „ 3|d.

The London rate is 8d. per hour, and the

English provincial rates vary from 7d. to 8d.

' Eighth Annual Abstract of Labour Statistics (1902).
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In general it may be noted that the Board

of Trade gives the average weekly wages in

15 skilled trades as 42s. in capital cities and

36s. in other cities and towns in the United

Kingdom, against 24s. and 22s. 6d. respec-

tively in Germany, or some 60 per cent. less.

Upon the wages and conditions of work

which prevail in the house industries the

obvious comment is that nothing of the kind

exists in any part of the United Kingdom.

Not only are the hours exhausting—in

general from daylight until far in the evening,

so that 70 and even 80 hours a week are by

no means uncommon—but the remuneration

affords the scantiest pittance upon which life

can be maintained. A single room often

serves for living, working and sleeping, and

the food is an endless round of rye-bread

and potatoes, unrelieved by the herring and

horseflesh, which to the poorer people of the

towns represent the nearest approach to a

meat diet. Of such a house worker—a toy-

maker of the Saxon hill country—a Factory

Inspector reported only last year (1902) :

—

" He is able in the course of a week,

helped by his wife and two children, to

produce goods to the value of from 13s. to

22s., but after deductions for raw material

there remains a nett profit of only 6s." And
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for this return he has to work 14 or 15 hours

a day, and his wife and children but little

less

!

Household Budgets.

Taking the budgets of 75 families, which

he claims to be representative of the entire

German working classes, Mombert found an

average income of 1136 marks, or ^56, i6s.,

as the earnings of the whole family (husband,

wife and children all included), the minimum
being ;^38, i8s. and the maximum ^100.

The proportion contributed by the wife was

in many cases a large one, and striking an

average the earnings of the husband at his

daily occupation did not exceed 75 per cent,

of the total household income, while the

proportion was in some cases only 40 and 50
per cent., the rest being the earnings of the

wife and extraneous income such as rents

from lodgers.

A Leipzig workman's budget showed the

earnings of the man to be 13s. 2|^d. and of

the wife 7s. 2jd. (together, 20s. 5d.), of

which IDS. 9d. was expended on the food of

the parents and three children (3|^d. per head

per day!), while is. 5d. went in rent and

2s. 4d. in light and fuel.
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In the Household Budgets of Niiremberg

Wo7'kme7i, already mentioned, there occurs

a particularly complete account of the income

and expenditure of a day labourer of the

ordinary class. The total earnings for the

year in money and kind came to 778 marks,

or £z^i i^s., made up as follows :

—

Wages of the husband
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Coffee, chicory and
chocolate

Furniture and repairs

Linen and soap .

Excursions

Cigars and tobacco

Newspapers and books
Christmas presents

Percentage.

o 13

o 6

o 10

o 3
o o

o 9

O 2

How the working classes view their present

condition of Hfe and labour may be judged

from the following summing up of the

vaunted era of commercial expansion, which

I quote from a popular protest against Pro-

tection :
—"What is the balance? The pro-

letariat have, by vast exertion, which in

many cases has meant the exhaustion of their

labour-power and the shortening of their

lives by years, by the direct loss of many
thousands of lives and the sacrifice of youth,

even children in their tenderest years, accom-

plished a great work. And they have re-

ceived as reward a mere hunscer-wao-e with

3l potir-boire thrown in—for the consumption

of beer has increased by half a measure

weekly for every adult ! From this work

of the proletariat millions have found their

way into the pockets of the capitalists. On
the other hand, the working-man finds

himself at the end of all with empty hands
;

he has worked out his life, and now as before
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all he possesses is his labour-power, while

the capitalist class has at his command vastly

increased resources of production."

While writing I read that the executive

committee of the District Sick Insurance

Fund at Strasburg has adopted a resolution,

"since the wasres and labour conditions of

the members of the Sick Funds and the

insufficient feeding which may result from

the same have a close relationship to health,"

asking^ the Central Union of these Funds to

take steps to see that for all the work done

on its behalf Trade Union rates of wages
are paid.

Expenditure on Pleasures.

The investiofation into the wagres of the

better-paid artisans of Nuremberg incident-

ally throws an instructive light upon the

German workman's expenditure upon

pleasures. An analysis of such annual

expenditure in 40 cases gave an average

of 7s. 2d. per family, this including the

theatre, concerts, excursions and other

pleasures. The following were the aggre-

gate sums expended in this way, grouped

according to total expenditure :

—

u 30s
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Total Expenditure.
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One turns from this picture of exhausting

but ill-requited labour, so little relieved by

healthy relaxation, to that of the Lancashire

and Yorkshire factory operatives as they

flock by the ten thousand to the seaside for

their annual holiday in August, bringing the

entire economy of industry to a standstill for

seven or ten days while the army of labour

"stands at ease." And what a contrast!

As I write the following appears in the day's

newspaper :
—

" Oldham began its annual
• wakes,' or holidays, yesterday, and despite

bad trade and decreased earnings the bulk

of the people will leave the town for the next

week or ten days. It is computed that the

amount distributed by the savings clubs will

not be far short of ^150,000. Yesterday

189 clubs paid out ^98,392. In 1902

161 clubs distributed ^94,690. This year

13 mills and works' savings clubs shared

£1^,110, 55 societies and social and political

clubs ;!^29, 558, and clubs at loi public-houses,

^^40,575. Messrs. 's club distributed

£yooo, the same amount as last year, while

Messrs. 's paid out ^3000. In previous

years, when work has been good, the

aggregate distribution has been placed at

;^50o,ooo."
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Work of Women and Children.

Significant, moreover, of the condition of

German industry, even after nearly a quarter

of a century of Protection, is the heavy toll

which it levies upon the strength and life of

women. In England the tendency is for

women to withdraw more and more from

the severer industries, and the number of

married women engaged under the Factory

Acts is yearly decreasing. In Germany it

is otherwise. According to official returns,

women were in 1900 employed (juveniles

below sixteen years of age not reckoned) in

40,249 factories and workshops in the whole

Empire to the number of 798,408 ; in 1901

these numbers had increased to 46,809 and

847,386 respectively. Prussia alone had

397,714 women workers, of whom 149,137,

or 38 per cent., worked over 10 hours a day,

or 60 hours a week, and the rest 10 hours

and under, though the percentage working

over 10 hours daily was nearly 50 in the

province of West Prussia. In the factories

of Saxony 165,169 women were employed

in 1902 against 159,612, in 1901, and their

hours were from 60 to 66 weekly. In the
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factories of Baden, in 1902, 59,017 females

were employed, of whom 7654 were below

the age of sixteen— 19,004 working from 54
to 60 hours a week, 30,160 from 60 to 66

hours, and 650 a still longer time.

Of the total number of female operatives

in the cotton factories of England in 1894,

19.4 were married; in the worsted trade

the percentage of married women was 20.3 ;

and in the mixed woollen and worsted

trade 15.3—giving an average of 17.8 per

cent, of married women. Agrainst these

figures set the following:— In 1882 only

13.21 per cent, of the total number

(1,126,976) of female employees engaged

in industry and mining in Germany were
married; in 1895 ^^e percentage was 16.48

(the total being then 1,521,118). But the

proportion has since rapidly increased. In

Baden the increase has been from 27.85 per

cent, in 1895 to 28.77 i^ 1896, to 30.08 per

cent, in 1897, 30.39 per cent, in 1898, and

31.27 in 1899. In Saxony the proportion of

married women is exactly a third, and in

some industrial districts of Prussia it is as

high as 40 per cent. Not only so, but this

widespread and increasing employment of

married women takes place for the most
part in industries which are notorious for
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long hours, small pay, and exacting and

dangerous conditions of work. The factory

enumeration of 1899 showed that 229,334

married women were employed, of whom
111,194 (4S.49 per cent.) fell to the textile

industry, 1333 (0.58 per cent.) were engaged

in mining, smelting and saline works ; 19,475

(8.49 per cent.) in various stone and earth

industries; 15.232 (6.65 per cent.) in the

metal and machine trades ; and 11,049 (4-82

per cent.) in the paper-making industry.

Moreover, it has been abundantly proved

by investigations of the Factory Inspectors,

directed to this special point, that need, and

need alone, drives married women to the

factory and workshop. They work there

simply because they must work if the

household is to be kept going at all. An
investigation made by the Factory Inspector

for Aix-la-Chapelle showed that of 2237

married women in factories, 1961, or 88 per

cent., went out to work in order to provide

daily bread for themselves and those de-

pendent upon them. At Dresden the per-

centage was found to be 70, though in one

industry it was nearly 100. At Plauen the

percentage was 75, and here it is a tacitly

understood rule that, where the husband

cannot earn over ^^i a week, the wife must
310
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take her place by his side or in some other

occupation as a matter of course. The town

of Lieenitz had at a recent enumeration

26,600 factory women, of whom 12,500, or

47 per cent, were married. Inquiry was

made into the reason of their going to the

factory, and, disregarding the case of widows,

nearly all the answers were to the effect

that their husbands could not earn sufficient

to meet the household needs. A Baden

Factory Inspector writes:—"A firm which

employs, in addition to 300 women in the

factory, from 100 to 150 in the house

industry, observed that, with the depression

in industry in late years, married women
offer themselves for home work to a quite

striking degree, and that most of those who
so offered themselves were women whose

husbands either had no work to do or had

less earnings than formerly."

Unfortunately, this increase of female

labour has a tendency to supplant the labour

of men. The wife takes her place by the

husband's side, but soon the husband dis-

appears : female labour costs less. For the

wages of women workers are everywhere

pitiably low and their hours are often un-

conscionably long. A recent investigation

into the employment and earnings of un-
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married women in the factories and work-

shops of the Berlin district showed that

nearly 60 per cent, of the whole worked
from 9 to 1 1 hours a day (or 54 to 66 hours

a week), so that, reckoning the pauses at \\

hours a day, the effective workday ran from

six or seven in the morning to the same
hours in the evening, and that without

counting^ the lono; distances which had often

to be traversed to and from work. For this

work the average pay, based upon 939
returns representing all occupations, was
IIS. 4d., without making any reduction for

sickness or broken employment. 4.3 per

cent, of the women earned less than 6s. per

week, 7.8 per cent, received from 6s. to

8s., 75.7 per cent, received between 8s. and

15s. a week when fully employed, 11. i

per cent, received between 15s. and 20s.,

and I.I per cent, over 20s. The lowest

wages were paid in the soap industry, viz.,

7s. a week, though the rate for women in

England generally in this industry is from

8s. to I OS. Moreover, in many cases, the

earnings included pay for work done at

home out of factory hours. It is noted that

of these earnings 7s. 8d. on the average

went in the one item of food and lodoringf,

light and fuel not included, leaving a
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balance of 3s. 8d. on the average of us. 46.

for every other necessity—clothing, rail and

tram fares, pleasures, etc. Finally, 25 per

cent, of the women reported that the work
was intermittent for some months of the

year, the average period of slackness being

2.2 months.

In a factory district of Wurtemberg it

was found that the lowest income of a

female worker was ^11, 14s, for the year,

the highest £(:>2, and the average of 175

^20, los., or less than los. per week. In

Upper Alsace the average earnings of

women are from 5s. to 6s. a week. " In

the linen industry of Jauer, in Silesia (I

quote) a workwoman is only able with ten

hours of factory work, supplemented by

three or four hours of housework, to earn

weekly wages of los." In Breslau, widows
who have to work for the support of young
children pay, out of a weekly wage of 9s. or

los., 3s. for the care of a child, and 2s. for

the share of a room, leaving barely 7d.

per day over for herself. In such a case

the food consists almost solely of rye-bread,

potatoes, cabbage and pulse. In order to

facilitate the employment of married women
a manufacturer near Munich recently set up
a creche in his factory. Mothers are en-
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couraged to bring their infants with them,

leaving them in charge of the old woman
who superintends the creche, and feeding

them at odd moments when they can be

spared from the loom.

That the abstraction of the mother from

the home and the neglect of proper nursing

produce terrible mortality amongst infants is

only natural. The holocaust of child-life is,

indeed, a common lament of the Factory

Inspector, the Medical Officer, and the

Labour Press. I read:—"The mortality

amongst infants in Plauen has largely

increased with the increase of the factories,

though the general mortality of the popu-

lation has greatly diminished." The deaths

of infants were 33.8 per cent, of the total

mortality between the years 1 800-1824,

32.4 per cent, between the years 1825-1839,

39.8 per cent, between the years 1850-1874,

and 43.9 per cent, between the years 1875-

1899. While the general death-rate amongst

infants in Saxony is 11.2 per cent, of the

whole, it reaches 34.8 in the industrial

districts. Further, the infant death-rate in

Posen is 41 per cent., in Reichenbach in

Silesia it is 44 per cent., and in Lagenbielau

it is 54 per cent.

But young children are also compelled,
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even in defiance of the law, to take

their place in the factory and the workshop

as wage-earners. " The parents regard

their children as capital, from which a part

of the family income should proceed," wrote

a Baden Factory Inspector in his last

report. Thus one reads of how "in the

Oppeln district a nine-years-old child was

detected at work, and young persons were

employed far into the night and on Sunday

at the hard work of firing the furnaces ;

"

of how "in a brewery at Mtinster children

of school age were found to be employed

at id. an hour;" of how "in a cardboard

factory in the same district four young

persons were employed 24, and (with the

shortest intervals) even 2)^ hours together ;

"

and so on. These incidents are taken from

factory reports for 1902. Granted they are

isolated, yet they are none the less symptom-

atic—they witness to the strain under which

the parents live, the hard struggle to keep

the household together, the need that exists

for supplementing the precarious earnings

of father and mother by any means what-

soever, even though the law must be broken

and childhood be robbed of its health, care-

lessness and bloom.
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Conclusion.

T come back, finally, to the admission with

which I beo^an. Wages have certainly-

advanced during the past two or three

decades, and the position of labour is better

than it used to be. But how incredible

that it could have been otherwise when
we remember that Germany has only just

entered the industrial era, and that the

condition of her working classes before the

great war was dismal in the extreme ! The
real point at issue, however, is this— is the

progress which has been made in the

intervals attributable to Protection, and

even if so, are the wages, the hours, and

the oreneral conditions of labour which haveo
been described such as warrant a Free

Trade country in pulling up by its roots

the plant of prosperity and transplanting

it in a soil so unfertile and so unpromising '?

The universal voice of the industrial classes

of Germany is that Protection is to them

a curse and not a blessing, and that what-

ever amelioration may have taken place in

their lot has been won in spite of Pro-

tection and not by its aid. They may not
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be versed, these toilers for daily bread, in

the axioms of poHtical economy, but they

none the less study political economy in the

most practical of all schools—in the move-

ments of the labour market, the fluctuations

of the wages rate, the see-saw of the bread

and meat bill, the changing aspect of the

domestic larder. And the labour leader

who declared " Under the domination of

Protection the rich have become rich and

the poor have remained poor," voiced with

truth and moderation alike the conviction

and the experience of the whole of his

class.

The admission must in fairness be made
that German political economists frankly

agree that corn duties do constitute a burden

upon labour, and that the further increase

which is imminent will lead to the greater

impoverishment of the working-class. Pro-

fessor Adolf Wagner,' one of the most

enthusiastic defenders of Protection in Ger-

many, goes so far, indeed, as to contemplate

^ It is worth noting that it was Wagner who
originated the proposal—conditionally accepted by
Count von Biilow during the discussion of the Tariff

Bill in the Reichstag—that any increased revenue from
the higher corn duties should be applied in making
provision for aged workers. Compare Mr. Chamberlain's
Old Age Pension idea.
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the possibility of the present rate of the

growth of population decreasing as a result

;

but at the same time he defends Protection

from the standpoint of political expediency.

Agriculture, he contends, must be protected

at whatever cost, for the complete trans-

formation of Germany into an industrial

State would mean the conquest of the great

towns and the decay of rural life. The
argument is not unattractive, yet on the other

hand it strangely overlooks the fact that the

existing policy of bread-usury is crippling

the resources and deteriorating the food of

the entire industrial population, without

demonstrably benefiting the agricultural

classes at all.

Most English Protectionists, who similarly

refuse to disguise from themselves the in-

evitable tendency of corn duties to increase

the cost of food, take refuge in the assump-

tion that wages will rise simultaneously.

Yet even they do not pretend that such an

increase can by any possibility be automatic,

but implicitly allow that it will follow the

ordinary process of negotiation between

capital and labour. In other words, it is

only in the last resort by the method of the

strike and the dislocation of trade that there

is any hope of restoring the balance—

a
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Strange doctrine, truly, to be preached to the

working classes by those who have tradi-

tionally shown persistent hostility to the

principle of labour combination.

Needless to say, the experience of Germany
completely bears out this view of the question.

If wages have been increased, little has been

conceded voluntarily ; nearly all has been

won by hard fighting. Not to go further

back, during the period 1895 to 1899—

a

period of exceptional commercial expansion,

when the home and foreign trade progressed

by leaps and bounds, when huge fortunes

were made by individual industrialists, and

public companies paid hitherto unheard-of

dividends—the various working-men's unions

throughout the country expended out of their

accumulated funds no less than ;^262,5oo

in the support of strikes, in addition to

;^i 25,000 which was raised by voluntary

collections amongst the workers, or together,

^387,500. Moreover, it is estimated by the

executive of the Labour Unions that the

strikes which were carried on by the aid of

this fund cost the workers interested at least

^775,000, making a total strike outlay of

well over ;^ 1,000,000 for the five years.

And nearly a half of these strikes, though

falling to a period of industrial prosperity,
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were undertaken for no aggressive ends

—

that is, with the object of securing higher

wages—but merely with the object of pre-

venting intended reductions. The percentage

of such strikes in 1895 was 46.0; in 1896,

31.3; in 1897,42.9; in 1898,53.3; and in

1899, 44.5. Even where the resuh was better

pay for the future, the benefit gained was

counterbalanced by a large incidental sacrifice

;

where the result was the mere preservation

of the status quo, the workers permanently

lost ground by the exhaustion of their

common strike fund, the disappearance of

their individual savings, and a wholesale

accumulation of debt. To make matters

worse, the cost of living greatly increased

all round. As compared with 1S94 the price

of flour in 1898 rose in general 25 per cent,

and in many places as much as 30 and 40
per cent., though the increase, it is true, did

not last long. There was an increase also

in the price of meat, of potatoes, and almost

every commodity of domestic use, even to

soap, ink and paper, while house rents in the

larger towns rose to an alarminor extent.

The only absolute gain which accrued from

the inflated trade of those years went to the

corn-producers and the manufacturers, and

even they paid a heavy penalty soon after
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in a spell of reaction and decline. Taking

the whole of the strikes which fell to the

year 1899, which was still a favourable one

for German industry, we find that only

45.5 per cent, led to any improvement in the

position of the worker, though the improve-

ment was dearly bought, while the rest had

the result either of leaving his position

unaltered (33.5 per cent.) or of changing it

for the worse (21 per cent.). Since then

the result of the strikes has been still more

unfavourable. In 1900 the strikes under-

taken in the hope of preventing a direct

reduction of wages made 46. i per cent, of

the whole.

Facts like these prove that whatever the

apparent recompense which German work-

men may in individual cases or trades have

won during recent years, it has not been due

to the mechanical influence of Protection,

but has been a result of those weapons of

combination which are now at their disposal,

while the gain itself, where it has occurred,

has been nullified by the higher cost of

almost every necessity of life. Protection

has, in fine, destroyed, while combination

has been endeavouring to build up. And
meantime the workingr classes have suffered

all the hardship, loss and disappointment
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consequent upon a transition from a scale of

cheap to one of dear living.

"To-day, thanks to the policy of Protec-

tion," says Professor W. Lotz, "the German
workman lives more expensively, even

assuming equal wages and an equal standard

of life, than the workman of either England,

Holland or Belgium."' " Of what good,"

he continues, "are our social policies, our

industrial insurances, and all our adulation

of the same, if we do not in our industrial

expansion stake everything upon securing

the most favourable conditions of work to

the most efficient and best-trained workers

possible ."^

"
^

The statistician brings forward imposing

figures of growing trade, of swelling exports,

of rapidly-increasing fortunes, and says, " Is

not this national progress ? Are not we the

people ? " But the true index of a nation's

prosperity and the real security for its social

peace must be sought, not in the wealth of

the few but in the comfort of the many. If

in Germany to-day this test be applied, this

security be looked for, the judgment upon

Protection must be that it is a disappoint-

ment and a failure. In 1880, when the

duties on food were first imposed, the party

' Zolliarif, Socialpolitik, Weltpolitik, 1902. ^ Il>id.
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of Social Democracy had nine members in

the Reichstag ; now it has just nine times

nine. Its votes in 1880 fell below half a

million ; in 1903 they exceeded three millions.

And was it not Prince Bismarck himself who
said, " Everybody who casts his vote for

Social Democracy means to say, by so doing,

* I am discontented '

?
"

William Harbutt Dawson.

THE END
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